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Solar Powered Shed Alarm Kit
Cat. KC-5494

Not just for sheds, but for any location where you
want to keep undesirables out but don't have
access to mains power e.g a boat on a
mooring. It has 3 inputs so you can add
extra sensors as required, plus all
the normal entry/exit
delay etc. Short form
kit only - add your
own solar panel,
SLA battery,
sensors and siren. 

µA with
standard PIR connected 

minutes adjustable

£11.00*

Switching Regulator Kit
Cat. KC-5508

small, efficient and with
many features including a
very low drop-out voltage,
little heat generation,
electronic shutdown, soft
start, thermal, overload and short circuit protection. 

mounted components. 

£14.50*

Regulated Voltage Adaptor Kit
Cat. KA-1797

converter suited for
many applications
such as a
peripheral computer
power supply, powered

keyboards, etc. Just plug it's input into your

depending on the size of heatsink used (heat sink

included.

than the required output voltage
£3.00*

Improved Low Voltage Regulator
Cat. KC-5463

cigarette lighter sockets or even a
digital camera or powered speakers
from the power supply inside your

voltage at up to four amps (with
suitable heatsink). Kit includes

electronic components. 
Heatsink not included.

output, a heatsink with a thermal 

output voltage is required.

£6.75*

Voltage Regulator Kit
Cat. KC-5446

projects or as a mini bench
power supply etc. Kit supplied with

£6.25*

 A   B
Cat. KC-5498

Marine growth electronic
antifouling
systems can cost

project uses the
same ultrasonic
waveforms and
virtually identical
ultrasonic
transducers mounted in a
sturdy polyurethane

yourself (which includes
some potting) you save a fortune!
Standard unit consists of control electronic 
kit and case, ultrasonic transducer, potting and gluing

including wiring. (Price includes epoxies).

Now available Pre-built:

Universal Voltage Switch
Cat. KC-5377

A universal module suits a range of different
applications. It will trip a relay when a preset

rising or falling voltage making it suitable for a wide
variety of voltage outputting devices eg., throttle
position sensor, air flow sensor, EGO sensor. It also
features adjustable hysteresis (the difference
between trigger on/off voltage), making it extremely
versatile. You could use it
to trigger an extra fuel
pump under high boost,
anti-lag wastegate
shutoff, and much
more. Kit supplied

electronic components.

Wideband Fuel Mixture Controller Kit
Cat. KC-5486

permanent installation in the car or a temporary

components

printed lid

£90.50*

£12.00*

£29.00*

Voltage Monitor Kit
Cat. KC-5424

battery voltage, the airflow meter or oxygen sensor

response time, high input impedance and auto
dimming for night time driving. 

and electronic
components.

HB-6015 £1.25) £8.50*

Cat. KC-5435

When you modify your gearbox, diff ratio or change
to a large circumference tyre, it may result in an

indicator to show when the input
signal is being received. Kit
supplied

overlay and all 
electronic
components.

(use HB-6013 £1.50) £20.00*

BEST
SELLER!

Soft Start Kit for Power Tools
Cat. KC-5511

Stops that dangerous kick-back when you 
first power up an electric saw, router or 

prevent damage to the job or yourself when kick-
back torque jerks the power tool out of your

cord and all specified
electronic components.

£18.25*

FEATURED
THIS MONTH!
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Crazy Cricket & Freaky Frog Kit
Cat. KC-5510

A fun first project for a budding electronics
enthusiast. Designed to imitate the chirping noise
of a cricket or gentle croaking of a frog (alternates at
power up), while keeping its location
secret to annoy other family
members. It activates in darkness
and stops when disturbed by
light. Kit supplied with PCB,
pre-programmed micro
battery and electronic
components.

£7.25*

High Performance 12V
Stereo Amplifier Kit
Cat. KC-5495

An ideal project for anyone
wanting a compact and
portable stereo amp where
12V power is available. No
mains voltages, so it's safe as a
school project or as a beginner's 

(use HH-8570 £2.25)

£16.50*

BEST
SELLER!

Studio 350 - High Power Amplifier
Cat. KC-5372

with a very low signal to
noise ratio and harmonic

supplied in short
form with PCB and
electronic components.

more specifications. £63.50*

"Pre-Champ" Versatile Preamplifier
Cat. KC-5166

Unless you have a signal of sufficient amplitude the

most applications. You can vary the
gain by changing a resistor
and there is even
provision on the PCB for
an electret microphone. 
Use AM-4010 £0.81.

electronic components
£3.50*

Universal Stereo Preamplifier
Cat. KC-5159

this preamp is designed for use with a magnetic
cartridge, cassette deck or dynamic microphone.

most preamps in many stereo
amplifiers, making it a
worthy replacement if
your current preamp
falls short of

and is supplied with all
components to build
either the phono, tape or
microphone version.

use MM-2007 £3.50.

£6.25*

"The Champ" Audio Amplifier
Cat. KC-5152

supply making it ideal for all
those basic audio projects. It
features variable gain, will happily run

tightest of spaces.
£3.00*

50 Watt Amplifier Module
Cat. KC-5150

Uses a single chip module and

with very low distortion.
PC Board and electronic
components supplied.

website for full specs.

HH-8590 £5.25
£11.00*

Jacob’s Ladder High Voltage
Display Kit MK2
Cat. KC-5445

(available from auto stores and parts recyclers),
create an awesome rising ladder of noisy sparks

improved circuit is suited to 
modern high power 
ignition coils and 
will deliver a 
spectacular
visual display. 
Kit includes 
PCB, pre-cut 

electronic components.

£15.75*

Theremin Synthesiser Kit MkII
Cat. KC-5475

ever. It's easier to set up 

volume adjustment and power 
supply measurement 
and it now runs on 
AC to avoid the 
interference
switchmode
plugpacks can 
cause. It's also easier 
to build with PCB-mounted 
switches and pots to reduce wiring to just the
hand plate, speaker and antenna and has the
addition of a skew control to vary the audio 
tone from distorted to clean. 

machined case and specified components

£27.25*

Miniature FM Transmitter
Cat. KE-4711

that has the benefits of

battery and
components, and
makes an ideal,

beginners kit.

£5.00*

The ‘Flexitimer’
Cat. KA-1732

remains one of our most
versatile short form projects.

and switches the on-board relay once
or repeatedly when the switching time is

£7.25*

Low Cost Programmable 
Interval Timer
Cat. KC-5464

version of the
very popular low
cost 12VDC
electronic timer. It is link

restarted at any time. Kit includes PCB, program
micro and electronic components.

£12.75*

THOUSANDS
SOLD!
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legal responsibility for it.
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ADVERTISEMENTS
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PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS take reasonable 
precautions to protect the interests of readers by 
ensuring as far as practicable that advertisements are 
bona fide, the magazine and its publishers cannot give 
any undertakings in respect of statements or claims 
made by advertisers, whether these advertisements 
are printed as part of the magazine, or in inserts.

The Publishers regret that under no circumstances 
will the magazine accept liability for non-receipt of 
goods ordered, or for late delivery, or for faults in 
manufacture.

TRANSMITTERS/BUGS/TELEPHONE
EQUIPMENT
We advise readers that certain items of radio 
transmitting and telephone equipment which may 
be advertised in our pages cannot be legally used in 
the UK. Readers should check the law before buying 
any transmitting or telephone equipment, as a fine, 
confiscation of equipment and/or imprisonment can 
result from illegal use or ownership. The laws vary from 
country to country; readers should check local laws.

E D I T O R I A L

Sourcing parts for projects
Following on from last month’s popular and ingenious Ultrasonic Cleaner 
project, this month, we have another use for high-powered ultrasonic 
transducers in the shape of a boat anti-fouling project – instead of labour-
intensive, dirty and expensive scraping and the application of unpleasant 
toxic paint, you now have the option of a clean, inexpensive and simple-
to-install electronic circuit that will keep the barnacles at bay. It’s not just 
for ‘sea dogs’, this project will work equally well for inland waterway 
craft.

Going through the component list of these projects, I did check 
to make sure the rather specialised piezoelectric transducers 
needed are readily available here in the UK – the project 
originates from our partners Silicon Chip
I was rather discouraged; the usual suspects of RS, Farnell or Maplin 

eBay, and, of course, they are available there, but you have to order them 
from China. I’ve never ordered one-offs like this from China, and although 
I have no reason to doubt the honesty or reliability of Chinese suppliers 

The answer, as always with Silicon Chip projects, is to go to their 
recommended suppliers in Australia. I know some readers are a little 
apprehensive about ordering from what must be the most distant suppliers 
to the UK, but please do consider these three points: 1) Jaycar and Altronics 
have been successful and reliable partners with Silicon Chip for several 
years; 2) you are ordering from an English-language website with email 
and, if necessary, phone contacts, 3) despite the heat, unusual animals and 
uncanny ability to beat us at cricket (well, usually), Australia is, in many 
ways, one of the easiest foreign countries to do business with – they have a 
similar legal system, the same language and strong cultural links to us. 
Yes, it takes a little longer for components to arrive, but we are talking an 
extra week – not weeks. EPE
these suppliers, but we do have a strong interest in our readers being able 
to source the parts needed for the projects we publish. Please do not let 
the geography put you off ordering parts or whole kits from these reliable 
suppliers.
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Lord Sugar sweetens TV access  by Barry Fox

After more than a year of delays, 
which were turning the name 

YouView into an industry joke, 
the long awaited hybrid Freeview/
Internet set-top box is now ready for 
launch. First impressions, from live 
demos given in London recently, 
suggest the wait has been well 
worthwhile.

YouView chairman, Lord 
Sugar (Alan Sugar, founder 
of Amstrad) and CEO Rich-

has now been locked down, 
2500 home trialists have 
enthused; eg, on Twitter 
and twin-tuner PVR boxes 
are already in production 

-
es were due in shops at the 
end of July for £299.

‘It is a great moment in 
British television’ said 
Lord Sugar. ‘This is Brit-
ish technology. It was in-
vented and designed here 
in the UK, not California. 
YouView is not Internet on 
TV, it’s a whole new way of 
experiencing TV.’

The core aim of YouView is to pro-
vide an EPG (electronic program 
guide) which seamlessly combines 
live off-air Freeview DTTV (digital 
terrestrial television) with live IPTV 
(internet protocol television). The 
EPG looks forward though 100 Free-
view channels of free-to-air digital 
TV and radio programming for the 
next seven days, and backwards 
over the last seven days (or more, 
eg, for archived series) through on-
line catch up TV services such BBC 
iPlayer.

‘YouView seamlessly combines 
the worlds of catch-up and live TV, 
on the living room TV’ says Halton. 

(personal video recorder) function 
and with just a single tuner, in a cou-
ple of years’ says Lord Sugar. ‘There 
is no reason why other manufactur-
ers can’t become licensees. It is not a 
closed shop.

‘It’s normal to start with a top-end 
model. But I see this as a template, or 
carcass, of what’s to come. But it will 

take a little time. For in-
stance, the PVR disc is not 
just for recording, it is also 
used for buffering.

‘There is no reason why 
the Zapperbox circuit board 
should not be built into an 
IDTV (integrated digital 
television) instead of a Free-
view tuner.

‘Anyone who wants to be 
a broadcaster can be – by of-
fering an Internet TV chan-
nel and paying say £50,000 
to be on the YouView EPG. 
It’s an open but regulated 
platform with PIN-protect-
ed parental controls.’

Commercial channels will 
be ad-funded, with catch-
up programmes not neces-
sarily streaming the same 

adverts that went out with the live 
broadcast. ‘YouView will not be sell-
ing anything’ say Halton and Sugar.

Viewers will only know they are 
watching by broadband instead of 
off-air by the progress bar at the bot-
tom of the catch-up TV screen. ‘Our 
marketing will warn about data costs 
and data caps’ assures Halton.

‘I have spent my time in this in-
dustry making complicated technol-
ogy easy to use. There will be no 
thick manual, just instructions on 
how to plug into three things – the 
aerial, broadband and TV. Anyone 
who can’t understand that probably 
shouldn’t be watching TV’.

‘There will 15,000 programmes on 
back offer at any time, with 3000 new 
per week’.

content by programme or even an 
actor’s name.

YouView is backed by the BBC, 
ITV, Channel 4 and Channel 5, trans-
mitter network operator Arqiva, and 

telecoms providers BT and TalkTalk. 
Together, the seven partners have 
spent £70m.

BT and TalkTalk will offer addition-
al content and services to customers. 
But a YouView box can be used with 
any ISP’s broadband connection.

YouView will control the EPG and 
let any reputable content provider 
appear on it – for a fee set by an as-yet 
unpublished menu of prices. Over 
300 content partners have already 
expressed interest, says Halton. Sky’s 
Now TV and Scottish commercial 

‘I’d not be surprised to see a 
£99 ‘Zapperbox’, without a PVR 

YouView chairman Lord Sugar (right) and CEO Halton at the launch of their 
new set-top ‘box’
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The NRC features a small cinema 
and extensive descriptions of the 
history of radio communications, 
interspersed with examples of radio 
equipment across the 20th century. 
A wall-long display with video com-
mentary, shows how the electromag-
netic spectrum from DC to light is 
used today.

Interactive demonstrations of radio 
technology illustrate the basic ideas 
inside every radio.

Commenting on the Centre, the 
President of the Radio Society of 
Great Britain, David Wilson, said ‘We 
are proud to bring this outstanding 
exhibition and learning facility into 
operation. It is probably the leading 
exhibition of radio communications 
technology in the UK, brought to life 
with vivid realism and providing 
the opportunity for visitors to learn 
about this major economic force in 
the world today.

For further details about the NRC, 
see: www.bletchleypark.org.uk

Matrix has announced the launch 
of nine new expansion modules 

for its popular MIAC controller.
The MIAC E-system design suite con-

sists of a rugged MIAC controller, nine 
expansion modules and the Flowcode 
graphical programming software, 
which allows engineers to quickly 
develop industrial control and data-
logging systems. The MIAC e-system 
design suite provides a set of parts that 
can create a range of electrical systems 
in a short time.

The MIAC and the expansion mod-
ules connect together using the CAN 
bus. The Flowcode graphical program-
ming software takes care of all CAN 
bus communications between the 
modules, so no knowledge of CAN is 
needed. Integration with other elec-
tronic systems is a key objective and 
the designers have made it easy to link 
the modules to the Internet using TCP/
IP, to mobile devices using Bluetooth 
or Wi-Fi, to Zigbee-enabled systems, 
RS485 and RS232 systems, and to PCs 
using USB. The system is also compat-
ible with low voltage protocols such as 
TTL, I2C and SPI, which is designed 
to make the modules useful for general 
lab test and measurement purposes.

Flowcode V5 for ARM and
AVR/Arduino
Matrix has also brought out new ver-
sions of its electronic system design 

National Radio Centre opens at Bletchley Park

Matrix modules for data-logging and 
control system development

The The Radio Society of Great 
Britain’s National Radio Centre 

(NRC) has formally opened at 
Bletchley Park.

The Centre is a world-class show-
case for radio communications tech-
nology, which provides the oppor-
tunity to get ‘up close and personal’ 
with the history and technology of 
radio communications.

19th century through Marconi to fu-
ture radio developments, visitors will 

on experiments and even the oppor-
tunity to ‘go on the air’ using a state-
of-the-art shortwave radio station.

A part of the Bletchley Park Heri-
tage site, the NRC, with its focus on 

well with other parts of the Bletch-
ley Park museum, which show how 
radio communications have played 
a pivotal part in the history of code-
breaking, counter intelligence and 
national defence.

Need an extra helping of 
Raspberry Pi? There’s 

a new section on EPE’s
Chat Zone dedicated to this 
exciting, low-cost British 
single-board computer. For more 
details, see: www.chatzones.co.uk

It’s the stuff of GCHQ 
and MI5 storylines. The 

Enigma E2 mobile phone 
claims to have an ‘unbrea-
kable encryption that will 
challenge the world’s best 
code breakers’. Preventing 
anyone from listening in, ‘Crypto’ calls 
on the Enigma E2 are ‘100% secure’, 
using unbreakable and unique codes 
via a unique second SIM card. 

Especially important for those 
wanting to protect against business 
espionage, terrorism or need to keep 
their lives private. It takes seven 
seconds or less to set up a highly 
encrypted call by simply pressing 
the ‘crypto’ button to call another 
Enigma phone. The phones use se-
cure keys, 1024-bit RSA asymmetric 
encryption and 256-bit AES sym-
metric encryption to authenticate 
each other.

The Enigma E2 can also be used to 
make unencrypted calls to ordinary 
mobile phones. It has GPRS internet 
access and Bluetooth hands-free, 
but both of these are kept separate 
from the ‘crypto’ side of the phone. 
Software upgrades are also available 
to offer encrypted text and picture 
messaging.

Would be James Bonds would do 
well to remember its World War Two 
namesake, and that given enough ef-
fort, almost any code can be broken!

The Enigma E2 costs £1320 from 
www.tripleton.com

Thinkbroadband.com, a broadband 
news and information site, is 

calling for UK broadband users and 
non-users to participate in a new 
nationwide ‘Big Broadband’ survey, 
see: www.broadbandsurvey.org.uk

The survey will give participants 
the chance to air their views and 
gripes on broadband, and will re-
veal how much the UK spends on 
broadband, why they switch be-
tween providers, how quickly faults 
are remedied, and how often they 
exceed their data quota. It will also 
show which UK regions suffer the 
most from poor broadband service 
and how reliant we are on the ‘net’.

New expansion modules from Matrix

Raspberry Pi Zone

Code breakers mobile challenge!

UK Broadband survey

software: Flowcode version 5 for 
ARM microcontrollers and Flowcode 
version 5 for AVR microcontrollers. 
(These follow the launch of Flow-
code 5 for PIC microcontrollers.)

The new Flowcode is designed 
to speed up the process of learning 
how to develop electronic systems, 
and also offers practising engineers 
a range of new features that make 
designing microcontroller-based cir-
cuits easier and quicker.

New functional features include au-
tomatic documentation, support for a 
wider range of variable types, C code 
management and customisation, and 
new components.

Flowcode V5 for AVR will also 
now natively support Arduino de-
vices and the XMEGA range of AVR 
devices. It is available as a down-
load via the Matrix website and its 
list of distributors worldwide.

Further details are available at: 
www.matrixmultimedia.com
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Constructional Project

Part 1: By JOHN CLARKE

Many people have hearing impairment. Whether they are watching 
TV, listening to radio or music, attending a concert, meeting or 

what is going on – and that may be in spite of using a hearing aid. 
Hearing loops, which inductively couple an audio signal to a hearing 

JUST because you have a hearing aid does not mean that 
your hearing problems are solved. When you have nor-
mal hearing, your ears are very good at discriminating

  between noise and the sounds you want to hear. Not so 
with a hearing aid, particularly if you are wearing only one. 

The hearing aid is basically a microphone, ampli-
fier and earpiece. Unfortunately, the microphone 
picks up all sounds and noise, and then ampli-
fies all signals by the same amount. The wearer

In many situations, this problem can be largely overcome 

placed around the room or hall and the radiated signal 

Telecoil; see the panel, ‘The origin of the Telecoil’).
 Alternatively, the signal can be picked up via a cochlea 

implant or even a loop receiver, as described elsewhere 
in this issue, driving conventional headphones/earbuds.

Hearing loss increases with age, so it is common for 
hearing loops to be used, for example, in halls and places 
of worship which older people frequent. In fact, many 
modern buildings are so equipped these days. 

In the home

especially when shared with those without hearing impair-
ment. But it is unusual for hearing loops to be installed in 
the home.

Until now, that is: in this article we describe how to set 
up a basic hearing loop for the home or for small to quite 

Commission) standards – and how to drive it. 
This could be done using a commercially made ampli-

Professional hearing loop installations can cost many 

new public buildings these days have them installed during 
construction in appropriate areas as a matter of course). 

However, a do-it-yourself installation along the lines 
set out in this article can provide excellent results, and 

made small or quite large, depending on the area needed 
to be covered.

Designing and Installing 
a HEARING LOOP For the 
deaf
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What’s a hearing loop?
In its simplest form, a hearing loop system comprises a 

-

operate correctly.

particular installation.

-

-

How does a hearing aid work?

SIGNAL
SOURCE

AMPLIFIER

AUDIO INDUCTION LOOP

HEARING AID
WITH T-COIL

LOOP RECEIVER
& HEADPHONES MICROPHONE

AMPLIFIER
LOUDSPEAKER

T-COIL

VOLUME CONTROL,
RESPONSE SHAPING

SWITCH

T

M

Fig.1: the basic arrangement for a hearing loop. Signal from 

A Hearing Loop is installed
in this building.

To use this facility, sit within
the listening area shown shaded
and switch your hearing aid to

the T-coil position.
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processed, depending on the complexity of the hearing 
-

shows the general aid internal arrangement.
-

coil of wire on a ferrite core, and a switch on the hearing aid 

to detect an electromagnetic signal from a hearing loop, 
-

either special telephones or hearing loops. 

There is nothing to stop the orientation of the hearing 

loop when lying along the horizontal.

Why T-coil

-

Not perfect

-

Designing a hearing loop system
Before embarking on designing and installing a hearing 

-
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Installing a hearing loop in buildings made with steel 

-
tion may be to provide more current drive in the loop with a 

Loop performance can be checked before it is permanently 
installed by simply running the loop wire temporarily 

An important factor to consider when deciding on the 
positioning of a loop is interference from the mains power 

Fluorescent lamps can cause interference when they are 

-

Hearing Loop Level Meter in a future 
-

What level?

-

Hearing Loop Level Meter will also measure noise using a 

Another consideration is whether the loop wire will be 

more severe than feedback caused by loudspeaker wiring 

T-COIL OUTPUT
VOLTAGE

AUDIO
INDUCTION

LOOP

MAGNETIC
FIELD

The origin of the Telecoil
Hearing aids installed with a Telecoil or T-coil began as 
a solution to a problem that occurs when using a hear-
ing aid with a telephone. The name Telecoil originates 
from the words telephone and coil.

To understand the problem you need to be aware that 
there is coupling between the telephone mouthpiece 
and the telephone earpiece, so as you speak some of 
the sound is heard through the earpiece. The coupling 
is called ‘side-tone’, and is deliberately introduced to 
prevent the telephone sounding dead when speaking. 

This can cause a problem when using a hearing aid. 
When it is brought close to the earpiece of a telephone, 
the hearing aid often produces a loud-pitched squeal, 
or feedback. This is caused by the microphone on the 
hearing aid picking up sound that is amplified and re-
produced by the hearing aid loudspeaker, which is then 
received by the telephone handpiece and then further 
re-amplified by the hearing aid and so on.

To allow a hearing aid wearer to use a telephone, 
without this problem occuring, the telephone is modified 
to include a wire loop that is driven by the same signal as 
the telephone loudspeaker. The loop produces a small 
magnetic field that varies in sympathy with the signal.

To utilise this feature, the hearing aid needs to include 
a Telecoil (T-coil) that detects the signal from the phone’s 
magnetic field. When required to be used in this way, the 
hearing aid is switched to the ‘T-coil’ position, disabling
the hearing aid microphone and thus avoiding the 
audio feedback.

Some telephones include a Telecoil already installed 
within the handpiece; some may need one fitted as an 
accessory.

Some hearing aids are designed to automatically 
switch over to the T-coil position in the presence of a 
strong DC magnetic field. The magnet in the telephone 
earpiece provides this field.

Due to the success of the T-coil in hearing aids with 
telephones, its application has broadened to where 
hearing loops are now commonly used wherever sound 
needs to be available for the hearing impaired.
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It is wise to test for these problems with a temporary loop 
installation. Problems will be evident if the sound seems 
distorted or has a ‘metallic’ quality. An oscilloscope can also 
be used to monitor the sound system signal for instability.

Note that an audio induction loop setup will not cause 
direct acoustic feedback – the squeal associated with audio 
coupling of microphones and guitars to loudspeakers.

Spill
Generally, the area where a hearing aid will receive the 
signal is within the loop itself. Outside the loop, the 

strength of a 10m × 10m square loop at a height of 1m 
above the loop. The signal is reasonably constant (to 
within 3dB) within the loop area, but drops off just 
outside the loop. Any signal outside the loop is called 
the ‘spill’.

Spill means that the signal is not secure and might be 
intercepted from outside the building, simply by using a 
T-coil-equipped hearing aid. If security is important, that 
is a consideration. Spill also means that if more than one 
loop is installed in a building, then measures are required 
to prevent interference between them.

More than one loop will be required where a very large 
area needs to be covered. If each loop broadcasts the same 
signal, then using out-of-phase adjacent loops can minimise 
signal loss at the loop junction. 

Where the signal in each loop is different (eg, in a multi-
cinema theatre) the loop design must prevent any signal 
spill into adjacent loops. Special loop designs enable spill 
to be minimised. For more information on spill control, see 
Ampetronic’s website: www.ampetronic.com

Coverage area
In many cases, it is only necessary to provide loop coverage 
for part of a room or hall, rather than attempt to provide for 
the full area. For example, where a hall has seating for say 500 
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people, you may only need to provide hearing loop coverage 
for 50 seats or perhaps even less. 

This would mean that a map would be required to show po-
tential users the designated listening area and/or any booking 
system would need to provide priority for hearing impaired 
listeners within that area. A smaller loop also means that a 

Amplifiers for hearing loops
-

signers have three choices: using a commercial hearing loop 

or you build your own.
-

does not vary with frequency, which would normally occur 
due to the inductance of the loop. However, standard voltage 

reduced current to the loop as the frequency rises. This is 

becomes very practical.

Minimum load for a voltage amplifier

loop must be designed to suit its minimum load, typically 4 .
Hence, the design is based on the size of the loop and wire 
gauge required to provide a 4  DC resistance. 

Once you have decided on the hearing loop dimensions, 
you add up the length of wire sides (almost invariably 
the ‘loops’ are rectangular or square) required to make up 
the loop (don’t forget the wire between the loop and the 

 load 
is selected from Table 1.

That’s not the full story however, because the wire must 
be able to carry the current needed to produce the required 

signal level. With normal programme material, peak signals 
can be 12dB higher, or up to 400mA/m.
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To allow for this, we have set a large factor of safety for 
the wire current rating by restricting average wire current 
to 5A/square mm when the wire could easily accept 8A to 
10A continuously.

Calculation of the current requirements to produce the 

and along the same plane as the loop uses the equation:

Current (A) = L(m)/9n

Where L n is the 
number of turns. 

For the purposes of loop design, a rectangular loop can use 
the same equation, with L as the smaller of the rectangle sides.

As an example, when using the equation for a single-turn 
9m square loop, a current of 1A is required to produce the 

How much amplifier power?

SIGNAL
Vin

SIGNAL
Vin

9k

1k

R

R

L

L

Vout Vout

LOAD
(INDUCTION

LOOP)

LOAD
(INDUCTION

LOOP)

R/10

A   VOLTAGE AMPLIFIER B   CURRENT AMPLIFIER

 load.
As an example, if the current required is 1A, the power 

Listener’s height
Another important factor to consider is that the maximum 

level above the plane. 
For most hearing loop installations, the loop is either 

Typically, this means that the listener’s hearing aid is about 
1.7m above or below the plane of the loop.

Fig.8 shows a graph of the extra current and power re-
quired for height offsets above or below the loop plane. To 
use the graph, divide the distance that the hearing aid will 
be above or below the loop plane by the shorter side length 

Table 1: Loop wire and current calculator

Wire size Wire cross 
section area 

(mm2)

Wire current 
capacity

(based on 
5A/mm2)

(A)

Ohms per metre 
( /m) (based 
on 0.017241

mm2/m at 20°C)

Wire length 
required for 4

(For figure-8 
wire use half 
this length)

Maximum
square loop 

size
(two turns)

Current for 
100mA/m for 

max. loop 
size (A)

Current
required for 

1.7m above or 
below loop

(A)

1 x 0.25mm 0.049 0.245 0.351 5.7m 0.7m square 0.078 -
1 x 0.315mm 0.07793 0.389 0.2212 18m 2.25m square 0.25 1.50
1 x 0.5mm 0.1963 0.982 0.0878 45m 5.63m square 0.63 1.01

14 x 0.14mm 0.21555 1.077 0.080 50m 6.25m square 0.70 1.05
14 x 0.18mm 0.3626 1.81 0.0484 84m 10.5m square 1.17 1.40
14 x 0.20mm 0.43982 2.20 0.039 104m 13m square 1.44 1.58
19 x 0.18mm 0.48349 2.42 0.03566 112m 14m square 1.56 1.64
20 x 0.18mm 0.50894 2.54 0.03388 118m 14.75m square 1.64 1.71
24 x 0.20mm 0.75398 3.77 0.02287 176m 22m square 2.44 2.45
41 x 0.20mm 1.28805 6.44 0.013387 298m 37.5m square 4.17 4.18
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is 2m above the loop, the division gives us 0.4. Comparing 
0.4 on the graph gives us a multiplier of about 2.1 times 
more current that must be applied to the loop to maintain 

loops are better in this respect because the height above or 

loop side dimension. 
This fact is important to consider because users of the 

The graph of Fig.8 can also be used to determine the 

-

so that more current is required in the loop to maintain 

compensate.

Height comparison

1.7m as the expected highest listening point above the loop 

plane, noting that hearing aids are at ear level rather than 

expected listening height above the loop plane. For a 6.8m 
loop, a 1.7m height gives a 0.25 height-to-loop dimension 
ratio and the current multiplier is about 1.4. For the 0.5m 

-
lates this. So for the 6.8m square loop; if the loop current is 
set so the signal strength is correct at the 1.7m height, then 

strength is set for correct level at 0.5m, then the strength 

and maximum heights above the loop.

-

make a 4 -

Fig.8: extra current and power are required for height offsets 
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Fig.9: this shows how 
to form a 2-turn loop 
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What voltage amplifiers are suitable?

-

Silicon Chip / EPE
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The  signal pre-conditioner, that 
we will describe in a later issue, has treble boost compensa-
tion to correct for these rolloffs. 

might appear to mean that extra power will be required 

-

while there are four octaves between 100Hz and 1600Hz there 
are less than two octaves between 1600Hz and 5kHz. Treble 

For large loops (15m square and over), a fair degree of 

loss for loops larger than 20m square.

Impedance of the loop

shape of a rectangle or square. The impedance of the loop 
comprises the resistance of the wire plus the (XL) reactance 
due to the inductance (L) of the loop. These two components 

The main variation in the loop will be due to the reactance 

from the listening position. See www.jaycar.com.au and 
www.altronics.com.au for kits.

Loop inductance
We mentioned that loop inductance was a concern because 
it reduces the amount of current that is applied to the loop 

is ideal because it removes the need for excessive treble boost. 
We plotted loop inductance versus loop size and this 

rectangular or circular loop can be calculated using an 
inductance calculator. 

We used the calculator at www.technick.net/public/
code/cp_dpage.php?aiocp_dp=util_inductance_calculator

For the purpose of this exercise, inductance calculation 
was based on 1mm diameter wire (0.5mm radius). The μ 

Note how the inductance for two turns is four times that 
of one turn. The inductance values are based on a square 
loop shape. Rectangular loop inductance can be calculated 
using the rectangular shape option in the above mentioned 
inductance calculator.

-
ance as a square loop that has the same wire length. For 
example a 10m square loop has the same inductance as a 
15 × 5m rectangular loop.

From the inductance we can calculate the 3dB down rolloff 
 loop. How this is calculated is described in the section 

 loops.

Rolloff frequency

against loop side length. The graph reveals that for a 2-turn 

5kHz for square loops up to almost 5m. Larger loops will 
require treble boost to compensate for the rolloff.

Fig.12: the plot of loop inductance versus loop size. The graph 
shows inductance for both 1-turn and 2-turn loops. Note how 
inductance is four times greater in the 2-turn loop. Typically, 
a rectangular loop will have the same inductance as a square 
loop that has the same wire length.
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inductor is calculated using a phasor diagram. Impedance 
of the resistor is R and reactance of the inductor is XL. Total 
impedance is Z.
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A pure resistance without inductance has a current that 
is in phase with the voltage. For a pure inductor, which 
has no resistance, the current lags the voltage by 90°. Its 
reactance is given by:

XL = 2 ×  × frequency × the inductance.

Resistance is shown as R and the reactance (XL) is 90° 

the R value and the XL value, add the two squared values, 

Z

hypoteneuse in a right-angled triangle.
R is 4

-
pedance is close to 4

-

Fig.13: this shows the –3dB rolloff frequency with various loop 
side lengths (4 , two turns). Frequency response varies by no 
more than 3dB up to 5kHz for loops no larger than 5m square. 
Larger loops will require treble boost to compensate for the 
rolloff before 5kHz. 
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Fig.14: frequency response for various sized loops (4 , two 
turns). For a 5m square loop, rolloff is just over 3dB down 
at 5kHz, but for a 20m square loop rolloff is –14dB down. 
Typically, a rectangular loop will have the same response 
and –3dB rolloff as a square loop with the same wire length.

Table 2: SILICON CHIP / EPE amplifier data
Power into 4 Loop size Amplifier Name Silicon Chip/EPE publication date Kit supplier No.

20W 3-8m square
Compact High Performance 

12V Stereo Amplifier
May 2010 / 2012

Jaycar KC5495, 
Altronics K5136

30W 2.5-11m square Schoolies Amplifier December 2004 Altronics K5116

55W 2-16m square 50W Audio Amplifier Module March 1994
Jaycar KC5150, 
Altronics K5114

70W 2-18m square SC480 January 2003 Altronics K5120

200W 1.5-33m square Ultra-LD Mk2 August 2008 / 2010
Jaycar KC5470, 
Altronics K5151

350W Up to 42m square Studio 350 Power Amplifier January 2004 Jaycar KC5372

Silicon Chip and EPE, ranging from 
20W through to 350W. The table also shows the recommended size of loop that should be used with each.
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the impedance increases. The loop current is the voltage 
divided by the impedance.

At low frequencies, the reactance XL is close to zero, 
and so the 4  resistance mainly sets loop current. As the 
frequency rises, the reactance increases, the total imped-
ance rises and so current drops. The –3dB down frequency 
is when the resistance R is equal to the reactance XL. Then 
the current is 0.7071 of the DC current.

As an example (and using simple numbers), lets say R
is 1  and voltage is 1V AC. Current I at a low frequency 
is 1A. When the AC frequency is higher, the reactance of 
the inductor will be 1
on the inductance. The impedance Z becomes the square 
root of 2 or 1.414 . So the current is 1/1.414 or 0.7071 in 
value. This reduction to 0.7071A compared to the original 
1A is the –3dB level.

A hearing loop does not use radio!
A common misconception with hearing loops is that they 
operate using radio waves. In other words, it is assumed 
that the loop acts as a radio antenna and the hearing aid 
includes a wireless receiver for reception. This is not true. 

the audio signal frequency at up to around 5kHz.

of the electromagnetic spectrum, its properties are unlike 
radio waves. For example, the wavelength at 3kHz is very 
long, at around 100km, compared to radio waves that start 
at around 300m.

by 50Hz power lines are not considered to be radio waves.
Other examples of waves that are also part of the electro-

visible light, ultra-violet light (UV) and X-rays. These too 
are not considered radio.

Health effects using a hearing loop?

cause detrimental health effects (eg, UV and X-rays), it 
is unclear whether the low frequency and low level mag-

effect. Most research concerning the effects on cells with 
electromagnetic radiation is concentrated on 50Hz power 
transmission, along with the higher frequencies such as 
microwaves, X rays, and ultra-violet radiation.

Mobile phones come under the microwave category 
and operate at around 3GHz. The microwave energy from 
a mobile phone is vastly higher than that from a hearing 
loop and its frequency is at least one million times greater, 
and with much higher energy. 

There is no correlation between the effects of microwave 
energy causing cell damage in the body and any effects 
caused by hearing loops.

If we consider the 50Hz power line frequency as being 
the closest studied radiation compared to the hearing 
loop, the recommended maximum continuous exposure to 

from the Australian Radiation Protection and Nuclear 
Safety Agency. (www.arpansa.gov.au/radiationprotection/
facsheets/is_emf.cfm).

frequency induction loops for hearing aid purposes is 
100mA/m at 1kHz, rising to 400mA/m during peaks, which 
equates to 0.126 T and 0.5 T respectively – more than 
1000 times less than the 0.1mT level.

Magnetic field strength

strength is expressed using the units of A/m or amperes 
per metre. The letter H

-
vided by the loop. 

letter B

be free space (usually air) or it can be other materials 
such as iron or ferrite. These latter mediums distort the 

the iron or ferrite.

will be concentrated through the steel. The 
hearing loop needs to be driven with more 
power to counteract the loss within the steel.

The H B mag-

from one to the other using the equation B= H.
B  is the 

This is 4 ×  x 10-7 for air and free space.

T. 
The 400mA/m level is 0.5 T.

By the way, if you prefer to use gauss 
(G) units instead of tesla, the conversion is 
0.1 T=1mG. So 0.126μT is 1.26mG.

Next month
We’ll continue our look at hearing loops, examin-
ing some of the commercial equipment available.
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HEARING LOOP
RECEIVER

This receiver is designed to pick up the signal from a hearing 
loop and will drive a pair of headphones. You can use it 
with a hearing loop you install in your own home or with 
commercial loops already installed in halls and churches.

ELSEWHERE in this issue, we introduce the concept 
of hearing loops for those with hearing loss. They’re 

with T-coils (the other article explains T-coils). 
But there are many people in the community who have 

hearing loss and, for various reasons (cost, denial and self-
consciousness) don’t own or want a hearing aid, particularly 
one of the more advanced types. 

This project, in 
fact the whole series 
of related projects, 
is intended for them 
or anyone else who 
‘suffers in silence’.

You might have 
experienced it in 
your own house-
hold: someone who 
wants the TV or 
stereo turned up 
beyond everyone 
else’s comfort level 
so they can hear it. 

Connect a hearing loop to your TV or stereo system, use 
this Hearing Loop Receiver and an earbud or two – and they 
will be able to hear everything in the programme, with no 
need to have the volume cranked up.

Loop receiver
Our Hearing Loop Receiver is housed in a small case which can 
attach to a belt or be slipped into a pocket, so it’s fully self-con-

tained. The user 
can walk around 
without the sud-
den jolt of reach-
ing the end of a 
headphone lead! 
It’s equipped with 
a power switch, 
power on LED, 
volume control 
and, of course, a 
standard 3.5mm 
jack outlet for 
headphones or 
earphones.

Specifications
Current consumption ......... 10mA
Frequency response...........
headphones connected. Upper response to beyond 5kHz
Signal-to-noise ratio ......... –67dB A-weighted with respect to a 

headphones connected). Noise is dependent upon background 
environmental noise from mains wiring and equipment
Battery volt indication ....... down to 7V

By JOHN CLARKE
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Current consumption is about 
10mA, which should give up to 40 
hours of use before the 9V battery 
needs to be changed (a rechargeable 
battery could be used). The power 
LED also functions as a battery indica-
tor, where its initial brightness when 
power is applied is dependent upon 
battery voltage.

By now, we hope you’ve read the 
introductory article in this issue on 
the design and installation of a hearing 
loop. That will give you a much bet-
ter understanding of how the Hearing
Loop Receiver works, so we won’t go 
into a lot of detail here. 

But if you haven’t read that article, 
a hearing loop at its most basic simply 
consists of a loop of wire around a 
room, driven by a standard audio am-

induces the audio signal into a coil in 
a hearing aid equipped with a T-coil 
or in this case, our receiver.

Circuit description
The full circuit digram for the Hear-
ing Loop Receiver is shown in Fig.1. 
It comprises two low-cost ICs plus a 
handful of other cheap parts.

-
ing loop’ is detected using inductor 
L1. This is actually the secondary 

tube trigger transformer (eg, Jaycar 
MM2520). Because of the very large 
number of turns, it has a high induct-
ance – around 8.2mH. Best of all, it is 
quite cheap and is suitable for the task 
of hearing loop monitoring.

One side of L1 is biased at about 
+4.05V using two 10k  resistors con-
nected in series across the 8.1V sup-
ply. A 100 F capacitor bypasses this 
half-supply. The 4.05V rail biases the 
output of IC1b so that its output can 
swing symmetrically within the avail-
able power supply rail.

Tying one side of the transformer 
secondary winding to the +4.05V 
supply means that it is effectively 
grounded, while the other end of the 
winding provides the signal to op amp 
IC1b. The DC resistance of inductor 
L1 is 27 , presenting a low source 
impedance at low frequencies to the 
non-inverting input of IC1b, thereby 
minimising low-frequency noise.

A 2.2k  resistor is connected in par-
allel with L1 to lower the inductor’s Q 
and prevent the possibility of oscilla-
tion. The 220pF capacitor that shunts 

high frequency signals to ground also 
assists in this. Furthermore, the input 
of each amp stage has a 10
resistor to help prevent oscillation.

Any signal induced in L1 will rise in 
level with frequency, at about 6dB per 
octave, because the induced voltage is 
proportional to the rate of change of 

To compensate for this and to pro-

capacitor across the 100k  feedback 
resistor, between pin 6 and pin 7 of 
IC1b, rolls off the signal above about 
50Hz at 6dB/octave. This counteracts 
the rise in response from the inductor. 

At the same time, the frequency re-
sponse is rolled off below 16Hz using 
the series connected 1k  resistor and 
10 F capacitor between pin 6 and 
ground.

Op amp IC1a provides the second 
stage of gain, adjustable via the 10k
trimpot, VR1. In the trimpot’s mini-
mum position, the maximum gain is 
101, as set by the 100k  and 1k  re-
sistors. Minimum gain of about 10 is 
available when VR1 is set at maximum. 
Because of VR1, the low frequency 
rolloff at maximum gain is 16Hz (the 
same as for IC1b) and 1.45Hz at mini-
mum gain.

pocket, or clip to a belt via an optional clip. So, if you forget you’re wearing it and 
get up to walk around, you won’t leave your head in your easy chair
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Further frequency rolloff is provided by the 330pF ca-
pacitor across the 100kΩ feedback resistor. This rolls off 
signals above about 4.8kHz.

Next, the signal passes through a 10μF coupling capaci-
tor to the 10kΩ volume control, VR2. This sets the level 
of the signal applied to the LM386 audio power amplifier, 
IC2. This can provide up to about 500mW into 8Ω with a 
9V supply, with distortion typically 0.2%. 

When using stereo 32Ω headphones, the power is about 
250mW; more than adequate for headphone listening. 
Note that both left and right headphones are connected in 
parallel, via link LK1.

IC2 has a gain of 20, and its power supply is bypassed 
with a 470μF capacitor. The separate 10μF bypass at pin 
7 removes supply ripple from the amplifier’s input stages.  

A Zobel network comprising a series 10Ω resistor and 47nF 
capacitor prevents amplifier instability.

The LM386 drives the headphones via a 10Ω resistor 
and 100μF capacitor. The 100μF capacitor provides low 
frequency rolloff below 61Hz, assuming that 32Ω stereo 
headphones are used.

The circuit is powered by a 9V battery, while diode D1 
provides protection against reverse polarity connection 
(which is quite easy to do with a 9V battery).

LED battery condition indicator
LED1 functions as a battery condition indicator, as well as 
showing when the Hearing Loop Receiver is on. 

When power is first applied, current for the LED flows 
through the 4.7V Zener diode ZD1, the 1kΩ resistor and 
the discharged 470μF capacitor.

If the battery is fresh, the 9V battery provides 8.7V at the 
anode of LED1. This voltage is reduced by about 1.8V by 
LED1 and by 4.7V with ZD1, leaving 2.2V across the 1kΩ 
resistor. So LED1 lights with a current of 2.2mA.

At lower battery voltages, there is less voltage across the 
1kΩ resistor, so the LED is dimmer. At a battery voltage 
of 7V, there is about 0.2V across the 1kΩ resistor and the 
LED barely lights.

With LED current flow, the 470μF capacitor charges up 
so that the LED current is reduced. A 27kΩ resistor across 
the 470μF capacitor ensures that the LED stays lit, but at a 
low current that allows it to be still visible. This indicates 
that the power is on and means that battery voltage testing 
happens only at power up. When the receiver is switched 

Controls are simple: just a power switch and volume. Most 
3.5mm phones/ear buds will be fine. The large ‘block’ at the 
back of the case is an optional belt clip so the unit can easily 
be worn around the waist. 

Fig.1: the electromagnetic signal radiated by the hearing loop in the building is ‘intercepted’ by inductor L1, which 
is then amplified and processed by IC1 before being fed to audio amplifier IC2, which drives the headphones.

HEARING LOOP RECEIVER
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off, diode D2 discharges the 470 F
capacitor.

The 8.7V supply is used directly 
by IC2, but it is fed to IC1 via a 150
resistor. A 470 F capacitor decou-
ples this supply and prevents any 
supply modulation from affecting 
IC1, which could cause instability.

Construction
The Hearing Loop Receiver is con-
structed on a PC board measuring 
just 65mm × 86mm. This board 
is available from the EPE PCB 
Service, code 865. The component 
layout is shown in Fig.2. 

The PC board and components 
are housed in a ‘remote control’ 
case measuring 135mm × 70mm 
× 24mm. Panel labels attach to the 
front edge of the box and on the 
front face.

on to the mounting bushes within 
the box. Make sure the front edge of 
the PC board is shaped to the cor-

using the PC board outline shape 
as a guide.

This PC board can also be used to 
build the Hearing Loop Neck Loop 
Coupler (which we will describe 
in a future issue) since most of the 
parts are the same. However, there will be a few unused com-
ponent holes in the PC board for the Hearing Loop Receiver.

Board assembly
Begin construction by checking the PC board for breaks in 
copper tracks or shorts between tracks and pads. Repair if 
necessary. Check the hole size for the PC board mounting 
and for the 9V battery leads. These are 3mm in diameter.

Assembly can begin by soldering in the two PC stakes, 
followed by the resistors. Use the resistor colour code table 

-
tor values. The diodes can now be installed, mounted with 
the orientation shown. 

IC1 and IC2 can be now be installed, either directly on 
the PC board or mounted on 8-pin IC sockets (which makes 
removal easier if necessary). When installing sockets or ICs, 
orient them using the notch positioned as shown.

Install the 2-way header (LK1), followed by the capaci-
tors. Make sure the capacitors are placed on the PC board 
so their height above the board is no more than 12.5mm, 

-
lytic types must be oriented with the shown polarity.

 Trimpot VR1 and inductor L1 are next. Note the third 
wire of L1 is soldered to a spare pad on the PC board. Switch 
S1, potentiometer VR2 and the 3.5mm stereo socket can 
be soldered in next.

the PC board. Bend its leads down 90°, 12mm from the base 

Fig.2 (above left) shows the component 
layout on the PC board, with a matching 
photo alongside. Ignore the unused holes 
in the board – they’re for another project 
in the series. The photo below shows how 
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1 PC board, code 865, available 
from the EPE PCB Service,
size 65mm × 86mm

1 ‘remote control’ case, size 
135mm × 70mm × 24mm 
(Jaycar HB5610 or equivalent)

1 top panel label 55mm × 14mm
1 front panel label 75mm × 49mm
1 miniature SPDT toggle switch,

PC mount (S1)
1 3.5mm stereo socket, PC 

mount
1 knob to suit potentiometer
2 8-pin IC sockets (optional)
1 trigger transformer for Xenon 

flashtube (L1) (Jaycar 
MM2520, or equivalent) 

4 M3 × 6mm screws
1 2-way pin header with 2.54mm 

spacing
1 jumper shunt
1 9V (216) alkaline battery
1 9V battery clip, with leads
2 PC stakes

Semiconductors
1 TL072 dual op amp (IC1)
1 LM386 1W amplifier (IC2)
1 4.7V 1W Zener diode (ZD1)
1 3mm LED (LED1)
1 1N5819 1A Schottky diode (D1)
1 1N4148 switching diode (D2)

Capacitors
3 470 F 16V PC electrolytic
2 100 F 16V PC electrolytic
4 10 F 16V PC electrolytic
1 100nF MKT polyester
1 47nF MKT polyester
1 33nF MKT polyester
1 330pF ceramic
1 220pF ceramic

Resistors (0.25W, 1%)
2 100k 1 27k 2 10k
1 2.2k 3 1k 1 150
4 10
1 10k  horizontal trimpot (VR1)
1 10k  log potentiometer, 9mm 

square, PC mount (VR2)

Parts List – Hearing 
Loop Receiver

of the LED, making sure the anode lead 
is to the left.

pass the wires through from the battery 
compartment side of the case and loop 
the wires through the holes in the PC 
board. This secures the wires, ready to 
be soldered to the PC stakes. 

Four 6mm M3 screws secure the PC 
board to the integral mounting bushes 

you need to drill out the small holes 
for the switch, LED, volume pot and 
headphone socket in the top panel – 
see Fig.4. A 1:1 photocopy of the label 
makes a good template for drill hole 
positions.

You can also colour photocopy the 
top (Fig.4) and front panel (Fig.3) la-
bels. You could use adhesive-backed 

or silicone sealant/varnish to protect 

could also laminate the paper copy. 
Another alternative would be to scan 
Fig.3. and Fig.4, and ‘play around’ 

with your computer to produce your 
own custom designed panels.

panel using an even smear of neutral-
cure silicone. If you are using a black 
panel, use coloured silicone, such as 
grey or white, so the label has con-
trast. For panels that are off white or 
aluminium, use clear silicone sealant.

Cut the holes out in the panel using 
a sharp hobby knife.

Testing
Apply power and check that the power 
LED lights. There should be about 8.1V 
between pins 4 and 8 of IC1 (assuming 
a 9V battery supply). IC2 should have 
about 8.7V between pins 4 and 6. 

If these tests are OK, plug in a pair 
of headphones and apply the ‘blurt’ 
test: touch the inductor (L1) terminal 
on the lower section of the PC board. 
There should be a ‘blurt’ noise in the 
headphones if the volume is turned up.

Final testing can be made with the 
Hearing Loop Receiver and a hearing 
loop. Note that the receiver needs to 

Fig.3 (right) the front panel label, 
reproduced here same size, depicts the 
hearing loop symbol. It was adapted 
from the international ‘hearing 
assistance’ symbol (with the added 
‘T’). It is displayed wherever a hearing 
loop is installed. In many cases, there 
will also be raised Braille dots giving 
the same message to blind people.

  No.    Value 4-Band Code (1%) 5-Band Code (1%)
❏ 2 100k brown black yellow brown brown black black orange brown
❏ 1  27k red violet orange brown red violet black red brown
❏ 2  10k brown black orange brown brown black black red brown
❏ 1 2.2k red red red brown red red black brown brown
❏ 3 1k brown black red brown brown black black brown brown
❏ 1  150 brown green brown brown brown green black black brown
❏ 4 10 brown black black brown brown black black gold brown

Resistor Colour Codes

Headphones   Volume       Power

Fig.4: this label is glued to the top 
panel of the receiver case

be at right angles to the loop, ie, for a 
normal horizontally mounted loop, the 
receiver is held vertical. Trimpot VR1 
is adjusted so that the volume range for 
VR2 is suitable without allowing the 
volume level to be adjusted to exces-
sive levels.                                    EPE

Reproduced by arrangement 
with SILICON CHIP 

magazine 2012.
www.siliconchip.com.au
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Mark Nelson
The threat in 
your pocket

threats now reach almost 7,000 from 
more than 8,000 total mobile malware 

advises Android users to use apps only 

majority of infected apps (and mobile 

party vendors, particularly in China 
and Russia.

Unwanted wares and worse

not necessarily compromise users’ 
security, but subjects them to unwanted 

sites. Some malware causes mischief 

wallpaper of the infected iPhone or 

The real threat lies in stealth software 
that sends information from the phone 

This year, McAfee detected one of 

which searches for photos stored on 

Ayatollah Khomeini to each picture 
until there is no more space on the 

must protect all devices, mobile or 
otherwise, that store valuable data. 
If not, today’s cybercriminals will be 
happy to handle it for them.

Unbiased report

analysis would be more welcome. A 
report published by the University of 

the user and so on. 

data for commercial purposes, without 

the victim’s information to the person 

who installed the application on to the 

of the application.

malware, smartphone users are 

App Store. Personal spyware and 

security team removed malware 

malware in the future.’

Botnet burden

mobile devices are now a reality. Botnets, 
as you will recall, are collections of 

as a ‘bot’, connected to the Internet. The 
computers have come under the control 
of the ‘botmaster’ or ‘bot herder’, who 
uses the infected computers to spew 

in 2009, with malware such as 

of mobile botnets. This year, one 

anywhere between $1,600 to $9,000 

you visit www.moneysavingexpert.
com/shopping/free-mobile-antivirus-
software

sources of advice are available of 
course.

ICHOSE this melodramatic title 

Remember how Mac owners used 
to boast to PC users that they had no 

one wrote malware for Macs? These 

be passed on to PC users and do not 

I mention this because people 

malware for mobile phone users was 

but now, when some smartphones 

Mobile phones under attack
Symantec, another antivirus vendor, 
also warns in its 2012 Internet security 

antivirus protection, mobile devices 
offer lucrative new opportunities 

Symantec, stolen credit card numbers 
can net peddlers as little as 25p to 

or corporate victims who do not watch 

cybercriminals. 

malware for mobile devices, but also 

to the unique opportunities mobiles 

threat to enterprises and consumers,’ 
attests the company. 

at the Android platform. Android 

If you thought that viruses affected only computers, think again! Smartphones are now being 
targeted by pernicious malware, while all types of mobile handset are also under attack. 

Time to get wise to these perils, reckons Mark. 
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EVERYONE knows that owning and 
maintaining a boat is expensive; 

the bigger the boat, the more expen-
sive it is.

Many readers will be familiar with 
trailer sail-boats and power boats. 
These are relatively cheap to run and 
since they are not left in the water, they 
should never have problems with ma-
rine growth. However, once you have 
a boat on a swing mooring or tied up 
to a berth in salt water, marine growth 
is endemic and the warmer the water, 
the more severe the problem.

The vast majority of larger boats 
are moored year-round in warm, salty 
waters and so marine growth is a big 
problem. In years past, the solution 
was to coat the hull in an arsenic-based 

Ultrasonic
anti-fouling
for boats

Part1: By LEO SIMPSON and JOHN CLARKE

anti-fouling compound, but these were 
highly toxic to all marine life and have 
now been banned. This means that the 
anti-fouling compounds used now, 
while still toxic to marine growth, are 
far less effective.

The problem is even more severe 
for boats that are moored in canal de-
velopments, because there the water 
is warmer and there is little water 
movement, marine growth can be so 
rapid that anti-fouling needs to done 
as often as every six months.

If a boat is not being used, marine 
growth can still rapidly take hold and 

only a few months. This is because 
anti-fouling coatings are ‘ablative’, 
which means that they depend for 

their operation on the boat moving 
through the water to literally wear off 
the surface and thereby expose fresh 
(and toxic) anti-fouling compound.

Ultrasonic anti-fouling
So, anti-fouling needs to be done at 
least once a year and in some cases, 
more frequently if the boat is seldom 
used or moored in a canal. If you do 
this work on your own boat, it is tedi-
ous, dirty and expensive (even hauling 
the boat out of water is expensive). If 
you pay someone else to do it, it is 
much more expensive. All boat owners 
would love to avoid this cost.

Now there is ultrasonic anti-fouling 
for boats. This electronic method 
means the end of chemical anti-fouling 

B
t
b

Marine growth on the hull is the bane of all boat owners. Left 
unchecked, marine growth slows the boat down considerably 
and if it’s a power boat, leads to large increases in fuel 
consumption. If it’s a yacht, marine growth will also slow it 
down and make it less manoeuvrable, to the point where it 
becomes very sluggish. The cure is to haul the boat out of the 
water every year and water-blast and scrape away all the 
growth and then coat the hull in toxic anti-fouling paint.

Marine growth on the hull is the bane of all boat owners. Left 
unchecked, marine growth slows the boat down considerably, 
and if it’s a power boat, leads to large increases in fuel 
consumption. If it’s a yacht, marine growth will also slow it 
down and make it less manoeuvrable, to the point where it 
becomes very sluggish. The cure is to haul the boat out of the 
water every year and water-blast and scrape away all the 
growth and then coat the hull in toxic anti-fouling paint.
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and a big reduction in cost for boat 
owners. It involves installing a high 
power piezoelectric transducer inside 
the boat’s hull, and the ultrasonic 
energy keeps marine growth at bay.

How it works
The way that this works is that the ul-
trasonic vibration of the hull disrupts 
the cell structure of algae and this stops 
algal growth adhering to the hull. And 
because there is no algal food source 
on the hull, larger marine organisms 
have no reason to attach themselves to 
the hull – no food, no lodgers.

The principles of ultrasonic anti-
fouling have been known for a long 
time. The effect was discovered 80 
years ago by French scientist Paul 

Langevin, who was developing sonar 
for submarines. By accident, he found 
that ultrasonic energy killed algae. 

He was working with high power 
transducers and it was assumed that 
cavitation was causing algal death. 
In recent times though, it has been 
found that high ultrasonic power and 
cavitation is not required to kill algae.

Instead, it has been found that ultra-
sonic frequencies can cause resonance 
effects within algal cell structures, and 
relatively low powers are still enough 
to cause cell death. So, if the boat’s 
hull can be vibrated over a range of 
ultrasonic frequencies, algae will not 
be able to attach to it and other marine 
growth will similarly be discouraged.

Commercial ultrasonic anti-fouling 
systems have been available for the last 
few years, but they are very expensive, 
costing thousands of pounds to install. 

these systems are gradually becoming 
more popular as news of their effec-
tiveness grows. 

However, we should state at the out-
set that the manufacturers do not make 
blanket guarantees that ultrasonic 
anti-fouling systems work in every 
situation. We can understand that.

It’s this lack of a blanket guarantee 
that’s probably holding back market 
acceptance. Most boat owners will 
be very cautious about investing 
several thousand pounds in a sys-
tem that may not work in their case. 
That is where our design will be a 
game-changer. It will cost a fraction 
of the price of equivalent commercial 
systems, yet should have the same 
effects.

WARNING!
This circuit produces an output 
voltage of up to 800V peak-to-peak 
to drive the ultrasonic transducer 
and is capable of delivering a 
severe (or even FATAL) electric 
shock. DO NOT touch the output 
terminals at CON2, the PC tracks 
leading to CON2 or the transducer 
terminals when power is applied.

To ensure safety, the PC board 
must be housed in the recom-
mended plastic case, while the 
transducer must be correctly 
housed and fully encapsulated in 
resin, as described in Part 2.

The driver circuit is housed in an IP65 type ABS box with a clear lid. It produces the 
high-voltage pulsed waveform that’s used to drive the ultrasonic transducer.

Build it and keep 
the barnacles at 
bay electronically
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Each band overlaps the following 
band by a few hundred hertz. This 
overlap ensures that the whole range of 
frequencies is covered from 19.08kHz 
to 41.66kHz.

Each burst of signal comprises two 
separate frequency bands, each of 500 
cycles. The burst period for the total 
1000 cycles depends on the actual 
frequency bands that are in the burst – 
from 300ms to 600ms. There is a 500ms 
no-signal gap between each burst.

The two frequency bands for each 
burst are varied in a pseudo-random 
way so that the entire range of fre-
quencies is covered within 16s. This 
sequence is repeated after about 64s.

Note that there is a concentration of 
signal about the resonant frequency 
of the transducer, between 35.21kHz 
and 41.66kHz.

Circuit description
Now let’s have a look at the full cir-
cuit diagram for the Ultrasonic Anti-
Fouling Driver – see Fig.1. The PIC 
microcontroller IC2 drives step-up 
transformer T1 via two MOSFETs, Q1 
and Q2. In addition, the microcontrol-
ler provides a low-voltage shutdown to 
prevent the battery from discharging 
below 11.5V.

The microcontroller runs at 20MHz 
(as set by crystal X1) and this allows 
it to provide the small ultrasonic fre-
quency shifts listed above.

Pin 6 and Pin 7 of IC2 drive MOS-
FETs Q1 and Q2, which in turn drive 
transformer T1. Since these outputs 
only swing from 0V to +5V, we have 
specified logic-level MOSFETs, type 
RFP30N06LE. Their ‘on’ resistance 
(between the drain (D) and source 
(S)) is a mere 75mΩ for a gate volt-
age of 3V, and it drops even lower 
to around 23mΩ at a gate voltage 
of 4.5V. Their current rating is 30A 
continuous.

MOSFETs Q1 and Q2 are driven 
alternately and in turn drive separate 
halves of the transformer primary 
winding. The centre tap of the primary 
is connected to the +12V supply rail.

When Q1 is switched on, current 
flows through its section of the primary 
winding for less than 50µs, depend-
ing on the frequency, after which Q1 
is switched off. After 5µs, Q2 is then 
switched on for less than 50µs. Then, 
when Q2 switches off, there is another 
gap of about 5µs before Q1 is switched 
on again and so on.

Specifications
Overall output frequency range: from 19.08kHz to 41.66kHz in 14 bands; 
frequency overlapping included between each band
Frequency sweep in each band: 12 frequencies ranging from approximately 
80Hz steps at 20kHz to 344Hz steps at 40kHz
Signal burst period: 600ms at 20kHz, 300ms at 40kHz (1000 cycles/ burst)
Pause between each band: 500ms
Dead-time for push-pull driver: 5s
Output drive: 250V AC (up to 800V peak-to-peak)
Low voltage threshold: 11.5V (switch-on voltage = 12V)
Supply Voltage: 11.5V to 16V maximum
Current drain: 220mA average at 12V driving a 3.6nF load
Peak current at transducer resonance: 3A
Quiescent current below 11.5V: 6.7mA

Since the ultrasonic anti-fouling 
system should ideally run continu-
ously, the 12V battery will need to 
be permanently on charge. This is no 
problem for boats in berths which have 
shore power (ie, 230V AC mains). For 
boats on swing moorings, a solar panel 
and battery charge controller will be 
required. We hope to describe a suit-
able system in a future issue.

So let’s have a look at the ultrasonic 
anti-fouling driver. This is housed in a 
compact sealed plastic IP65-type case, 
with a transparent lid. There are two 
cable glands on one side of the case 
for the power supply cable and for the 
cable to the piezoelectric transducer, 
which is itself encapsulated in a high-
pressure plumbing fitting.

The driver module is based on a 
PIC12F675-I/P microcontroller, two 
power MOSFETs and a step-up trans-
former. It can be powered from a 12V 
battery or a 12V 3A (or greater) power 
supply, if shore power is available.

Ultrasonic bursts
In more detail, the piezoelectric trans-
ducer is driven with bursts of high-fre-
quency signal ranging from 19.08kHz 
through to 41.66kHz. This is done over 
14 bands, with each band sweeping 
over a small frequency range.

The first band is from 19.08kHz to 
20.0kHz and comprises 12 frequen-
cies, with approximately 83Hz steps 
between each frequency. The other 
bands also have 12 frequencies, but 
with larger frequency steps. For the 
middle band at 24.75kHz to 26.31kHz, 
the steps are about 141Hz. For the 
top band, between 37.87kHz and 
41.66kHz, the steps are 344Hz.

Our system works along the same 
lines as commercial systems. It uses a 
high-power piezoelectric transducer, 
which is attached inside the hull. It 
is driven with bursts of ultrasonic 
signal ranging between about 20kHz 
and 40kHz. 

The reason for using a range of fre-
quencies is two-fold. First, we want 
to drive the transducer over a range 
of frequencies so that various reso-
nance modes of the hull are excited. 
Second, this range of frequencies is 
required to kill the various types of 
algae.

While a high-power transducer is 
used and we do drive it with very 
high voltages, the actual power used 
is not very great. The typical current 
consumption from a 12V battery is 
around 220mA (3A peak).

The large ultrasonic transducer is 
driven with high-frequency signal 
bursts ranging from 19.08kHz up to 
41.66kHz.
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The 5μs period during which both 
MOSFETs are off is ‘dead time’ and it 
allows one MOSFET to fully switch off 
before the other is switched on.

The alternate switching of the MOS-
FETs generates an AC square-wave 
in T1 primary winding and this is 
stepped up in the secondary winding 
to provide a voltage of about 250V AC, 
depending on the particular frequency 
being switched and the resonance of 
the piezoelectric transducer load.

MOSFETs Q1 and Q2 include over-
voltage protection to clamp drain 
voltages which exceed 60V. This 
clamping is required because a high-
voltage transient is generated each 
time the MOSFETs switch off.

Protection for the gates of the MOS-
FETs is provided using 5.1V Zener 
diodes ZD1 and ZD2. This might seem 
unnecessary since the MOSFETs are 
only driven from a 5V signal, but the 
high transient voltages at the drains 
can be coupled into the gate via ca-
pacitance. These 5.1V Zener diodes 
also help prevent damage to the GP0 
and GP1 outputs of IC2.

Further protection is provided for 
the GP0 and GP1 outputs of IC2 using 
Schottky diodes D1 and D2. These 
clamp the voltages at these pins to 
about +5.3V. They are in parallel with 
the internal protection diodes at GP0 
and GP1.

Battery voltage monitoring
The incoming 12V supply is moni-
tored via a voltage divider consisting 
of 10k  and 20k  resistors and the 

-
tored by IC2 at pin 5, the AN2 input. 
IC2 converts this voltage into a digital 
value and this is compared against a 
reference value in the software. With 
an 11.5V supply, the voltage at pin 5 is 
3.83V and below this threshold voltage 
IC2 cuts off the drive for MOSFETs Q1 
and Q2. This prevents over-discharge 
of the boat battery.

Once IC2 is in low-voltage shut-
down mode, the supply voltage needs 
to rise to 12V before the MOSFET drive 
is resumed. This 0.5V hysteresis pre-
vents the shutdown switching being 
on and off repetitively at the 11.5V 
threshold.

The 5V supply rail for IC2 is provid-
ed by a TL499A regulator, IC1. This is 
a low quiescent current regulator that 
can run in linear stepdown or switch-
mode step-up modes. We are using it 
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in linear stepdown mode. Its output 
voltage is trimmed to exactly 5V us-
ing trimpot VR1. This is done to set 
the low-voltage shutdown threshold.

The circuit includes reverse polarity 
protection. IC1 is protected by diode 
D3 and in turn protects IC2. The MOS-
FETs are protected via their substrate 
diodes and fuse F1. 

If the supply is reversed, the diodes 
conduct via the transformer’s primary 
until the fuse blows. Before that hap-
pens, the supply is effectively clamped 
at around –1V, and thereby protects 
the 2200μF electrolytic capacitor from 
excessive reverse voltage.

The fuse also prevents the PC board 
tracks from fusing should the trans-
former be wound incorrectly or if one 
of the MOSFETs fails as a short circuit.

Assembly details
The Ultrasonic Driver is constructed 
on a PC board measuring 104mm × 
78mm. This board is available from the 

EPE PCB Service, code 866. It has cor-
ner cutouts to allow it to be mounted 
in an IP65 ABS box with a clear lid, 
measuring 115mm × 90mm × 55mm.

Begin construction by checking 
the PC board for breaks in the copper 
tracks or shorts between them. Check 
also that the hole sizes are correct 

screw terminal holes and transformer 
pin holes are 1.25mm, while still larger 
holes are used for the fuse clips.

Assembly can begin by installing the 
resistors and PC stakes. Table 1 shows 
the resistor colour codes, but you 
should also check each resistor using 
a DMM. The PC stakes are installed at 
TP0 and TP1 and at the external wiring 
points for switch S1.

Follow these with the diodes, which 
must be oriented as shown. Note that 
there are three different diode types: 
1N5819s (Schottky) for D1 and D2, 
1N4004 for D3 and 5.1V Zener diodes 
for ZD1 and ZD2.

IC2 is mounted on an 8-pin IC 
socket, so install this socket now, tak-
ing care to orient it correctly. Leave 
IC2 out for the time being though. IC1 
can also be socket mounted or it can 
be directly soldered into place. Again, 
ensure the orientation is correct.

Crystal X1 and the two 2-way screw 
terminal blocks can be installed next. 
Make sure the screw terminals are 
oriented with the opening toward the 
outside edge of the PC board. Q1 and 
Q2 must be mounted so that their tabs 
are 25mm above the PC board. Their 
metal tabs face transformer T1.

LED1 is mounted with its top 30mm 
above the PC board (its anode has the 
longer lead). The capacitors can now 
go in, followed by trimpot VR1. Make 
sure that the electrolytic capacitors are 
oriented correctly.

Transformer details
Fig.3 shows the transformer wind-
ing details. The primary winding 

Table 1: Resistor Colour Codes

❏ No. Value 4-Band Code (1%) 5-Band Code (1%)
❏    1 20k red black orange brown red black black red brown
❏    1 10k brown black orange brown brown black black red brown
❏    2 4.7k yellow violet red brown yellow violet black brown brown
❏    1 1k brown black red brown brown black black brown brown
❏    1 100 brown black brown brown brown black black black brown
❏    2 10 brown black black brown brown black black gold brown
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While this may seem confusing, the 

Parts List
1 PC board, 866, available from 

the EPE PCB Service, size 
104mm × 78mm 

1 IP65 type ABS box with clear 
lid, 115mm × 90mm × 55mm 
(Jaycar HB6246 or equivalent)

1 50W ultrasonic transducer 
with 40kHz resonance (Jaycar 
AU5556 or equivalent)

1 ETD29 ferrite transformer (RS 
Components 231-8656) with 2 
× 3C85 cores, a 13-pin former 
and 2 retaining clips (T1)

1 IP65 10A push-on/push-off 
switch (S1) (Jaycar SP-0758)

1 300mm length of 14 × 0.20mm 
figure-8 wire 

1 3m length of 0.25mm 
enamelled copper wire

1 100mm length medium-duty 
hookup wire

1 3A M205 fuse
2 M205 PC fuse clips
2 2-way screw terminals with 

5mm or 5.08mm pin spacing
1 8-pin IC socket
2 IP65 6.5mm cable glands
1 20MHz crystal (X1)
4 PC stakes
4 M3 × 6mm screws
2 6.4mm female spade lugs
1 20mm length 3mm-diameter 

heatshrink

Semiconductors
1 TL499A switch-mode controller 

(IC1)
1 PIC12F675-I/P programmed 

microcontroller (IC2)
2 RFP30N06LE MOSFETs 

(Q1,Q2)
2 1N4733 5.1V 1W Zener diodes 

(ZD1,ZD2)
2 1N5819 1A Schottky diodes 

(D1,D2)
1 1N4004 1A diode (D3)
1 3mm LED (LED1) 

Capacitors
1 2200 F 25V low ESR elect.
2 100 F 16V low ESR elect.
1 10 F 16V electrolytic
1 100nF MKT polyester
1 10nF MKT polyester
2 22pF ceramic

Resistors (0.25W, 1%)
1 20k 1 1k
1 10k 1 100
2 4.7k 2 10
1 20k  horizontal trimpot (VR1)

and
waterproof

ETD29 FORMER
UNDERSIDE (PIN SIDE) VIEW

S3

S3

F3

F3

FIRST WIND THE SECONDARY,
USING 0.25mm ENAMELLED

COPPER WIRE: TWO 45-TURN
LAYERS, STARTING FROM PIN 4

AND ENDING AT PIN 3.
PLACE ONE LAYER OF PLASTIC

INSULATING TAPE OVER
EACH LAYER.

THEN WIND THE PRIMARY,
USING 14 x 0.20mm FIGURE-8

CABLE IN TWO LAYERS EACH OF
4 TURNS. TERMINATE THE START
WIRES AT PINS 7 & 10 AND THE
FINISH WIRES AT PINS 7 & 12.

NOTE THE STRIPE WIRE
TERMINATIONS.

1

2
S1,
F2

S2

F1

1

1

2

2

3

3

4

4

5

5

6

6

7

7

8

8

9

9

10

10

11

11

12

12

13

13

45 TURNS

4 TURNS

4 TURNS

45 TURNS

Software
All software program files will be 

available from the EPE website at 
www.epemag.com.

Although we do not supply 
pre-programmed microcontrollers, 
you can purchase the programmed 
micro featured in this project from: 

parts@siliconchip.com.au
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Two holes are required in one side of the box for the 
power lead cable gland and for the cable to the ultrasonic 
transducer. These cable gland holes are located 27mm up 
from the bottom of the case and are positioned as shown 
in the photos. They are both 12mm in diameter.

Adjustment
Before going further, remove fuse F1 and check that IC2 

 That 
done, secure the board in the case using four M3 x 6mm 
machine screws into the integral supports, then connect 
a DMM set to read DC volts between TP1 and TP0. Apply 
power and adjust VR1 for a reading of 5V.

Now disconnect the power and install IC2 and the 

again unless the transducer is connected and then 

Next month, we will describe how to en-
capsulate the piezoelectric transducer in a stand-
ard high-pressure 50mm male adaptor.  We 

-

Reproduced by arrangement 
with SILICON CHIP 

magazine 2012.
www.siliconchip.com.au
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Last month, we introduced our electrolytic reformer/tester circuit. We now show 
how to construct, test, and use the tester to breathe (usually) new life into your 
collection of vintage/suspect electrolytics.

The only components not mounted 
directly on the board are power switch 
S2, pushbutton switches S3 to S5, the 

clips) and, as mentioned earlier, the 
microswitch. All switches are mounted 
on the front panel, with their rear con-

their connections to the board. All of 
these assembly details should be fairly 

Board assembly

-

from the 0.27  5W 

-

multimeter) if you want to be sure of 

and 5W resistors with their bodies 

these resistors can become quite warm 

test run.

-
sistor lead offcuts. There are quite a 

underneath the position where the 

three test point locations, two for the 

After these are in place you can 

-
lytics, which lie on their side at the top 
of the board with their leads bent down 

WITH f the pow-

and, of course, the capacitor 

the circuitry and components used in 
the Electrolytic Capacitor Reformer 
and Tester 

from the EPE PCB Service.
The board is supported behind the 

houses the instrument.
As you can see from the photos and 

-
pended from the lid of the enclosure 
and label (which becomes the instru-

spacers (or two such spacers if you use 

ferrite pot core) mounts on the board at 

board at lower left.

Part 2: by JIM ROWE

Electrolytic capacitor
reformer and tester

WARNING: SHOCK HAZARD!
Because the voltage source in this instrument can be set to provide quite high DC voltages (up to 630V) and can also supply significant 
current (tens of milliamps), it does represent a potential hazard in terms of electric shock. We have taken a great deal of care to ensure that 
this hazard is virtually zero if the instrument is used in the correct way – ie, with the lid closed and secured – even to the extent of quickly 
discharging any capacitor when the lid is opened.

However, if the safety switching is bypassed, especially when the unit is set to one of the higher test voltages, it is capable of giving you 
a very nasty ‘bite’ should you become connected across the test clips or a charged high voltage capacitor. There are some situations where 
such a shock could potentially be lethal.

Do NOT bypass the safety features included in this design. We don’t want to lose any readers to electrocution. 
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a nylon cable tie which goes through 
the hole in the PC board and around 
the edge. Once the high voltage electros 
are in place you can mount the low 
voltage electros, three of which go at 
far right and the remaining 47 F unit 
at lower centre just near TP2.

with the orientation shown in the PC 
board overlay diagram (Fig.3), as they 
are all polarised.

Selector switch

that they too are oriented as shown in 
Fig.3. Then you can solder in voltage 
selector switch S1, which as you can 
see mounts with its indexing spigot in 

switch you should cut its spindle to a 

After switch S1 has been fitted 
to the board, remove its main nut/

combination and turn the spindle by 
-

pin goes down into the hole after the 
moulded ‘11’ digits. 

to hold it down securely, allowing 

‘programmed’ for the correct eleven po-

through them by hand. You’ll probably 

The next step is to wind the step-up 
autotransformer T1. This might sound 

step-by-step instructions in the panel 
titled ‘Winding Transformer T1’, which 

transformer to the PC board.

Final components
-

ted to the board, you’ll be ready to 
install diodes D1 to D6. These are all 

each one correctly, as shown in Fig.3. 
Also ensure that D1 to D3 are the three 
1N4148 diodes, D4 is the UF4007 and 

the two 1N4004 diodes for D5 and D6. 

same voltage –  they too are polarised.
After the diodes, install transistors 

Q1, Q2, Q4 and Q5, which are all TO-

two BC337 (NPN) devices as Q1 and 
Q4, with the BC327 (PNP) devices as 
Q2 and Q5. You can follow these with 

device’s type numbers.
Next come regulator REG1 and Q3, 

top of the board with a 19mm-square 

with their leads bent down by 90° at a 
point about 6mm away from the body. 
Each device is then held in position on 
the board using a 6mm-long M3 ma-
chine screw and nut. These should be 
tightened before the leads are soldered 
to the pads underneath to prevent 
stress on the pads.

-

vertically, with its leads left almost at 
their full length – so that the bottom of 

the top of the board. This should mean 

protrude from the matching hole in the 

LCD mounting

directly on the board is the connector 

QP-5516 module, this will be a 14-way 

end of the module position. Whereas, 

along the lower long side.
-

ted and its pins soldered to the pads 
underneath, you’ll be almost ready to 

All that will remain before this can 
be done is to attach to the board either 
four or two 12mm-long M3 tapped 
nylon spacers, in the module mounting 
positions. This will mean two at each 
end in the case of the QP-5516 module, 
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or only one at each end in the case of 
the Z-7013 module. 

In each case, attach the spacers using 
a 6mm M3 screw passing up through 
the board from underneath – but in the 
case of three of the four screws for the 

head as these screws are unavoidably 
close to copper tracks under the board.

Next ‘plug’ a 7×2 length of DIL pin 
strip into the socket strip you have 

module, or a 16-way length of SIL pin 
strip into the socket strip for the Z-7015 
module. Make sure the longer ends of 
the pin strip pins are mating with the 
socket contacts, leaving the shorter 
ends uppermost to mate with the holes 
in the module.

Now remove the LCD module from 
its protective bag, taking care to 
hold it between the two ends so you 
don’t touch the board copper. Lower 
it carefully onto the main board so 
the holes along its left-hand end 
(QP-5516), or along its lower front 
edge (Z-7015), mate with the pins of 
the pin strip, allowing the module 
to rest on the tops of the 12mm-long 
nylon spacers. 

more 6mm M3 screws to each end of 
the module, passing down through 
the slots in the module and mating 
with the spacers. When the screws are 
tightened (but not over tightened) the 
module should be securely mounted 
in position. 

soldering iron to carefully solder each 
of the 14 or 16 pins of the pin strip to 
the pads on the LCD module, to com-
plete its interconnections.

After this is done you can plug the 
three main ICs into their respective 
sockets, making sure to orientate them 
all as shown in Fig.3.

Your PC board assembly should now 

it off (ie, putting it in the case), we will 
run a few checks on it to make sure 
everything is OK.

Checkout and setup
NOTE: the following checks MUST 
be done with selector switch S1 on a 
LOW voltage setting (say 35V or less). 
NEVER, never apply power to the unit 
with S1 on a higher voltage setting 

and the safety interlock in place. 
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Fig.3: Apart from the 12V plugpack, interlock microswitch and test leads/clips, 
everything mounts on or is attached to the one large PC board, as shown here. The 
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Many constructors are put off projects which involve 
winding a transformer, but in most cases, it’s not too 

-
tion to detail.

In the case of the Electrolytic Capacitor Reformer and 
Tester, step-up autotransformer T1 has only 90 turns of 
wire in all, with an initial primary winding of 10 turns 
of 0.8mm diameter enamelled copper wire followed by 
four 20-turn layers of 0.25mm diameter enamelled cop-
per wire to form the secondary. 

And as you can see from the coil assembly diagram 

wound on a small nylon bobbin 
-

rite pot core (bobbins are sold 
to match the cores).

Coil winding

wind on the primary using 
10 turns of 0.8mm diameter 
enamelled copper wire, which 

the width of the bobbin pro-
viding you wind them closely 

layer with a 9mm-wide strip 
of plastic insulating tape or 
‘gaffer’ tape, to hold it down.

Now twist the start of the 
-

ish’ end of the primary winding 

layer of the secondary – wind-
ing in the same direction as you 
wound the primary, of course. 

up the width of the bobbin, 
providing you again wind them 
closely and evenly.

of the secondary, cover it with 
another layer of insulating tape. Then wind on another 
layer, again of 20 turns and cover it with a layer of insu-
lating tape as before. 

Exactly the same procedure is then followed to wind 
on the third and fourth layers of the secondary. 

Each of these extra layers should be covered with 
another 9mm-wide strip of plastic insulating tape just 

-
ers have been wound and covered, everything will be 
nicely held in place. 

the bobbin via one of the slots (on the same side as the 

and your wound transformer bobbin should be ready to 

of the pot core, though, there’s a small plastic washer to 
prepare. This is to provide a thin magnetic ‘gap’ in the 
pot core when it’s assembled, to prevent the pot core 
from saturating when it’s operating. 

The washer is very easy to cut from a piece of the thin 
-

So the idea is to punch a 3mm to 4mm diameter hole 
in a piece of this plastic using a leather punch, and then 

use a small pair of scissors to cut 
around the hole in a circle, with 
a diameter of 10mm. Your ‘gap’ 
washer will then be ready to 
place inside the lower half of the 
pot core, over the centre hole.

Once the gap washer is in po-
sition, you can lower the wound 
bobbin into the pot core around 

pot core. Your autotransformer 
should now be ready for mount-
ing on the PC board. 

Mounting on the PCB
To begin this step, place a nylon 

nylon screw that will be used to 
hold it down on the board. Then 
pass the screw down through the 
centre hole in the pot core halves, 
holding them (and the bobbin 
and gap washer inside) together 

Then lower the complete as-
sembly down on the upper left of 
the board with the ‘leads’ towards 
the bottom, using the bottom end 
of the centre nylon screw to locate 
it in the correct position. 

When you are aware that the 
end of the screw has passed 

together but up-end everything so you can apply the 

screw, tightening the nut so that the pot core is not only 
held together but also secured to the top of the PC board.

Once this has been done, all that remains as far as the 
transformer is concerned is to cut the primary start, ‘tap’ 

leads to a suitable length, scrape the enamel off their 
ends so they can be solder ‘tinned’, and then pass the 
ends down through their matching holes in the board so 
they can be soldered to the appropriate pads.

Don’t forget to scrape, tin and solder BOTH wires 
which form the ‘tap’ lead – if this isn’t done, the trans-
former won’t produce any output.

Winding transformer T1

START (OF PRIMARY)

TAP (END OF PRIMARY,
START OF SECONDARY)

FINISH (OF SECONDARY)

UPPER SECTION
OF FERRITE
POT CORE

BOBBIN WITH WINDING

'GAP' WASHER OF 0.06mm
PLASTIC FILM

LOWER SECTION
OF FERRITE
POT CORE

(10T OF 0.8mm DIAMETER
ENAMELLED COPPER WIRE
WITH END BROUGHT OUT.

THEN START OF 0.25mm DIA
ENAMELLED COPPER WIRE

TWISTED TO IT, BEFORE
WINDING 4 x 20T LAYERS
OF SECONDARY. NOTE

THAT ALL FIVE LAYERS
SHOULD BE COVERED

WITH INSULATING TAPE)

(ASSEMBLY HELD TOGETHER & SECURED TO
PC BOARD USING 25mm x M3 NYLON SCREW & NUT)

Fig.4. Ferrite pot core assembly
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If you connect the 12V DC plugpack 
to the mains and then switch on the 
power using S2, a reassuring glow 
should appear from the LCD display 
window – from the LCD module’s 
backlighting. You may also be able to 
see the meter’s initial greeting ‘screen’. 
If not, you’ll need to use a small screw-
driver to adjust contrast trimpot VR3 
until you get a clear and easily visible 
display. (VR3 is adjusted through the 
upper small hole just to the right of the 
LCD window.)

Test voltage
After a few seconds, the display should 
change to the Meter’s measurement 
direction ‘screen’, where it tells you to 
set the appropriate test voltage (using 
S1) and also the test time period (us-
ing S4 and/or S5), before pressing the 
Start/Stop Voltage Application button 
(S3) to begin the test. 

Note that if you make no adjust-
ments to the test time period using S4 
or S5, the default time period will be 
10 seconds.

If you just set the test voltage and 
press S3 at this stage, without any ca-
pacitor connected to the alligator clips 
(make sure the alligator clips cannot 
short), LED1 should begin glowing to 
indicate that the test voltage is being 

presented to the test terminals, and the 
LCD display should change to read:

Vtest=ON 0m09s
Cap Lkg= 0.00mA

where the time displayed on the right 
end of the upper line will be decre-
menting to show the ON time remain-
ing. Then, when the remaining time 
falls to zero, you’ll hear a soft ‘click’ 
and LED1 will go dark to indicate that 
the test voltage has been removed. At 
the same time, the top line of the dis-
play will change to read:

Vtest=OFF 0m 0s

while the lower line will remain un-
changed.

Assuming all has gone well at this 
point, your unit is probably working 
correctly. However, if you want to set 
its calibration to ensure maximum ac-
curacy of the readings, try connecting 
your DMM between the terminal pins 
TP1 and TPG (at upper right on the 
board, accessible via the gap between 
the board and front panel). You should 
get a reading close to 2.5V, and assuming 
this is the case, try adjusting trimpot VR2 
with a small screwdriver until you get 
a reading as close as possible to 2.490V.

Now set your DMM to a range where 
it can read a voltage of 63V accurately 

and connect its probes between the 
meter’s test terminals. Then turn S1 
to the ‘63V’ position and press S3 to 
turn on the test voltage source. The 
DMM reading should quickly rise to 
read very close to 63.0 volts and if so, 
there’s no need to go further. 

If the reading is not within the range 
of 62.5V to 63.5V, you’ll need to bring it 
inside this range (and ideally to 63.0V) 
using a small screwdriver or insulated 
alignment tool passed down through 
the hole in the front panel midway 
between the test terminals, to adjust 
the setting of VR1. Once you set the 
test voltage on the 63V range in this 
way, all of the other voltage settings 
will be correct as well.

Note that if you haven’t set the me-
ter’s timer to increase the testing time 
period from its default 10 seconds, the 
timer will turn off the test voltage after 
this time. So, if you want to take your 
time to adjust the voltage to 63V using 
VR1, you might want to crank up the 
time period using S4, to keep the test 
voltage present for as long as you need.

Once the 2.49V reference voltage 
and the 63V test voltage have been set 
in this way, your Electrolytic Capaci-
tor Reformer/Tester has been set up 

into the case.
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Preparing the ‘case’
As mentioned earlier, the case we 
have used is a little unusual. It’s sold 
as a ‘storage organiser’ and is made 
by Trojan. Ours came from Bunnings 
Hardware (www.Bunnings.co.au), and 
is listed as the Trojan TJW0510 38cm 
type. You could try checking out your 
local B&Q or Wickes for something 
similar – it must be plastic/nylon 
though. It has a transparent hinged lid 
and in the ‘body’ it has three rows of 

First determine where your PC board 
will lie inside the case. Use an enlarged 
photocopy of the front panel (see Fig.7) 
or a same-size copy of the PC board 
layout and use it on the outside of the 
case as a template for drilling.

The left-to-right position is fairly 
unimportant (just make sure you leave 
enough room for the leakage current 
guide if you use the PC board layout 
diagram). However, you need to make 

the space between the vertical dividers 

There are four holes to be drilled 
to mount the PC board and nine for 
controls/indicators. You don’t need to 
cut a slot for the LCD readout because 
the lid is transparent enough to read 
through it. (Yeah, we know, our photos 
show a cutout – we did that before we 
realised it was transparent enough, 

in the front panel label.
-

date the PC board by removing a 30mm 
deep by 215mm long section from one 

along the moulded slots about 10mm 
wide and about 25mm down from the 

gives a better idea.
The PC board sits down in the re-

moved divider section and along the 
slot notches each side. 25mm threaded 
standoffs then mount the PC board to 
the underside of the lid, on to which we 
had previously glued the front panel 

You’ll also need to mount the micro-
switch so that it is actuated when the 
lid is closed. The microswitch has two 
mounting holes through the body which 
make this fairly simple. It doesn’t have 
to be horizontal when mounted, in fact 
a little bit of an angle makes the action 
on the actuator arm more certain.

Holes also need to be drilled through 
the divider walls to allow the HV 
wires (from PC board to microswitch/
negative capacitor terminal) to pass 
through, along with the wires from the 
plugpack to the PC board. 

Power supply
While we have built the prototype 
with a switch-mode 12V, 2A plug-
pack, that’s not the only option. The 
supply can be virtually any 12V to 
15V DC type with a minimum of 
about 1.5A output – just so long as 

If you use a plugpack, it obviously 
needs to be outside the unit when in 
operation. Therefore, a small slot can 
be cut in the outside vertical wall of 
the case, just deep enough to allow the 

lid is closed and locked.
An alternative is to use a switch-

mode adaptor supply – one we had 
on hand was a 12V, 4A type. At 60mm 

into the case, as our photo shows. 
Yet another, often much cheaper 

alternative, is to use what is com-
monly sold as a ‘hard disk drive’ 
supply – they’re usually about the 
same size as the above model (or a 
little less), and have a 12V, 2A DC 
ouput (along with a 5V 2A ouput 
which can be ignored).

The latter supply is often sold with, 

drives and we’ve seen them advertised 
for less than £5 each.

Both of these supplies generally 
have an IEC socket, so a standard IEC 
power cable can be used. To do this, 
a 30mm hole could be cut in the case 
side to allow the supply’s IEC plug to 

the supply to remain inside the case 
when in use.

There’s even room to store an IEC 
cable inside the case in the area you 
would normally connect the capacitor 
under test/reforming.

We used the front third of the case 
for the capacitor under re-forming or 
test, and storage for the supply. One 
of the supplied orange dividers makes 
neat separate compartments for both 
the capacitor and the supply.

Fitting the front panel

to be soldered to the three pushbut-

ton switches (S3 to S5) which will go 
through the front panel from above 
and soldered to the underside of the 
PC board when it is in position. 

A tip here is to make all of the S3 to 

lengths and longer than you’d think 
necessary (say from 30mm to 50mm) 
so that when one goes in, it doesn’t 

Unfortunately, the front panel is 
longer than a page, so we haven’t been 
able to provide a same-size artwork 
as normal. You will need access to 
an enlarging colour photocopier, 
and you will need to be able to print 
A3 paper.

To provide a little more protec-
tion and rigidity, we laminated ours 

cut out all the holes (including the 
LCD hole) then glue it, face-side up, 
inside the lid of the case using spray 
adhesive. 

Hopefully, all the holes you previ-
ously drilled in the panel will line up 
with those you drilled earlier.

Allow the glue to dry and you should 
-

dly part of the assembly operation: 
attaching the PC board assembly to the 
rear of the lid/front panel. 

from switches S2 to S5 with their 
matching holes in the PC board, while 
you bring the lid and board together 
and at the same time line up the body 
of LED1 along with switches S1 and 
S2 with their matching holes in the 
front panel. 

Just take your time and the lid will 
soon be resting on the tops of the board 
mounting spacers. Make sure LED1 is 
poking through its hole, then you can 
secure the two together using the four 
remaining 6mm-long M3 machine 
screws, with washers underneath the 
heads to protect the relatively soft 
plastic of the case lid.

Now it’s a matter of soldering each 

board pads. Once they are all soldered 

sidecutters.
Place the power switch washer 

and nut on the thread and tighten 
(adjust the underside nut up or down 
as necessary so you don’t bow the 

LED is poking through its front panel 
hole (Fig.5).
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Final wiring
Power wiring (from the 12V power sup-
ply/plugpack) and high voltage wiring 
(to the microswitch and capacitor nega-
tive) can be attached to the PC stakes, 
even with the board in position. It’s a 

to damage the plastic lid, but the stakes 
are close enough to the outer edges of 
the PC board to make this possible.

To protect the soldered joints, as 
much as possible, as the lid is opened 
and closed, we secured both the power 
supply and output cables to the PC 
board using small cable ties (Fig.3).

Remember to run the various wires 
through the holes you have drilled in 
the divider walls before soldering to 
the PC board. The power supply con-
nections are straightforward (remem-
ber their polarity), but the high voltage 

our comments earlier about the type of 
cable used for the high voltage cable: it 
must be rated at 250V or higher.

1k

a bit confusing, refer to the diagrams 
of Fig.3 and Fig.5, and also the inside 
photos shown last month. These will 
hopefully make everything clear.

Using it
The new 

 is very easy to use, because 
all that you have to do is connect the 

capacitor you want to test between the 
alligator clips (with the correct polar-
ity in the case of solid tantalums and 
electrolytics),  the lid, set selector 
switch S1 for the correct test voltage 
and then turn on the power using S2 
(assuming you have already plugged 
in your plugpack supply).

When the initial greeting message on 
the LCD changes into the ‘Set Volts and 
Test Time, Press Strt’ message, press 
S4 and/or S5 to set the time period to 
whatever you need. Then it’s simply a 
matter of pressing the Start/Stop Voltage 
Application button (S3) to start the test.

-
ing of the capacitor’s charging current, 

high value caps), but should then drop 
back as charging continues. 

How quickly it drops back will 
depend on the capacitor’s value. 
With capacitors below about 4.7 F, 
the charging may be so fast that the 

100 A, with the meter having imme-
diately downranged.

If the capacitor you’re testing is of the 
type having a ‘no leakage’ dielectric (such 
as metallised polyester, glass, ceramic or 
polystyrene), the current should quickly 
drop down to less than a microamp and 
then right down to zero. That’s if the 
capacitor is in good condition, of course.

On the other hand if the capacitor 
is one with a tantalum or aluminium 
oxide dielectric with inevitable leak-
age, the current reading will drop more 
slowly as the test proceeds. 

In fact, it may take up to a minute to 
stabilise at a reasonably steady value 
in the case of a solid tantalum capaci-
tor, and as long as three minutes in the 
case of a ‘good’ aluminium electrolytic. 
(That’s because these capacitors gener-
ally take a few minutes to ‘reform’.)

As you can see from the guide table 
attached to the front panel, the leakage 

currents for tantalum and aluminium 
electrolytics also never drop down 
to zero, but instead fall to a level of 
somewhere between about 1 A and 
9200 A (ie, 9.2mA), depending on both 
their capacitance value and their rated 
working voltage. 

So, with these capacitors, you will 
need to set the meter’s testing time 
period to at least three minutes to see 
if the leakage current reading drops 
down to the ‘acceptable’ level (as 
shown in the front panel table) and 
preferably even lower. 

If this happens, the capacitor can be 
judged ‘OK’, but if the current never 
drops to anywhere near this level, then 
this indicates that it is in need of either 
reforming or replacement.

Low leakage (LL) electrolytics
The current levels shown in the table 
are basically those for standard elec-
trolytics, rather than for those rated 
as low leakage. 

So, when you’re testing one which 
is rated as low leakage, you’ll need to 
make sure that its leakage current drops 
well below the maximum values shown 
in the guide table. Ideally, it should drop 
down to no more than about 25% of 
these current values.

Another tip: when you’re testing non-

these should be tested twice – once with 
them connected to the alligator clips one 
way around and then again with them 
connected with the opposite polarity. 

That’s because these capacitors are 
essentially two polarised capacitors 
internally connected in series back-
to-back. If one of the dielectric layers 
is leaky, but the other is OK, this will 
only show up in one of the two tests.

Reforming old electros
While reading the preceding paragraphs 
about testing capacitors, you’ve perhaps 

0.1 5W�

(RLY2)
(IC2, WITH IC3 BEHIND)

LCD MODULE

S1

S4 & S5 S3

S2

(REG1)

LED1

(Q3)

CASE LID

PC BOARD

(IC2, WITH IC3 BEHIND)

LAMINATED LABEL
GLUED TO

UNDERSIDE OF CASE LID

S5 (WITH 
S4 BEHIND)

Fig.5: the PC board ‘hangs’ from the case lid, which becomes the front panel. The label is on the inside of the lid.
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Most readers will be aware 
that all capacitors consist of 
two electrodes separated by 
an insulating dielectric. 

It’s the dielectric which 
allows the capacitor to store 
energy (ie, a ‘charge’) in an 
electric field between the two 
electrodes. The capacitance 
is directly proportional to the 
surface area of the electrodes 
on either side of the dielectric, and inversely proportional 
to the thickness of the dielectric itself. To achieve a high 
capacitance, the electrode area must be as large as pos-
sible, while the dielectric must be as thin as possible.

There’s also another factor which determines the 
capacitance: the dielectric constant ‘k’ of the dielectric 
material. The capacitance is again directly proportional to 
this property, so to achieve a high capacitance you need 
to use a dielectric material with as high a k value as pos-
sible. Examples are polyester/Mylar with a k of 3.0 and 
mica with a k value of 6.0.

Electrolytic capacitors were developed about 90 years 
ago in an effort to produce high value capacitors which 
were at the same time much more compact than other 
types. Over the years they have been greatly improved, 
but they are still not quite as reliable and they don’t have 
the very low leakage of other capacitors such as mica, 
ceramic or polyester.

As you can see from the diagram of Fig.6 (above), both 
electrodes in an electrolytic capacitor are made from thin 
aluminium foil and between them is sandwiched a sheet of 
paper soaked in a conducting liquid or ‘electrolyte’ (often 
sodium borate in aqueous solution, with additives to retard 
evaporation). 

So, superficially, it would seem that we have a pair of con-
ducting electrodes separated not by an insulating dielectric 
but by a sheet of paper soaked in conductive electrolyte.

But before the capacitor is assembled, the aluminium 
foil, which is to become the anode (positive electrode), 
has its surface etched in a caustic soda solution to greatly 
increase its surface area. This process covers the surface 
with an array of microscopic pits, which can have a total 
effective surface area of up to 60 times greater than the 
original unetched area for high voltage electrolytics and 
even higher for low voltage electros.

The etched aluminium foil is then subjected to an ano-
dising process, whereby a very thin aluminium oxide layer 
covers the surfaces of all of the microscopic pits. This 
aluminium oxide is not only an insulating dielectric, but it 
also has a relatively high k value of 8.5. So electrolytics 

have large capacitance be-
cause of these three factors, 
the very high surface area of 
the anode, the very thin alu-
minium oxide dielectric and 
the relatively high dielectric 
constant of around 8.5.

The anodising process 
was originally referred to as 
‘forming’, as in forming the 
oxide layer.

The capacitor is wound with the etched/anodised foil, a 
paper separator and the non-anodised aluminium foil, which 
becomes the negative electrode. The capacitor windings 
are usually then immersed in a bath of electrolyte and con-
nected to a power supply to ‘re-form’ the anodised layer 
on the positive foil, which is inevitably damaged during the 
winding process.

After that, the windings have their terminations connected 
to an aluminium can in the case of the negative electrode 
and to the positive terminal for the anode. The can is sealed 
with a rubber bung, and then it is reconnected to a power 
supply for a final re-form and leakage current test.

It should be noted that the electrolyte layer is critical to 
the performance of the capacitor. Because it is a liquid, it 
can fill the etched pits in the oxide layer. This means that 
the actual cathode is in intimate contact with the dielectric 
layer, minimising dielectric thickness and therefore max-
imising capacitance. 

New electrolytic capacitors typically have a shelf life of 
many years, but the older they get, the higher their leak-
age current becomes as the oxide layer on the aluminium 
anode gradually deteriorates, due to the lack of a polarising 
DC voltage. In most cases, though, such capacitors can be 
rejuvenated by a re-forming process, whereby they are con-
nected to a DC supply via a suitable current-limiting resistor.

Initially, when the DC voltage is applied, the leakage 
current will be quite high, but it should come down within 
a minute or so to a value which is less than the capaci-
tor’s specified leakage current at the rated voltage. This 
project makes that process easy and safe for electrolytic 
capacitors with a wide range of voltage ratings, in addition 
to measuring the capacitor’s leakage current.

So that’s what is inside an electrolytic capacitor and 
that is why it is able to provide a very high capacitance 
in a surprisingly small package. The main drawback of 
electrolytics is that they always exhibit at least a small 
leakage current – as shown in the front panel table. So 
they are really only suitable for use in circuits where this 
small leakage current does not upset circuit operation. 
Luckily, this still gives them a great many applications.

All you need to know about... electrolytics!
ETCHED & ANODISED

ALUMINIUM FOIL (ANODE)
ETCHED & ANODISED

ALUMINIUM FOIL (ANODE)

ETCHED ALUMINIUM
FOIL (APPARENT CATHODE)

ETCHED ALUMINIUM
FOIL (APPARENT CATHODE)

THIN OXIDE
FILM ON ANODE

(THIS IS THE
DIELECTRIC)

IONISED ELECTROLYTE = ACTUAL CATHODE
(IN PAPER SEPARATOR)

IONISED ELECTROLYTE = ACTUAL CATHODE
(IN PAPER SEPARATOR)

+

–
Fig.6. Typical electrolytic capacitor ‘sandwich’

been wondering about the Reformer’s
main function: reforming electrolytics 
that may have high leakage currents due 
to a long period of inactivity. 

How do you use it for this function? 
In exactly the same way as you use it 

for testing capacitors, except that for 
reforming you set the timer for a much 
longer testing time period.

The idea here is that you still set S1 
for the capacitor’s rated voltage, but 
simply crank up the testing time period 

using S4 until it’s set for either 30 or 60 
minutes. Then connect the capacitor to 
the alligator clips (making sure of the 

Stop Voltage Application button (S3) 
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Constructional Project

Because the metering part of the instrument will con-
tinue to make measurements during the reforming period, 
this allows you to keep track of the leakage current as it 

be up in the region of 20mA). This is due to the oxide 

as a result of the current passing through it.
Needless to say, if the current readings don’t fall, even 

slowly, the electro concerned is beyond being reformed 
and should be scrapped. 

On the other hand, if the current readings do fall sig-

from another reforming operation.
There’s no problem about giving a capacitor repeated re-

forming operations, provided that it doesn’t get overheated. 

beyond reforming and is not worth any further rescue efforts.
So this is the basic procedure, when dealing with 

electrolytics:

1  First give it a standard three-minute test run at rated voltage 
and see if the leakage current tapers down to an acceptable 
level during this time. If it does, the capacitor is OK.

2  If the current doesn’t taper down significantly and/or the 
capacitor becomes overheated, it is beyond help and 
should be discarded.

3  If the current does taper down significantly but doesn’t 
reach an acceptably low level, it can be regarded as a 
candidate for reforming. Give it a test/reforming run of 
30 or 60 minutes.

4  At the end of the reforming run, test it again with a standard 
three-minute test period. If the leakage current is now in 
the acceptable range (according to the guide on the front 
panel), the capacitor has successfully reformed and is now 
OK. But if it hasn’t quite finished reforming, it would be 
worth giving it another 30 or 60-minute session to see if this 
will ‘do the trick’.                                                                   EPE
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Fig.7: the front panel, which incorporates the leakage table, 
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Note: power supply and case
In the parts list published last month, no mention was 
made of the mains power adaptor. As discussed in this 
month’s text, you’ll need a 12V to 15V DC supply at a 

current output) won’t hurt, but it does need to be able 

extras to secure the cables from the PC board to the mi-
croswitch/test leads and 11, not 10 PC pins are required.

We rather like the case chosen for this project, but you 
could choose an alternative – the main point is that it 
should be plastic/nylon and you must still include the 
microswitch interlock safety aspect of the design.

Reproduced by arrangement 
with SILICON CHIP 

magazine 2012.
www.siliconchip.com.au
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Design notes – has a brief explanation of the circuit, 
how it works and reasons for the choice of components
Circuit Wizard – used for circuit diagrams and other 
artwork. To maximise compatibility, we have provided 

the education version and one for the standard version 
(as supplied by EPE). In addition, some parts will have 

laser cutting)
Get real – introduces you to some interesting and often 
quirky snippets of information that might just help you 
avoid some pitfalls
Take it further – provides you with suggestions for 
building the circuit and manufacturing a prototype. As 
well as basic construction information, we will provide 
you with ideas for realising your design and making it 
into a complete project
Photo Gallery – shows how we developed and built 
each of the projects.

WELCOME to Jump Start – our new series of seasonal 
‘design and build’ projects for newcomers. Jump
Start is designed to provide you with a practical 

introduction to the design and realisation of a variety of 
simple, but useful, electronic circuits. The series will have 

projects that will appeal to newcomers to electronics, as 
well as those following formal courses taught in schools 
and colleges.

Each part uses the popular and powerful ‘Circuit Wizard’ 
software package as a design, simulation and printed circuit 
board layout tool. For a full introduction to Circuit Wizard, 
readers should look at our previous Teach-In series, which is 
now available in book form from Wimborne Publishing (see 
Direct Book Service

Each of our Jump Start circuits include the following 
features:

Under the hood – provides a little gentle theory to 
support the general principle/theory behind the circuit 
involved 

Design and build circuit projects 
dedicated to newcomers, or 
those following courses taught 
in schools and colleges.

Jump Start
By Mike and Richard Tooley

Issue Topic 
Notes May 2012 Moisture alarm Get ready for a British summer! 

June 2012 Quiz machine Revision stop! July 2012 Battery voltage checker For all your portable gear 
August 2012 Solar mobile phone charger Away from home/school 
September 2012 Theft alarm 

Protect your property! 
October 2012 Wailing siren, flashing lights Halloween “spooky circuits”  
November 2012 Frost alarm  

Beginning of winter 
December 2012 Mini Christmas lights Christmas January 2013 IPOD speaker Portable Hi-Fi February 2013 Logic probe 

Going digital! March 2013 DC motor controller Ideal for all model makers 
April 2013 Egg Timer 

Boil the perfect egg! 
May 2013 Signal injector Where did that signal go? 
June 2013 Simple radio 

Ideal for camping and hiking 
July 2013 Temperature alarm It ain’t half hot … 

Coming attractions

Theft Alarm
In this month’s Jump Start we shall 
be designing and building a Versatile 
Theft Alarm that will help you protect 
your valuable possessions from theft. 
The unit can be used with a variety of 
different sensors and can provide both 
visual and audible alarm indications. 

Under the hood
Our Versatile Theft Alarm is designed 
to provide a solution to the increasing 
need to protect your valuable 
belongings from damage and burglary. 
The alarm provides both visual and 
audible outputs and, once activated 
it will remain operating until the 
supply is switched off by means of a 
keyswitch. It is designed for internal 
(rather than external) use and it can 
derive its power from batteries or a 
commonly available 9V DC power 
adapter capable of supplying 200mA, 
or more. 

our Versatile Theft Alarm is shown 
in Fig.1. The circuit provides for two 

iPod speaker
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Versatile Theft Alarm

different types of sensor; those that act 
like normally closed (NC) switches, 
opening when activated, and those 
that operate as normally open (NO) 
switches, closing when activated. This 
ensures that the unit can be used with 
a very wide range of sensors, including 
pressure mats, microswitches, magnetic 
reed switches, and a variety of different 
contact arrangements.

The outputs from the sensors are 
combined using a diode switching 
arrangement (more of this later) and 

(SCR), which acts as latching switch so 
that, when triggered, the alarm signal 
remains active regardless of the state 
of the sensors. The four channels are 
then combined in a simple OR-logic 
arrangement which provides an output 
whenever one or more of the SCRs 
become triggered into a conducting state. 

Finally, the output from the OR-
logic is fed to a saturated transistor 

current to drive a small piezoelectric 
siren. The circuit is set and reset by 
interrupting the supply using a key-
operated switch.

Design notes
This edition of Jump Start introduces a 
few circuit techniques that we haven’t 
seen before. Notable among them is 
the use of diodes as switches, and also 
as a means of performing simple logic 
operations.

as shown in Fig.2(b). This directional 
property leads to a number of useful 
practical applications, including 

In the real-world, diodes are not 
perfect devices and, when conducting, 
they have a small amount of resistance. 
For a small silicon switching diode, such 
as a 1N4148, operating with a forward 
current of 1mA this might amount to 
several hundred ohms. The same diode, 
operating with a reverse voltage of 10V 
applied would typically have a reverse 
resistance of several tens or hundreds 
of millions of ohms. Table 1 provides 
a comparison of the performance of a 
1N4148 diode with a perfect switching 
device. You can easily check this out 
using the Circuit Wizard. 

To check the forward resistance of 
a diode we need to apply a known 
value of constant current to the device 
and then measure the forward voltage 
dropped across it, as shown in Fig.3. 
The values of forward voltage drop 
and applied current can then be used 

Fig.2. A diode in forward/conducting 
and reverse/non-conducting states

1N4148 silicon 
diode 612 143

Very high 
(almost 
infinite) 

338M

Perfect switch Zero Infinite 

Diodes as switches
When the anode of a diode is 
made positive with respect to the 
cathode the diode will conduct, 
acting like a closed switch, as 

Forward resistance Reverse resistance 

 IF = 1mA  IF = 5 mA  VR = 10V  VR = 50V shown in Fig.2(a). Conversely, 
when the anode of a diode is 
made negative 
with respect to 
the cathode, a 
conventional 
diode will 
not conduct, 
acting like an 
open switch, 

Table 1: Comparison of a 1N4148 signal diode with 
a ‘perfect’ switching device
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in a simple Ohm’s law calculation 
in order to determine the forward 
resistance, RFWD, as follows:

the diode. This can easily be done by 
clicking on the current source symbol 
in Fig.3a and then selecting a suitable 
value of forward current (for example, 
‘1mA’) from the drop-down list in the 
Current Source Properties dialogue 
box, as shown in Fig.5. 

Similarly, when investigating the 
reverse resistance of the diode you will 
need to select a reverse voltage to apply 
to the diode. This is, once again, easily 
done by clicking on the voltage source 
symbol in Fig.3b and then selecting a 
suitable value of reverse voltage current 
(for example, ‘10V’) from the drop-down 
list in the Voltage Source Properties 
dialogue box, as shown in Fig.6. 

The values that we obtained when we 
made these measurements are shown, 
along with those that would apply to 
a ‘perfect’ switching device, in Table 
1. Note how the forward resistance 

an increase in forward current and 
also how the reverse resistance of the 
diode is extremely high, even when the 
applied reverse voltage increases to 50V.

Fig.3. Using Wizard to check the performance of a diode when acting as a switch

To determine the reverse resistance 
of a diode we need to apply a known 
value of voltage to the device and then 

in it, as shown in Fig.4. The values of 
reverse current and applied voltage can 
similarly be used in a simple Ohm’s law 
calculation in order to determine the 
reverse resistance, RREV, as follows:

F
FWD

F

Forward voltage drop
Applied forward current

VR
I

In order to perform these measure-
ments based on Circuit Wizard’s model 

to set the diode properties. Click on 
the diode symbol in ‘Circuit View’ and 
then select ‘1N4148’ from the drop-
down list in the ‘Diode Properties’ 
dialogue box, as shown in Fig.4.

When measuring the forward resis-
tance of the diode, it is necessary to 
select a forward current to apply to 

R
REV

R

Applied reverse voltage
Reverse current flowing

VR
I

Fig.8. Testing the diode switch in Circuit Wizard (a) using the NC switch to activate the alarm and (b) using the NO switch to 
activate the alarm

Fig.4. Setting the diode properties so 
that Circuit Wizard uses the correct 
model for a 1N4148 device

Fig.5. Setting the Current Source Prop-
erties in Fig.3a

Fig.6. Setting the Voltage Source 
Properties in Fig.3b

Fig.7 (right). Diode switch enabling 
both types of sensor (NO and NC), to be 
used to activate an alarm
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Versatile Theft Alarm

Practical diode switching 
arrangement
One of the basic requirements of our 
Versatile Theft Alarm is that it should 
be capable of operating in conjunction 
with both types of switch sensor ie, 
those with contacts that are normally 
open (NO) and become closed when 
activated, and those that have contacts 
that are normally closed (NC) and 
become open when activated. 

based on a diode switch, like that shown 
in Fig.7. The diode switching circuit 
can easily be tested in Circuit Wizard, 
as shown in Fig.8.

Latching action
Our alarm circuit has four separate 
inputs (each one being triggered by 
either an NO switch or an NC switch). 
So that the alarm is held ‘on’ when 
triggered, and also so that the user 
knows which of the input circuits has 
been triggered, four silicon controlled 

necessary latching action. 
This arrangement also ensures that 

the alarm cannot simply be defeated by 
returning the sensor to its original state 
or by cutting the wires to the sensor! 
Once triggered, into conduction by the 
application of a small trigger current 

the conducting state until the alarm 
is switched off. We have previously 
described the operation of this type of 

comment is required here.

Diode logic
Having provided for a latching visual 
indication on each of the four input 

combining the four input signals so 
that, when activated, any one (or more) 
of them will activate the audible alarm. 

This can be achieved by means of a 
circuit based on simple diode logic, 
as shown in Fig.9. We’ve used Circuit 
Wizard to illustrate this circuit so you 

it really does work.

Get real
A simple yet functional four-input 
alarm circuit (without latching action) 
is shown in Fig.10. In this arrangement 
we have used only normally open (NO) 
pushbutton switches to simulate the 
four sensor inputs. 

Each switch has been given its own 
LED indicator. The output of the diode 

which will sound when any one or 
more of the pushbutton switches is 
pressed.

The circuit shown in Fig.10 makes 
a good starting point for further 
development. To this we must add the 
additional diode circuitry to permit the 
use of normally-closed (NC) sensors 

provide the necessary latching action. 
Finally, since we need our circuit to 

miniature piezoelectric sounder a 
further stage will be required in the 
form of a saturated transistor switch. 

The next section shows how we 
used Circuit Wizard to solve these 
problems!

Fig.9. Diode logic: a four-input diode OR circuit in which 
taking any one or more of the inputs to the positive 
supply rail will activate the LED indicator Fig.10. A simple alarm circuit simulated using Circuit Wizard

A note regarding Circuit 
Wizard versions: 
Circuit Wizard is available in several variants; 
Standard, Professional and Education (avail-
able to educational institutions only). Please 
note that the component library, virtual in-
struments and features available do differ for 
each variant, as do the licensing limitations. 
Therefore, you should check which is relevant 
to you before purchase. During the Jump 
Start series we aim to use circuits/features 
of the software that are compatible with the 
latest versions of all variants of the software. 
However, we cannot guarantee that all items 
will be operational with every variant/version.

CIRCUIT WIZARD

This software can be used with the Jump Start and 
Teach-In 2011 series (and the Teach-In 4 book).

Standard £61.25/Professional £91.90 inc. VAT

Order direct from us on 01202 880299
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Versatile Theft Alarm – using Circuit Wizard

Our practical Versatile Theft Alarm 
circuit diagram is shown in Fig.11. 

As you can see, we’ve used a clever 
arrangement of thyristors and diodes 
to achieve a four ‘zone’ alarm system. 
So let’s look at its basic operation. 
Circuit Wizard does a really nice job of 
simulating the circuit. Take care to enter 
the circuit accurately, especially where 
lines (wires) cross. 

Note that if you run a wire across 
the end of a component it will add 
a connecting node automatically 
(whether you wish it to be connected 
or not). Therefore, give yourself enough 
space around components when laying 
them out. 

What’s going on?
Although strictly speaking it’s not a 
digital circuit, Circuit Wizard’s ‘logic 
level’ view is really helpful here to 
quickly see what’s going on in the 
circuit (Fig.12). 

The normally closed inputs (SW1 
to SW4) hold the input to their 
corresponding thyristors low, until they 
open and trigger the thyristor for that 
zone. Similarly, when the normally 
open inputs (SW5 to SW8) are closed, 
the thyristor for that zone is activated. 

Experiment with pressing the 
switches and note how the various 
lines are affected (remember that ‘high’ 
is shown as red and ‘low’ as green in 
this view). When converted to a PCB 
all of the switches will become two-pin 
screw terminals permitting connection 
of various external sensor inputs (see 
Fig.14). 

The output siren and LED indicator 
are driven by Q1, which is turned on by 
any of the four zones being triggered via 
a diode-based ‘OR’ gate. The BC639 is 
capable of driving a modest siren which 
could be mounted internally (as in our 
prototype) or externally. If you require a 
more powerful output you could easily 
amend the output stage with a medium- 
power transistor or a relay. 

Power supply wise, the circuit may 
be tested using a PP3 battery, but in 
operation you should consider a higher 
capacity battery or a small mains 
adapter for prolonged use. The circuit 
should operate happily between 6V to 
9V, with an untriggered working current 
of about 5mA to 10mA.

Sensors
Each of the four zones may be triggered 
by either a normally open or normally 

closed sensor input, although there are 
opportunities for further customisation. 
Typical normally closed sensor inputs 
might include magnetic reed switches 
(attached to a window, door or other 
opening – see Fig.13), glass break wires 
or trip wires. 

Normally closed inputs might include 
pressure pads or panic buttons. PIR or 
passive infrared sensors that you might 
see in a commercial alarm system could 

Versatile Theft Alarm
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Versatile Theft Alarm

You will need...
1   PCB, code 867, available from the EPE 

PCB Service, size 112mm × 84mm
1   ABS grey case with recessed base, 

175mm ×145mm × 60mm (Rapid 30-
3550) (www.rapidonline.com)

1 6V to 12V 100mA mini piezo siren 
(Rapid 35-3538)

10 2-way PCB mounting terminal blocks
1   9V 200mA minimum DC mains power 

supply (for normal operation) 
1   miniature keyswitch 
1  9V (PP3) battery, plus clip and leads  

(for test purposes)
4  normally closed (NC) sensors (SW1 

to SW4, as required)

also be used. These often have relay or 
transistorised outputs (either NC or NO), 
but will also require power supply lines.

the alarm depends on its intended 
purpose. Note that if you intend to 
use a normally open input, you will 

theoretically possible to have additional 
sensors for each zone. 

normally closed sensors to a zone, they 
would need to be wired in parallel and 

way, any of the sensors would activate 

to have a combination of NO and NC 

Construction

ious circuits in the series, due to its 

Our top tip is to look carefully at the 

before you endeavour to add any 

You may need to add some wire links 

drop down and simply draw in the link 

into account any links when it carries 

rule, try to keep links to a minimum, as 
small as possible and only vertical or 
horizontal. Never run a link over or close 

to components as they could short, as 

Virtual testing

to simulate normally open inputs on 

100% routing

4     normally open (NO) sensors 
    (SW5 to SW8, as required)
4  threaded PCB mounting pillars

Semiconductors
1  BC639 NPN transistor 
8  1N4148 signal diodes
    (D1 to D4 and D13 to D16)
4   2N5061 silicon controlled 
    rectifiers (SCRs) (D5 to D8)
5  5mm red LEDs (D9 to D12 and D17)
1  5mm flashing green LED (D18)

Resistors
8  10k  (R1 to R4 and R12 to R15)
5  220  (R5 to R8 and R11)
1  2.2k  (R9)     1 390  (R10)
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switches simulating normally closed 
inputs to zones C/D. As discussed 
earlier, we added link wires to SW3/4 to 
avoid persistent triggering of zones A/B.

We mounted our prototype circuit 
in a pre-manufactured ABS enclosure 
suitable for wall mounting and allowing 
enough space to mount a small siren unit 
(Fig.18) inside. The PCB was mounted 
on metal threaded hex spacers and the 

5mm holes drilled in to the front facia. 

Fig.17. The printed circuit board (PCB), component layout for the Versatile Theft 
Alarm being ‘tested’ virtually in Circuit Wizard 

cut when stripping. So, whether 
you’re securing a stash of biscuits in 
a cupboard or locking down your hi-
tech gadgets in your home workshop, 
the circuit can be tailored to your meet 
your individual security needs!

Next month
In next month’s Jump Start we will be 
developing some ‘spooky circuits’ that 
will help you celebrate Halloween in 
style – see you next month!

Fig.18. A mini 6V to 12V 100mA 
piezoelectric siren

Fig.19. A small keyswitch is ideal for 
turning the alarm on and off

Photo gallery...

Special thanks to Chichester College for the use of their 
facilities when preparing the featured circuits.

Front panel hole drilling detail

The Gallery is intended to show readers some of the techniques that they can put to 
use in the practical realisation of a design. This is very important in an educational 
context, where learners are required to realise their own designs, ending up with 

The techniques that we have used are available in nearly every secondary school 
and college in the country, and we believe that our series will provide teachers 
with a tremendously useful resource!

Take some time to ensure that your 
holes are drilled accurately and your 
LEDs mounted at the correct level to 
ensure good alignment. A key switch 
(Fig.19) was installed and connected to 
SW9 to turn the alarm on/off securely. 

We ‘recycled’ a telephone extension 
cord to connect our external sensors. 
Multi-stranded signal cable or network 
cable could also be used for this 
purpose. Do take care when preparing 
such cables, the conductors are easily 

For more info:
www.tooley.co.uk/epe

The assembled PCB

Power

Alarm

Zone A

Zone B

Zone C

Zone D

PowerAlarm
Zone AZone BZone CZone D
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Inputs/outputs

Connecting it up

to run at 3.3V only.

do not

Raspberry Pi

I

Value for your money

Main attractions

Time for some Pi
By
Mike Hibbett 

Hands-On Project

A battery-backed 
Real-Time Clock

The Raspberry 
Pi printed 

circuit board 
(PCB)

Fig.1. I/O pin designations
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RPi.GPIO module is in early stages 
of development and the intention 
is that it will support the other 
serial interfaces, so it’s certainly an 
interesting project to keep an eye on 

standard SDMedia card image. You 
can read more about it at the project 
website, the address of which can be 
found in Ref.3. For now, we will use 
the C programming language.

Programming in C
One of the joys of having a powerful 
hardware platform like the Pi 
is the ability to do ‘target-based 
development’ – writing software on 
the very target you intend to run it 
on. While people developing software 
on Windows PCs will consider this 
the norm, for us 
hardware tinkerers 
used to writing 
software for tiny 
PIC processors, this 
approach comes 
as something of a 
novelty.

No installation or 
setup is required to 
be able to compile 
C programs on the 
Pi; it comes pre-
installed and ready 
for use out of the 
box. This is part 
of the Linux ethos; 
unlike the Windows operating system, 
which is designed for commercial 
or ‘home’ use, Linux was designed 
for people like us, and development 
tools are provided as standard. The C 
compiler is only one of hundreds of 
programmer utilities that are available; 
it would take a book to explain them 
all (many of which do exist.)

The C programming language is the 
obvious choice for controlling low-
level chip functions when high speed 
or small code size are important. 
Neither of those are true in this 
month’s article, but this approach is 
the easiest to demonstrate, so it’s the 
approach we shall take.

input will almost certainly destroy it in 
an instant. Potential dividers or voltage 
level shifter ICs can be used to interface 
5V logic to the Pi, but that increases the 
complexity and power consumption; 
we will avoid this issue altogether by 
simply designing our circuit to run at 
3.3V

So, how should one connect wires 
to the board? We strongly recommend 
against soldering to the header pins as 
this can weaken the tracks on the PCB 
and increase the risk of shorts occurring. 
A far better solution is to purchase a 
2×13, 0.1-inch pitch socket (or a longer 
one, that you can cut down.) you can 
then solder wires to this socket, and 
simply replace it if necessary. As the 
header is on a standard 0.1-inch pitch, 
the work required to create a daughter 

purchase stripboard with square pads 
on a 0.1-inch pitch, and etching your 

if you have access to a UV eraser.

Slice of Pi
Fortunately, there is an even simpler 
way to construct small daughter boards 
by using a prototyping board designed 

are a number available on the market 
already, and one of the more popular 
ones is the ‘Slice of Pi’, available from 
Ciseco in the UK for £3.90. 

This works out as excellent value, 
as they supply the board with all the 
connectors you could possibly need. 
The board can be purchased from the 
website address shown in Ref.2, but 
they also sell it on eBay. What you get 
for your £3.90 is shown in Fig.2.

Besides the required 2×13 socket 
(which you must solder onto the board 
yourself) there are other sockets to 
provide ‘Arduino like’ interfaces to the 
I/O pins, should you wish. It’s a great 
price and ideal for small interfacing 
projects. We bought several.

It should be noted that text printed 
on the board to indicate pin functions 
does not quite match the I/O pin 
functions on the Pi’s header, which 

translation between the text printed 
on the Slice of Pi PCB and the true 
processor functions.

Controlling the Pins
So how do we go about controlling 
these I/O pins?

At the moment, there are 
two choices: Using the Python 
programming language, or C. Python 
as installed on the default SDMedia 
card image cannot access the pins 
directly, but a Python module called 
RPi.GPIO (itself probably written in 
C) has been developed to provide a 
simple, if very slow, interface. For 
the purpose of this month’s article, 
that would be perfectly suitable, but 

and correctly installing the module, 

Real-time Clock
Let’s get down to the nuts and bolts of 
this month’s article – constructing a 
battery-backed real-time clock.

On any normal personal computer, 
be it a laptop, desktop or tablet PC, a 
standard feature is a battery-backed 
real-time clock or RTC. It’s been 
several decades since this became the 
norm; the Raspberry Pi, however, does 

cost saving, and second as the computer 
is normally going to be connected to the 
Internet from which the current date and 
time can be determined. Not all uses of 
the Pi will include permanent Internet 
connectivity, so it seemed a good choice 

bit of essential functionality.

Fig.2. Slice of Pi prototyping board and connectors

Fig.3. Real-time clock circuit diagram (if you can call it that)

Hardware
Unsurprisingly, since a battery-backed 
real-time clock has been an essential 
feature for decades, there are are a 
multitude of low cost integrated circuit 
solutions to this problem. We chose 
the Dallas DS1302 IC, for a number 
of reasons. It’s a common readily 
available part, runs at 3.3V, is available 
in an 8-pin DIL package, has a simple 
serial interface and requires only a 
battery and a 32kHz crystal to operate. 
The full circuit, if one can call it that, 
can be seen in Fig.3.

The DS1302 can work with a 
rechargeable battery without additional 
components, but we have chosen to go 
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we applied a thin layer of hot-melt 
glue to the wires to provide a little 
extra mechanical stability; without an 
enclosure this board will be exposed 
to some rough handling.

Software
Let’s now move on to the software 

we want to access and control the IC. 
We will keep things simple, and look to 
create a utility that can do just two tasks: 
set the date and time within the chip, 
or read it back, automatically updating 
the Pi’s clock. We are going to create a 
simple utility program – let’s call it rtc-
pi, that can be called in one of two ways 
to accomplish these tasks.

Without any command line 
arguments, the program will read the 
time and date from the DS1302 and 
update the Pi’s clock:

rtc-pi

To set the clock, specify the date and 
time as a single string of digits in 24 
hour clock format:

rtc-pi 20120714185400

The string of numbers should 

CCYYMMDDhhmmss. With that simple 

software will access the DS1302. The 
datasheet (available for download from 
the Farnell website) indicates a very 
simple serial interface: raise the CE pin 
high, set a data bit on the IO pin, then 
toggle the SCLK pin to latch the data 
bit into the chip. Repeat a further seven 
times to transfer a byte. To read a data 
byte from the device, turn the Pi pin 
connected to the IO pin into an input, 
lower the SCLK pin, read the level on 
the IO pin and then raise the SCLK pin 
high. Repeat seven times to extract a full 
byte.

with a standard lithium button cell, 
the CR2016/CR2032. This is a cheap 
battery and should last for several 
years, so the extra cost of a rechargeable 
battery was not considered necessary. 
With this being such a simple circuit, 
we took the slightly unusual step of not 
using an IC socket. Let’s throw caution 
to the wind for a change!

Apart from the ‘Slice of Pi’ 
prototyping board, the components 
required are listed in the ‘Shopping 
Cart’ above. Farnell part numbers 
are given as examples; as these are 
common parts, you should be able to 
source them from other suppliers.

The total cost of the Farnell parts 
amount to just over £10. It’s interesting 
to note that such a simple piece of 
functionality costs more than a third 
of the price of the computer itself!

The DS1302 is little more than an 
accurate counter, formatting the count 
in a standard date and time format in 
a series of registers accessible via a 
simple SPI-like interface. The IC does 
handle leap years correctly, and also 
provides a 32-byte ‘scratch pad’ area of 
battery-backed RAM – although as we 
have the entire SDMedia card at our 
disposal, there isn’t much use for this.

Construction
Construction is very straightforward 
with just a little thought about 
positioning of components required 
to allow space for accessing some of 
the spare I/O pins. Be careful with the 
orientation of the battery holder, both in 
terms of the polarity and locating it so 
that the battery can be easily removed.

Our layout can be seen in Fig.4. 
Low-current hookup wire can be used 
with point-to-point wiring; thicker 
wire provides a little extra physical 
stability. Once the software had been 
developed, and the board fully tested, 

Careful examination of the last few 
pages of the datasheet reveals the 
usual caveat: small delays must be 
allowed between changing the level 
of the SCLK pin and reading or setting 
the data pin. This is quite normal, and 
the delays required are quite short. 
As we will be transferring at most 12 
bytes of data, we can be fairly cavalier 
with the time delay, and so we use the 
built-in usleep() C function to provide 
a 2 s delay where needed. 

There are just six, one-byte registers to 
read or write; each byte can be addressed 
individually, so we have produced 
two functions to handle the low-level 
communications (one to read a byte 

byte.) If you take a look at these functions 
in the rtc-pi.c source code (available 
for download from the EPE website,) 
they will look very familiar to a similar 
program written for a PIC processor. And 
so they should; the C code itself is quite 
portable.

Inputs and/or outputs

the Pi’s digital I/O pins for use, and this 
is the point where things start looking 
different. Very different indeed!

Just like the PIC processor, the Pi’s CPU 
has I/O control registers that are ‘mapped’ 
into RAM memory locations. Unlike the 
PIC, however, the Pi’s processor uses a 
memory management unit with the CPU 
to restrict access to memory.

A program running in it’s own 
restricted area of memory must ask the 
operating system for permission to gain 
access to the peripheral registers. This 
is done with the mmap() system call. 
The call asks the operating system to 
map a section of the peripheral memory 
into the program’s own memory area – 
hence the need to allocate, through a 
malloc call, a section of RAM to act as 
an interface to the peripheral registers. 
Although strange, this is standard 

Shopping Cart

Fig.4. The assembled time clock topside (left) and underside (right)

Real-time Clock

1  DS1302 8-pin 3.3V counter/serial 
interface (Farnell code 1188041)

1 32kHz crystal (Farnell 1641085)
1  3.3V CA2016/CR2032 lithium 

button cell
1  button cell holder (Farnell 

676469)
1  slice of Pi prototyping ‘daughter’ 

board, with connectors (ciseco: 
www.ciseco.co.uk)

Coloured plastic-covered ‘hookup’ 
wire

Plus
1  Raspberry Pi, low-cost, single 

circuit board ‘computer’ – see 
text (www.Raspberrypi.org)

Farnell: uk.farnell.com
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from the CPU. The clock is updated 

by typing the ‘date’ command in a 
terminal window.

Fig.5 shows the board in use, 
coupled with the Maplin wireless mini 
keyboard and mouse. For the price, this 
combo is a great deal, frees up a USB 
socket and is a very tidy solution. Our 
children love it. It’s not ideally suited 
to touch typing, but it is ideal for web 
browsing and light work. The part code 
is N69JX.

References
Ref. 1  Peripheral User Guide

www.raspberrypi.org/wp-content/
uploads/2012/02/BCM2835-ARM-
Peripherals.pdf

Ref. 2 Slice of Pi Supplier   http://
shop.ciseco.co.uk/slice-of-pi/

Ref. 3 RpiGPIO Python Module   
http://pypi.python.org/pypi/RPi.GPIO/

practice on processors with powerful operating systems 
such as the Pi’s.

Having mapped the peripheral registers into our program’s 

our needs: GPFSEL, to set the pin to an input or an output; 
GPSET, to set a pin to a high level; GPCLR, to set a pin to a 
low level; and GPLEV, to read the current state of an input 

the twiddling of these registers into simple-to-understand 

different digital I/O pins, if required.)

Clock update
The remaining unusual function call within the code 
is the system() call, used to update the Pi’s clock. This 
is a request from the program to the operating system to 
execute a command, as though typed on the command line 
by a user. 

Again, unlike software written for the 
PIC processor, our programs no longer 
operate in isolation – our code must 
interact with the operating system to 
get ‘real-world events’ done, such as 
toggling physical pins or changing the 

used to, it does allow the operating 
system to isolate running programs 
from each other, avoiding a single 
rogue program from bringing the whole 
system down. And under Linux, this 
works quite well.

Building the code
To build the code, copy the single source 

USB memory stick is ideal for this.)
Open up a terminal window and 

type the following commands:

cc rtc-pi.c
mv a.out rtc-pi
chmod +x rtc-pi 

The cc command compiles and links 

a.out. The mv command renames a.out 
to something more meaningful, and the 
chmod command changes the mode of 

sudo ./rtc-pi

This will read it back from the IC 
and update the Pi’s realtime clock.

You might notice that the time 
shown on the display is not updated 
immediately, but on the next minute 
‘tick’. This is just the way the Pi’s 
‘Window Manager’ works, reducing 
the amount of processing time it takes 

Fig.5. The Pi real-time clock in action

MIAC
MIAC e-system design suite

SIMPLE Drag and drop software means that no 
programming experience is needed

FLEXIBLE Compatible with comms. standards, 
sensors and software

TM

RUGGED 12V or 24V control, switch up to 240V

SCALABLE Up to 100 modules in a system

www.matrixmultimedia.com
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Starting out with PICs

PIC n’ Mix
Our periodic column for PIC programming enlightenment

Mike Hibbett
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Fig.3. Breadboard layout
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DSWDTEN This is a very slow timer 
clocked from an on-chip oscillator that 
can wake the microcontroller from 
a ‘deep sleep’ condition where the 
processor is almost completely powered 
down. This is an advanced feature of the 
chip that we will not be using, so we 
should disable it.

Phew! That’s some heavy stuff to deal 
with when starting out with a new pro-

of the complete set. For more complex 
designs it’s likely that some of those 
other bits will need to be looked at, but 
for now with those changes indicated 
above, the processor should be able to 
boot the internal oscillator and run at a 
speed of 8MHz. And how do we make 
these bits change? We will explain that 
next month. First, we look at how to de-
velop the software.

Software development
There are two aspects to software de-
velopment for microcontrollers: The 
software used to translate the source 

and the hardware required to transfer 

the processor. Microchip have made 
the design of the hardware interface 
open so there are many third party 
devices on the market, but we have 
stuck with Microchips’s PicKit3 de-
vice because it is small, cheap and 
easy to use. While an outlay of £20 
to £40 pounds may appear excessive, 
it’s a long term investment and signif-
icantly cheaper than what we used to 
pay 20 years ago!

The software development tools are, 
thankfully, free. Microchip’s MPLAB 
(running to over 110MB now) contains 
an editor, assembler and simulator 
built into a single application called 
an integrated development environ-
ment or IDE. Two versions of this are 
available, MPLAB v8, supported on 
Windows and the newer MPLAB-X 
which runs on Windows, Mac OS and 
Linux. MPLAB-X is an improvement 
on the older MPLAB but does have a 
steep learning curve, so we will stick 
with MPLAB. Microchip continue to 
develop this tool, and at the time of 
writing it is at version 8.86. It’s avail-
able for download from the Microchip 

Installing MPLAB

will be presented with a series of dia-
logs prompting you with various op-
tions; simply click ‘Next’ to these as the 
default settings are well chosen. Instal-
lation will take a few tens of seconds; at 
the end you will be prompted to click 
‘Finish’. On doing so you will be shown 
a dialog displaying a list of various help 

-
-

turn to these at any time by clicking on 
the ‘Help’ menu option within MPLAB. 

-
ed to the Desktop.

We’ve already covered MPLAB in an 
earlier tutorial series so we will assume 
a basic familiarity with MPLAB; instead 
we will be concentrating on relocatable 
verses absolute development.

Absolute assembly

month’s article: what is ‘Absolute’ pro-
gram code, and is it a good thing?

To illustrate the point we will use a 
very simple program which will change 
the pins of PORTB to outputs, and set 
the even numbered pins to a low volt-
age level and the odd numbered pins to 
a high level. We won’t be loading this 
program onto the processor, just in-

    include <P18f27J13.INC>
org 0
movlw   0
movwf   TRISB
movlw   0x55
movwf   LATB

loop:
goto    loop
end

To enter this program in MPLAB 
click on ‘Project’ followed by ‘Project 
Wizard’, click ‘Next’, select our device 
PIC18F27J13, click ‘Next’, select the 
MPASM Toolsuite from the top drop-
down list and click ‘Next’. 

hold all our settings. Browse to a direc-
tory where you would like to store this 

test1. Click ‘Save’, ‘Next’, ‘Next’, ‘Fin-

by selecting ‘File’ and then ‘New’. A 
blank window will appear.

Type the program list above into the 
window, taking care to use the same 
capitalisation and indentation. Once 
entered select ‘File’ followed by ‘Save’. 

test1.asm and 
click the ‘Add File To Project’ checkbox 
at the bottom of the dialog.

-
lecting ‘Project’ followed by ‘Build All’. 

you wish to build as ‘Absolute or Relo-
catable’ – choose Absolute. A warning 
message will appear; ignore this and 
click ‘OK’.

The program has now been created. If 
you open Windows Explorer and navi-
gate to the project directory you will 

The one of interest to us at the moment 
-

sion) for our assembly source code. This 

code we entered into the machine code 
values that are interpreted by the pro-

and scroll down to the ‘goto loop’ line, 
you will see how the assembler has 
translated this text on the lefthand side. 
It should show the following:

000008 EF04 F000

If you look up the ‘goto’ instruction in 
the processor datasheet on page 435 you 
will see that the assembler has inserted 
the correct address – 00004 (the 16 bit 
word address of the loop label.) The as-
sembler knows at what address the loop 

of this program with the ‘org’ statement.

Next Month
That’s all we have space for this month 
so in the next installment we will repeat 
this exercise with relocatable assembly 
and discuss the differences, and explain 
a tool that as a consequence becomes es-
sential for building programs – the link-
er. We will also modify the program to 
use a timer peripheral and interrupts to 

-
niques, and explain how to avoid the in-
evitable ‘gotcha’s’ associated with them.

Fig.5. Configuration bits
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Real ADCs

Circuit Surgery
Regular Clinic by Ian Bell

THIS month we consider a question 
about analogue-to-digital converter 

EPE’s
Chat Zone by echase.

How much IC-to-IC error is there 
on the A/D’s on 8-bit PICs? I need 
the error to be within 1 LSB at the 
midpoint of a 10-bit sample; ie, with 
a voltage derived from the midpoint 
of the supply rail, one PIC reads 512 
because I have a trimpot calibrated to 
the middle of the 512 step. If I change 
the PIC, will the new one always still 
read 512 without me having to adjust 
the trimpot? Based on a sample of only 
two, I got them both to read the same.

For one PIC, the datasheet quotes 
integral error, differential error, offset 
error and gain error all at ±1-bit.
Added together, that is four-bits of 
error, but in reality I guess you don’t 
get them all worst case. To get my 
required accuracy I guess I really need 
±½ bit.

ADCs are key components in many 
electronic systems. They provide 
the means of getting the analogue 
information from the real world – 
including signals from a wide range 
of sensors, from temperature to video 
– into a form which can be processed 
by software and sent over digital 
communication channels. Many 
projects published in EPE include 
ADCs, often, as described by echase, 
those included in PIC microcontrollers. 
This month, we will take a look at ADC 

with data conversion to which echase 
refers in his question.

Key to ADCs
The ADCs built into PICs and other 
microcontrollers are very useful and 
help keep component counts low, 
but sometimes they do not have the 
required capabilities. In such cases 
there are a large number of alternative 
converters available from a variety 
of manufacturers. These external 
ADCs are typically connected to the 
microcontroller via a standard serial 
bus, such as SPI or I2C.

The need to sometimes use external 
ADCs does not imply that those 
provided on microcontrollers are poor 
– they represent a good compromise 
between various performance trade-
offs  in areas such as speed and 
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CODE OUTPUT

2N – 1

2N – 10

INPUT: VIN / LSB

Fig.1. Input-output (transfer) function for ADCs (a) 
3-bit ADC (8 output codes), (b) 4-bit ADC (16 out-
put codes), (c) ADC with an infinite number of bits, 
N – this is the ideal ‘straight line’ transfer function.

resolution (number of bits). Higher 
performance typically implies 
increased cost and complexity, which 

purpose microcontroller where 
not every user will need a high 
performance ADC, or need 
highest performance in same 

Speed and number of bits is 
a key trade-off in ADCs. For 
example, Analog Devices, (www.
analog.com), who are probably 
the world’s leading manufacturer 
of data converters, currently 
provide ADCs ranging from 
6-bits up to 24-bits.  These have 
speeds, which is referred to in 
terms of throughput in samples 
(conversions) per second (SPS), 
ranging from less than 1000 
samples per second (1KSPS) to 
over 250 mega-samples a second 
(MSPS).

The more bits an ADC converts 

achieve high speed. Using Analog 
Devices’ online High-Speed ADC 

writing, the fastest speed category 
is 250+ MSPS and the highest 
resolution is >/=16 bits. Just one 

AD9467, which costs around $100 
in bulk quantities. Dropping to 
fewer bits; at the same high speed, 
there are a few devices, including 

also available at this resolution. 
For high precision, slower 

speeds are required. Using Analog 
Devices’ Precision and General 

fastest 24-bit device. This costs 
around $25 in bulk.

Signal conversion
When an analogue signal is 
converted for digital processing 
by an ADC, the resulting digital 

of possible value (codes), rather 

number of possible analogue 
voltages (or currents). This is 
illustrated in Fig.1 which shows 
the input-output relationship for 
three data converters. In all cases 

the input is an analogue voltage and 
the output is a digital code. 
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transfer function and the actual 
staircase-shaped function of a perfect 
ADC with a limited number of bits. We 
can draw an idealised line like this – 
which joins up the code transition 

points – through a real ADC 
transfer function, even if the 
ADC is not perfect. Fig.4 shows 
an ADC in which the slope of 
this ideal line is different from 
what it should be; that is, the 
ADC has a gain error. An effect 
of gain error is that the input 
voltage at which the transition 
to the largest output code occurs 
will be wrong, as shown in Fig.4

The full scale error of an 
ADC is the difference between 

transition voltage. Like zero scale 
error, this is usually expressed 

in terms of LSBs. The ADC transfer 
function in Fig.4 only has full scale 
error, but a real device may have a zero 
scale error as well. If the ADC had no 

An ADC transfer characteristic has a 
staircase shape. The more bits in the 
output code, the more steps we get in 
the complete transfer characteristic, as 
can be seen by comparing the 3-bit and 
4-bit characteristics in Fig.1(a) and 

of bits in the output code, the transfer 
characteristic would be a perfect 
straight line, as seen in Fig.1(c).

The range of analogue input 
voltages over which an ADC performs 
conversion is set by two reference 
voltages in the ADC circuit – low 
reference voltage (VRefL) and the high 
reference voltage (VRefH). In some cases, 
these may be controlled by the user, in 

One reference point can be ground, but 
it does not have to be. For consistent 
conversion these reference voltages 
must be accurately set and maintained.

An N-bit ADC converts analogue 
input data into 2N codes. The voltage 
difference between adjacent codes is 

LSB is given by

If an N-bit ADC’s input range is 
RefH – VRefL then the largest 

output code represents a fraction 
(N-1)/N of this range. For example, 
for a 3-bit converter this is 7/8ths of the 
range. This is shown in Fig.2, for which 
2N = 8, VRefL is 0 and the maximum code 
step is centred on 7 on the input axis.

Quantisation error

voltage represented by the ADC’s code 
after conversion will not generally 
be exactly equal to the original input 
voltage. The difference is known as 
the quantisation error. This error has 
a maximum value of ±½LSB with the 
transfer functions illustrated here. The 
variation of error with input voltage for 
a 3-bit ADC is shown in Fig.2.

Quantisation error is not the result 
of non-ideal circuit components; it is a 
fundamental property of the conversion 
process. An ideal 3-bit ADC produces 
the quantisation errors shown in Fig.2. 
Real ADCs will produce additional 
errors, which we will discuss shortly.

If an ideal ADC is used to measure 

circuit, the same quantisation error 
will occur each time. However, if an 
ADC is used to sample a continuous 
signal (eg, audio) then the quantisation 
errors will be different on each 
conversion and over time they will 
have the same statistical properties 
as random errors. Thus, quantisation 
adds noise to a digital representation of 
a signal which was not present in the 

For example, if a 12-bit ADC has VRefL
= 0 and  VRefH = 5V the LSB is; 

N
VVLSB

2
RefLRefH .

mVLSB 22.1
4096

5
2
5
12 .

Fig.2. Comparison between the ideal straight line 
transfer function and the actual transfer function 
of a perfect 3-bit ADC. The difference is the quan-
tisation error.
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original analogue input. For N-bit 
quantisation, the signal-to-noise 
ratio (SNR) is given by

Number

of bits 

Relative

size of LSB 
LSB in dB 

LSB voltage for 

5V input range 

3 12.5% -18 625mV 

4 6.25% -24 313mV 

8 0.39% -48 19.5mV 

10 977ppm -60 4.88 mV 

12 244ppm -72 1.22mV 

16 14ppm -96 76.3 V 

22 0.24ppm -132 1.19 V 

Table 1 – The size of one LSB for ADCs with various 
numbers of bits (ppm is parts per million).

Fig.3. ADC zero scale and offset errors
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TRANSFER FUNCTION
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=

SNR = 6.02×N +1.76 dB
Adding an extra 1-bit of 

resolution provides about 6dB 
improvement in the SNR. Again, 
this is for an ideal converter; real 
converters will add additional 
noise.

Thinking about the size of an LSB 
is useful when designing a system 
containing ADCs. The resolution 
used should be commensurate with 
the accuracy and SNR required in 
the system. Too low, and the ADC 
may be the weakest link, but if 
it is much higher than necessary 
you may be wasting your money. 
Table 1 helps provide an idea of the 
size of 1 LSB expressed in various 
ways – as a percentage or parts per 
million of full input range, as value 
in decibels relative to the range and 
as a voltage for an ADC with a 5V 
range.

In error
So far, we have only considered ideal 
ADCs. Real devices are subject to a 
number of additional errors, some of 
which are mentioned by echase. These 
are: offset error, zero scale error, full 

scale error, gain error, differential 
non-linearity (DNL) and integral non-
linearity (INL).

Zero scale error is the difference 
between the actual and ideal transition 

in Fig.3, where the error is about 
+1.75 LSB. The error is usually 
expressed in terms of LSBs rather 
than absolute voltage values, as this 
is better for making comparisons 
between ADCs.

ADCs may have a constant DC 

the entire conversion range. If there 
are no other sources of error then 
the offset error and zero scale error 
will be the same (as in Fig.3). In 

nonlinearities) will be small at 

scale error should provide a good 
estimate of the offset, but this is not 
absolutely guaranteed.

In Fig.2 we saw a comparison 
between the ideal straight line 
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Fig.4. ADC full scale and gain errors

Fig.5. ADC transfer function with a missing code

Fig.6. Non-monotonic ADC transfer function

Fig.7. Nonlinear ADC transfer function showing DNL 
and INL values
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nonlinearities and no zero scale error, 
or if the offset is removed by shifting 
the transfer function accordingly, the 
resulting full scale error will be related, 
only the error in gain (slope of the ideal 
transfer function). Thus gain error for 

Gain error = full scale error – zero 
scale error

may be problematic if the ADC has 

The errors we have considered so 
far (offset and full scale) do not cause 
any deviation from a ‘staircase’ which 
could be represented by an ideal 
straight line. In general, real ADCs 
do not have such perfectly straight 
transfer functions. Errors which 
cause deviations from this are called 
nonlinearities, which we have already 
mentioned as they may complicate 

looking at nonlinearities in general 

cases, which represent relatively large 
anomalies in the transfer function.

Missing code
Fig. 5 shows an ADC transfer function 
with a missing code. A missing code 
means that the ADC never outputs 
some digital code values, whatever 
input is applied. This looks very 

dramatic in Fig.5, but would seem 
less so with more bits. If your design 
uses an ADC with a few more bits 
than you really need, missing codes 
will probably not be a problem. ADCs 
may be guaranteed to have no missing 
codes – this will usually be stated on 
the datasheet.

Ideally, increasing the input 
voltage to an ADC will either not 
change the output code, or produce 
a higher code value. If increasing 
the input voltage produces a lower 
code value at any point over the 
ADC’s input range, the converter is 
said to be non-monotonic. This is 
illustrated in Fig.6. ADC datasheets 
will usually state if a device is 
guaranteed to be monotonic. Mono-
tonicity is particularly important if 
the ADC is part of a feedback loop, 
as non-monotonicity can lead to 
instability of the loop (oscillations).

Linearities
Two key parameters for 
characterising the quality 
of ADCs transfer functions 
are differential non-
linearity (DNL) and integral 
non-linearity (INL). DNL 
measures the difference 
between the ideal and actual 
code widths. The code width 
is the range of voltage for 
which a particular code is 

output by the ADC – it 
is the width of each step 
in the staircase transfer 
function. 

Ideally the code 

corresponds with a DNL 
of 0. Other code widths 
have non-zero DNLs, 
for example, if the code 

is +0.5. This is illustrated 
in Fig.7, which shows an 
ADC transfer function 

linearity. INL measures 
the accumulation of error 
as one moves through 
the converter’s codes (the 

to the current code). A missing 
code has a DNL of –1.0.

The transfer function in 
Fig.7 does not have any zero 
scale or full scale errors – 
these are corrected before 
DNL and INL are calculated.

For a real ADC, the 
maximum positive and 
negative DNL and INL values 
may be given on the datasheet. 
For more than a few bits it is 
not practical to list all values 
(as in Fig.7), but graphs of 
DNL and INL against digital 
code may be provided by the 
manufacturer. These graphs 
provide insight into the 
quality of the converter.

Adding offset, gain error, and INL does 
give some idea of maximum deviation 
from ideal characteristics, often referred 

are not included, so the total is not as 
bad as echase suggests. Absolute error 
is less important than linearity in many 

worse than the linearity. 
However, this assumes that no 

calibration has been performed. In 
applications where absolute ADC 
accuracy is important it is usual to 
include some form of calibration 
process (eg, in software) and possibly 
temperature compensation. The voltage 
references used by the ADC will not 

effect on absolute accuracy without 
calibration. The ADCs in some PIC 
families provide a self-calibration 
process, which compensates for offsets 
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THESE days, it is the norm for 
electronic devices, whether 
commercially produced or home 

constructed, to be based on a custom 
printed circuit board. If you take a look 
at a few EPE project articles you will 

many that are based 
on any other method of construction.

Although the impression given is 
that there are no alternatives, this 
is not the case. Admittedly, most of 
the alternatives are primarily aimed 
at the production of prototype units, 
but many are perfectly acceptable
for small production runs or home 
constructed gadgets.

Got it wrapped
Wire wrapping and variations on this 
basic scheme of things are popular with 
professional users, but are perhaps 
less so with hobbyists. One possible 
reason for this is that this general type 
of construction can be quite expensive, 
even though it is really a very basic 
approach to things. Any wire wrapping 
technique requires the integrated 

that have pins that are longer and 
often more elaborate than the normal 
type. Individual pins can also be 

, so that components 
such as resistors and capacitors can 
be accommodated, but this type of 
construction is mainly used with 
digital circuits where the components 
are predominantly integrated circuits.

The board itself typically has 
numerous holes on a 2.54mm (0.1-
inch) matrix, with pads so that the 
pins can be soldered in place, but no 
tracks connecting the pads (Fig.1).
There is a possible exception here, 
with a couple of rows connected by 
tracks and used as power rails. Instead
of using tracks for interconnections, 
lengths of thin insulated wire are 

used. The connecting wires run 
straight from one connection point 
to another, and they are cut slightly 
longer than the distance between 
these two points. Several millimetres 
of insulation are removed from the 
end of a connecting wire, the bare 
ends are wrapped around the pins at 
the connection points, and then they 
are soldered to the pins. With this 
method, it is inevitable that there will 
be numerous wires crossing over one 
another, but the insulation prevents 
any short-circuits.

One variation on this basic 
technique is to have the wire covered 
in a special insulation that makes it 
possible to solder the wires in place 
without having to remove any of the 

. You simply wrap the 
wires in place and solder them to the 
pins in the normal way. The unwanted 
pieces of insulation are burned away 
during the soldering process. With 
this system, it is easy to join several 
pins together because a single piece of 
wire can be taken from one connection 
point to the next, joining any required 
number of points.

I am not sure if any are still currently 
available, but there have certainly been 
solderless versions of wire wrapping.
There are some special tools available 
that make wire wrapping quicker and 
easier. The most important of these 
is a pen-like tool that dispenses the 
special wire instead of ink. This tool 
can include a facility for stripping the 
insulation. Some systems include so-
called ‘combs’ that enable the wires 
to be laid horizontally and vertically 
rather than simply going straight from 
one point to another at any angle.
This gives something that is more like 
a conventional printed circuit board 
and usually looks neater, but is not 
necessarily any better.

An advantage of 
the various wire 
wrapping systems 
is that they do not 
require the user 
to have much in 
the way of design 
experience or 
ability. Converting 
a circuit diagram 
into a working unit 
is basically just a 

components on to 
the circuit board in 
any semi-sensible 
position, and 
then adding the 
connections one by
one until they have 
all been completed.
Unlike designing 
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Fig.1. Boards for use with wire wrapping systems usually have 
pads, but no tracks.  Pins are soldered to the pads in order to fix 
them to the board, and insulated wires are then used to carry 
the interconnections
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On the face of it, stripboard could 
never work in practice because each 
copper strip can only carry one set of 
connections. In practice, some of the 
copper strips are cut in several places 
so that each section can carry a different 
set of connections. There is actually a 
special tool available for making the 
cuts in the strips, but a twist drill bit of 
around 5mm in diameter does the job 
well enough.

Either way, it is essential that the cuts 
are deep enough to properly sever the 
strips across their full width, but they 
must not be so deep that they seriously 
weaken the board. Using something 
like a modelling knife to make the cuts 
is a bit risky and is best avoided.

Ups and downs
Another potential limitation of 
stripboard is that the tracks all run in 
the same direction and can only carry 
connections across the board. The way 
around this is to use link wires on the 
component side of the board to carry 
connections up the board. Numerous
link wires are a common feature of 
stripboard layouts.

Using stripboard it is possible to 

inevitably with a universal product 
such as this, there are a few problems.
It can be used successfully with digital 
and analogue circuits, but digital types 
often require huge numbers of link 
wires. The capacitance between the 
copper strips is quite small, but it still 
precludes the use of stripboard in many 
high frequency applications. The small 

a printed circuit board, there is no 
need to worry about carefully routing 
the tracks to avoid short-circuits. As 
pointed out previously, the insulation 
on the wires enables them to crisscross 
here there and everywhere without 
producing any problems.

The main drawback is probably 
that these systems can be relatively 
expensive. The special integrated 
circuit holders can cost pounds each,
whereas an ordinary holder costs a 
matter of pence.

are made. Wire-wrapping usually 
works well with digital circuits, but 
the crisscrossing of wires can give 
problems with analogue circuits.

Because there are several systems 
that differ in points of detail, it is 
important to study the manufacturer’s 
literature for any system before buying 
it. Make sure that you know exactly 
how it is used, and that it suits your 
requirements. Tools and materials for 
one system will not necessarily be 
usable or work well with a different 
system, so it is probably best to avoid 
a ‘mix and match’ approach. Select a 
manufacturer and then stick with the 
products associated with their system.

Plain truths
Perhaps the most basic of construction 
methods is the one that is based 
on a plain matrix board and uses 
the component leads to carry the 
interconnections. Pieces of tinned 
copper wire can be used to provide 
extensions when the component leads 
are inadequate. A plain matrix board 
has a matrix of holes, but there are no 
copper pads or tracks.

This method of construction gives 
a sort of pseudo printed circuit board 
with wires rather than copper tracks to 
carry the connections. However, unlike 
wire wrapping there is no insulation 
on the wires, and they must be routed 
across the board in a fashion that avoids 
short-circuits.

It is actually possible to have one wire 
cross over another without producing 
short circuits, and one way of doing this 
is to take one of the wires through a hole 
and on to the top (component) side of 
the board. It is then taken over the other 
wire, and then back to the underside of 
the board via another hole. This gives 

a sort of pseudo double-sided printed 
circuit board. The simpler alternative 
is to simply add some PVC sleeving on 
one of the wires where it crosses the 
other wire.

An obvious problem with this 
method of construction is that the 
wires carrying the connections are 
not glued to the board like the copper 
tracks on a printed circuit board.
There are no copper pads to help 
anchor everything in place either. A

be quite strong and reliable though.
This method of construction works 
well with most analogue circuits, 
including high frequency types, but 
is not usually a practical proposition 
with digital projects.

Probably the main problem with it 
these days is that many modern discrete 
components have short leads or pins.
This makes it necessary to resort to 

gaps left by inadequate leadout wires.
The layouts must be designed very 
carefully so that the problem of having 
to insulate excessive numbers of crossed 
wires is avoided. Sensible positioning 
of the components is essential.

On track
Stripboard is the most popular 
alternative to custom printed circuit 
boards for electronic hobbyists. It 
provides a universal rather than a 
custom printed circuit board, and like 
most good ideas it is very simple. On 
one side it looks the same as a plain 
matrix board, but on the other side there 
are copper strips running 
along each row of holes 
(Fig.2). Stripboard is 
used in essentially the 
same way as a custom 
printed circuit board.
The components are 
mounted on the plain 
side of the board with the 
leadout wires threaded 
through the holes. The 
leads are cut to length 
on the underside of the 
board, and then soldered 
to the copper strips.
Components with pins 

the board in the normal 
way.
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Fig.2. Normal stripboard has copper strips on one side of 
the board, but the other side is plain.  As with a custom 
printed circuit board, components are mounted on the 
plain side of the board
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amount of capacitance tends to couple 
signals from one strip to another.

Stripboard is nothing like as strong as 
a typical custom printed circuit board.
This is not surprising when you take 
into account that a fair percentage of 
each board consists of empty holes. The 
material used for some boards seems to 
be quite brittle. Finished boards should 
still be tough enough, but it means that 
a ‘kid glove’ approach must be taken 
when drilling and cutting stripboard.

Boards are available in several 
standard sizes, and with practically 
every circuit it is necessary to cut a 
standard board down to the required 
size. There are quick ways of trimming 
stripboard, such as using cutters for 
glass and ceramic tiles. These methods 
will work reasonably well with some 
makes of board, but with other makes 
you end up with the board smashed 
into several small pieces.

Bitter experience suggests that the 
safest approach to cutting stripboard 
is to use a saw that has a thin blade 

junior hacksaw. Cut carefully and 
slowly along rows of holes. Do not try 
to cut between the rows as the spacing 
between them is so small that this is 
unlikely to give good results. The
board must be held 
the saw should be used with the least 
amount of pressure that will do the 
job. Cutting along rows of holes will 
inevitably give some rough edges, but 

Another problem with stripboard is 
that it is very easy to produce accidental 
short-circuits between adjacent strips 
due to excess solder from one of the 
joints. This stems from the fact that 
the gap between the adjacent copper 
strips is extremely small at about 
0.3mm. This can actually be a problem 
with any form of printed circuit board, 
but it seems to be more acute with 
stripboard.

Using a soldering iron with a small 
bit of about 2mm to 2.5mm in diameter 
should minimise the problem. As

pointed out in these articles many 
times before, with any printed circuit 
board it is a good idea to thoroughly 

short circuits. Scrub the underside of 
the board with an old toothbrush to 

for any solder between the tracks.

Got it numbered
A further problem with stripboard is 
that, unlike a custom printed circuit, 
it does not have a convenient one hole 
per pin or lead. In most cases there 
will be literally hundreds of unused 
holes, which makes it easy to get 
components in the wrong positions on 
the board. It can be time consuming 
spotting this type of mistake, and 
in the case of integrated circuits it 

without damaging the board. Some
proper desoldering equipment would 
certainly be required.

Prevention is better than cure, and the 
positions of components should always 
be double checked prior to soldering 
them in place. Stripboard layout 
diagrams, including all those featured in 
EPE, are normally marked with letters to 
identify the copper strips and numbers 
to identify the columns of holes. Adding 
these markings to the board itself can 
help to reduce the likelihood of an 
error being made. With the aid of these 
markings it is easy to match any point 
on the board with the corresponding 
position on the layout diagram.

Marking the board directly can be 

and a spirit-based ink. A better way of 
doing things is to use a computer and 
printer to produce labelled strips that 
can be gummed in place on the board 
(Fig.3). Any drawing program should 
be able to produce this type of thing 
accurately to scale, and with a little 
trial and error it could probably be 
done using a word processor.

Despite its short-comings, stripboard 
is an excellent product 
that can be used to 
produce quite neat 

. It is 
perhaps not ideal for 
beginners when building 

which is probably true 
of the other construction 
methods described in 
this article. It should 

once some experience at 
building boards has been 
gained, and it is a good 
choice for those wishing 
to build simple projects 
where there is only a 
circuit diagram to work 
from and no construction 
details.

Fig.3. Labelling the rows with letters and the columns with 
numbers makes it easier to navigate your way around a 
stripboard.  Component layout diagrams often include these 
markings, but if necessary, you can add them yourself
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IN previous months, I mentioned how webcams had 
improved in leaps and bounds over the years, with a 
lowly VGA camera (640 × 480 pixels) being available for 

as little as £5 ($7) and perfectly good enough for Skype, if you 
don’t mind wearing a separate boom microphone. I recently 
installed Skype and donated a small webcam to a religious 
minister who communicates with various missionaries 
around Africa and India, and his new-found ability to see his 
subjects via the Internet delighted him.

A higher resolution camera such as the Logitech HD 
9000 with Carl Zeiss lens (see Net Work,
EPE Feb’12) costs maybe £40 ($60) or so,
and is much better at scanning QR codes 
or streaming high quality video.  Bundled 
software can recognise facial features and 
superimpose fun effects on them, and 
some third-party camera software such as 
CyberLink’s YouCam 5 can scan your face 
and log you into a small number of major 
websites such as eBay. 

The software could also be used to create 
video presentations or podcasts, and it boasts 
some pretty amazing features, but it can cost 
as much as a webcam alone. A free demo is 
available from Cyberlink’s website at: www.
cyberlink.com.

Home area networking (HAN) is evolving 
all the time with a widening and exciting 
range of peripherals coming on to the 
market for domestic users, as hardware 
manufacturers clamour to sell us more gear to hook onto our 
home-based networks. We can now install media servers to 
stream music, video, photos or TV over the HAN. Webcams 

× 480 
pixels. 

If you’re interested in security or surveillance, then 
another approach is to hook an IP (internet protocol) camera 
onto a network. While CCTV cameras connect to a monitor 
or expensive hard disk recorder, an IP camera is intended 
to work independently on a local area network. The key 
attraction is that images can be viewed in a web page, and 

remotely via a web browser or a mobile phone screen.

Lights! IP camera! Action!
IP cameras sound ideal for home surveillance or 
monitoring purposes, but do they live up to their 

device that’s widely available. Some cameras are 
motorised on two axles, which permits the lens to be 
panned or tilted, and some have a digital zoom. Hence a  
‘PTZ’ camera can pan, tilt and zoom. They are mostly 640 
× 480p, LEDs, offering 
night vision over a few metres in total darkness, and they 
may also relay sound through a built-in microphone.  As 

an IP camera acts as a server in its own right, it does not 
need a host PC and they can connect to a router through 
an Ethernet cable.  However, some IP cameras also have 
802.11 Wi-Fi built in, which is something that I wanted 
to experiment with.

My IP Camera boasted Wi-Fi, pan and tilt, infra-red night 
vision and two-way sound. It was branded and came with a 
reasonable little manual that made a good attempt to explain 
a highly complex product, and it promised UK technical 
support (help that in the event, never actually came). Many 

imported unbranded clone cameras 
reportedly have tissue-thin manuals 
containing unfathomable instructions 
that defeated every attempt to make sense 
of them.  Readers won’t need to look far 
on Amazon or eB –
a UK electronics chain prices them at just 
under £100, while identical unbranded 
ones appear on Amazon at about £40. 

My model claims to be accessible in 
web browsers or mobile phones, so in 
theory it could be accessed from around 
the world, and it has various alarm, alert 
and image uploading features. All this and 
Wi-F -
cation on paper, but how well would they 
work in practice? This month I outline the 

basics to look for when 
installing a typical IP 
camera like this.

Installation usually 
requires that the 
camera is hooked to a 
router with an Ethernet 

devices install without 
a hitch, while others are 
a day-long nightmare, 
and sad to say my IP 
camera eventually fell 
into the latter category.  
It’s beyond the scope 
of Net Work to get into too much detail as there are hundreds 
of routers,
but to give you a taste of what to expect some key aspects are 
outlined next.

Plug ‘n Playtime
The camera will somehow adopt its own ‘internal’ IP address 
on your LAN. How this happens depends on whether you 
provide an IP manually, or whether you’d like your router to 

dynamic host c
protocol), where an IP number is supplied from a selected 

Keeping a look-out

A typical unbranded pan-tilt IP 
camera. A Wi-Fi antenna is on the 
rear and a small speaker (not shown) 
is in the axle pod

Lens and infra-red LEDs, and 
LDR (12 o’clock) for low-light level 
detection. A blinking white LED at 6 
o’clock is very distracting, but can be 
disabled in software
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range. So check your router settings to see that DHCP is 

manually yourself. Typically, it will be along the lines of 

your network: it is not the address seen by the outside world.
f the camera (and router) offer UPnP – Universal Plug n 

Play – then the job is made easier: the device will virtually 
set itself up, and in its favour the new camera popped up on 

thanks to UPnP. You might have to install some software 
to help with setup, starting with creating a username and 
password, and UPnP options may be in there too. A MAC 
address, if seen in the setup screens, is the unique ‘media 
access control’
network, and there may be a label on the camera that tallies 
with it.

My camera was given an ‘internal’

aspect of ‘port forwarding’ to consider. With the local area 

nodes (eg, for remote control or viewing purposes) wish to 
connect to the camera over the web then the packets must be 

 then set up a port mapping rule manually in my router’s 
virtual s
port forwarding in their screens instead. The camera’s 
manual should explain what’s needed.

When accessing the camera from outside on the web, or on 
your phone or tablet, then another key consideration is that 
of DDNS – dynamic domain name system. The question is, 
how to view your camera if you’re halfway round the world. 
At the very least, you would need to type your public-facing 

camera on its ‘invisible’

address,

include a free proprietary DDNS service such as Viewnetcam.
com (Panasonic): a sub-domain might also be included, so 

(mycamera).viewnetcam.com in plain English instead. 
The Wi-Fi camera on test included no such service, but 

No-IP.
com or dyn.com (untested by the author).  Modest annual 
subscriptions may be payable for these services and more 
explanation of the principles of DDNS are given on their 
web sites.

Patrolling the scene
Round off the initial setting up by inputting your wireless 
network details, including the network key and encryption 
type. Next, with the camera still tethered by an Ethernet cable,

address into my PC web browser. The camera’s webpage was 

and tilt the lens as well, which could ‘patrol’ automatically 
and follow a programmable path (eg, from door to window). 
The coverage of the motorised camera mount was impressive.

Trying it on Wi-Fi
instead, my glee turned 
to disappointment 
as many problematic 
areas emerged. The 
biggest headache by 
far was that of Wi-Fi
reliability:  my device 
would disconnect 
from the network at 
regular intervals even 
if only 30ft away. 
Sometimes, it would 
run all through the 

night further away, or other times it would not connect at all 
from just 20ft away with a brick wall in the way. 

, even though 
the ‘recording’ icon was lit, and the camera’s built-in SMTP 
function failed to send an alert email, despite trying several 

by unplugging it from the mains (it has an annoyingly short 
lead on the mains adaptor, which was a major handicap: 
seen DC extension leads sold on Amazon). 

Despite these setbacks, it was possible to hear audio, and 
also to upload images by FTP onto my web server every few 
seconds when the camera was triggered, though a time lag 
meant the ‘target’ might be missed. Night vision also worked 
well and would be adequate for a smaller room, and the 
highly distracting blinking white LED near the lens could be 
disabled in the setup. 

Built-in sounds (including a barking dog, or conversation) 
could be played when triggered, and the camera had a small 
speaker and audio outlet. The tantalising 4-way terminal 
block for alarm systems that every EPE reader would itch to 
hook something up to, wasn’t described anywhere, and my 
request for technical details went unanswered.

As for remote access, when it was working on Wi-Fi a 

the camera around. My experience on a mobile phone wasn’t 
very good; the camera’s web page was broken in Windows 

occasion – and that was direct over my LAN rather than from 
outside the network.

So near, yet so far
A
wasn’t likely to be reliable and that cabled Ethernet would 
be best, which defeated the object entirely. With several key 

‘so near, yet so 
far’,
bundled it off back to the supplier, who agreed that they work 
best on wired Ethernet. 
You can soon check 
what other users think by 
reading their reviews on 
Amazon.

An alternative device 
is Panasonic’s BL-C131 or 
similar, a smart wireless 

night vision or the same 
angle of coverage, though 
it does have 10x zoom 

and various user-friendly 

web interface is slightly 
more primitive than the 
device tested above, but 
Panasonic offers a dedicated free DDNS service with a separate 
web login for mobile phones, which is simple and works well.  

Unfortunately, one of these cameras is on my bench after 
Wi-Fi module failure (a fault reported on 

frustrating to set up at times. However, another Panasonic 

802.11 for several years, so it’s pot luck.
t must be accepted that installing this type of device is 

not as simple as switching on a toaster, but readers should 
not be deterred from trying these cheaper wireless cameras,
mindful of the key points outlined above.  There is always 
the option of using wired ethernet for more consistent results. 
You might get lucky, but if you enjoy pulling your hair out 
then installing a Wi-Fi camera might be for you!

hope you enjoyed this month’s Net Work
pleased to hear from readers,
guarantee an individual reply. Why not drop in at the EPE 
Chat Zone – now with a new Raspberry Pi section – at www.
chatzones.co.uk. You can email me at: alan@epemag.demon.
co.uk or write to the editor at editorial@wimborne.co.uk

Rear audio jack, Ethernet port, Wi-Fi
connector, mysterious 4-way I/O alarm 
block and power jack. The supplied 5V 
mains adaptor has quite a short lead

Panasonic’s BL-C131, a popular 
Ethernet/Wi-Fi pan-tilt camera with 
sound and PIR, but no IR night 
vision
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Matt Pulzer addresses some of the general points 
readers have raised. Have you anything interesting to say?
Drop us a line!

WIN AN ATLAS LCR 
ANALYSER WORTH £79
An Atlas LCR Passive Component Analyser, 
kindly donated by Peak Electronic Design 

Ltd, will be awarded to the author of 
the Letter Of The Month. The Atlas LCR 

automatically measures inductance from 1mH
to 10H, capacitance from 1pF to 10,000 F

and resistance from 1  to 2M  with a basic 
accuracy of 1%. www.peakelec.co.uk

READOUT
All letters quoted here have previously been replied to directly Email: editorial@wimborne.co.uk

 L E T T E R  O F  T H E  M O N T H  
Mains safety issues

Dear editor
The picture in your editorial (EPE,
July 2012) of the overheated and 
burnt out mains multi-way adapter, 
where the neutral pin had melted 
its mounting and fallen out, was 
a salutary warning and spoke 
eloquently for itself. However, there 
is an excellent calculation that 
can be done to show why the plug 
overheated without any apparent 
warning, apart perhaps from the 

cause of the problem to be a loose 
connection in the mains socket, 
but an oxide-tarnished layer on one 
of the power pins could also have 
caused it.

It is not unreasonable to assume 
that the faulty contact or a tarnished 
pin might have a resistance of 0.1 .

through this contact.
The power (heat) dissipated in the 

contact is given by:

P = I2R = 10 × 10 × 0.1 = 10W

Consider how hot something like a 
15W soldering iron gets for about the 
same mass and surface area of the 
pin and you can quickly visualise the 
damage that will be done by this.

Now, why don’t we notice a problem 
like this brewing, until the damage is as 
bad as shown in your editorial picture?

The voltage drop due to the 
resistance of the pin contact is given 
by:

V = IR = 10 × 0.1 = 1V

This volt drop would simply not 
be noticed in the operation of any 

know about it would be the smell 
if you are lucky, or worse, smoke or 

It is not surprising to me that it 
was a cube multi-way adapter that 
had suffered the problem because by 
their dimensions they can exert an 
excessive leverage on the pins in the 
wall socket, which leads to slackening 
of the gripping force of the contacts. 

such devices – and they should know!

only a few amps, so what probably 
happened was that the poor internal 
contact generated a small amount of 
heat. This was enough to encourage the 
tarnishing of the conductor surfaces 
and so the contact resistance increased 
further. This in turn would have lead 
to more heat and faster tarnishing, 
with yet more resistance increase, 
until the results shown occurred. 
I would estimate, considering the 
damage shown and using the above 
calculations, that the resistance might 
have reached 0.5  or more.

The situation that made me 
sit up and take notice of this 
effect was in a large chemistry 
research lab. As the maintenance 
technician, I found I was replacing 
a plug, on average, every day, due 
to them getting hot! The caustic 
atmosphere in the labs vastly 
accelerated the oxidised tarnish 
of the pins. Goodness knows what 
it was doing to our lungs, but 
this was before the days of safety 

I don’t hanker back to those ‘good 
old days’! Interestingly, the sockets 
themselves did not seem to tarnish 
to the same extent as the plugs, and 
I only had to change a few sockets 
in contrast. The test was to see if a 
new plug heated up when used on 
high current in the socket.

The worst case I’ve actually seen 
was a consumer unit where the line 
bus bar had actually melted away, 
with all the attendant damage this 

caused because the consumer unit 
acted as its own fuse and interrupted 
the supply! 

The fault appeared to have been 
caused by the installation ‘sparky’ 
neglecting to tighten up the contact 
screws fully. The new untarnished 
state of the bus bar and screws 
allowed the consumer unit to operate 
correctly with adequate conductivity 
to pass all the commissioning tests, 
but a few years down the line, 
tarnish started to appear under the 
screws, resulting in the same run 
away situation as happened with 
your editorial multi-way

Dave Bush, Leamington Spa

Matt Pulzer replies:

Your letter makes a lot of sense and is 
a further important warning that an 
‘it’ll do’ attitude to mains wiring and 
accessories is never ever acceptable. 
We should all remember the power 
behind our trusty 13A wall sockets 
and not take them for granted.

Raspberry Pi ideas

Dear editor
At £30, the Raspberry Pi can either be 
used as a replacement PIC processor or 
could provide back-end data processing 
and a powerful display for hardware. 
The main issue is that the Raspberry 
Pi operating system (OS) is based on 

for many new users. Given this, I’d like 

Guertboard or development of one or 

There is, I believe, a camera connector 
on the board – how to interface and 

Raspberry Pi wirelessly, with a camera, 

test equipment suite, making use of 

home controller – to replace those small 
handsets we all acquire (include an LCD 

Ashoke Patel, by email

Matt Pulzer replies:

Hi Ashoke
Thanks for your email and very 
interesting comments and project ideas.

I am not sure what software approach 
we will take with Raspberry Pi – that is 
really down to Mike Hibbett who writes 
our Pic ‘n Mix column. However, I have 
passed on your comments and project 
ideas to him and I hope we will hear 
from him soon.

I think your suggestion of a 
‘beginner’s oscilloscope’ is particularly 
interesting
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Mike Hibbett replies:

Hi Ashoke
Thanks for the suggestions – these are 
all appreciated. I particularly like your 
suggestion about an introduction to the 
Guertboard. We will probably produce 
a design for own board, as it will be 
simple enough and will help encourage 
people to make their own.

I agree about Linux being a steep 

professionals! We will be providing 
tutorials on building your own Linux 
distributions for the Pi, but any projects 
we create will have the ‘build your 
own’ and ‘here is one we made earlier’ 
options for those people who are not 
interested or ready yet to start delving 
into the ‘black art’ of Linux systems.

It’s not all that bad though; there are 
many software tool kits that simplify 
building embedded Linux software. We 
will probably pick one and stick to it.

In the ‘Zone’

Dear editor
Greetings from South Africa – and 

magazine, but also to whoever came up 
with idea of the Chat Zone!

I have been a member of the ‘Zone’ 
for some time, and can honestly say 
that without it, I would have battled 

some of the problems I have been faced 
with.

I am located on a farm in a very 
remote area of the country. The nearest 
supermarket, for instance, is over 40km 
away!

My grandiose ideas to develop and 
apply some measure of automation 
to the farm would never have had 
successful outcomes if it wasn’t for the 
‘Zone’ members who give so freely of 
their time and considerable expertise.

I realised early on that it didn’t 
matter how trivial or complex the 
query – there was always an answer. 
And, more often than not, the answer 
was simple, innovative, remarkably 
clever and it worked!

To gather a group of consultants such as 
those to be found on the Zone would be 

EPE, a resident band of gurus are always 
there to help their fellow enthusiasts 
with their hare-brained ideas.

I often chuckle to myself when 
formulating a query to the Zone, with 
a strong mental image, as I click the 
submit button, of an intense group of 
individuals separated by vast distances, 
all hunched over their keyboards, 
waiting, waiting, waiting in eager 
anticipation of a query or comment 
delivered at light speed to their screens. 
Their minds engage high gear and the 
game is on! Comments and solutions 

competent, often innovative and 
usually with high good humour.

I salute you all and offer my humble 
and grateful thanks for your time, 
expertise and ‘out of the box’ thinking 
that has helped to make my endeavours 
on the farm successful.

More than that – to the faceless 
someone who conceived the idea of 
the Chat Zone – I just don’t have the 
words to tell you adequately how 
much I appreciate your foresight in 
providing this experience to all us 
‘solder dabblers’.

 Brian Connell, South Africa

Matt Pulzer replies:

It’s great to hear of your successful 
use of the ‘Zone’ – I rather like your 
abbreviation by the way. Your thanks 
should go to Alan Winstanley our on-
line editor.

Lab-standard 16-bit Digital Pot

Dear editor
Having built a Precision 10V Source
(EPE, June 2011) I was interested in the 
16-bit Digital Pot article (July ’12). I’ve 
used the 10V source to check readings 
on the 20V range of the modestly 
priced DMMs I have. The digital pot 
would enable me to check the full-
scale reading of the 2V and 200mV 
ranges, as well as a few intermediate 
points – but certainly not all 65,536!

The 10V source I’ve built uses the 
10V ±3mV chip; any source will have 
some inherent error, which will be 
a fundamental additional error to be 
accounted for in the overall accuracy 
of the output of the digital pot. The 
tolerance of the resistors of the 
divider chain looks to be the major 

Jim Rowe’s Fig.3 (measured with 
some very precise instrument pres-
umably) suggests that in his design it 
is within a ±1mV band. This is a very 

load impedance should not be below 
1.5M . However, my DMMs have a 
1M  input impedance, so I had a look 
at what effect it would have.

At mid-range point, with perfectly 
matched resistors and a 10V source, 
the output should be 5.000V. This 
is formed from a divider of a single 
3k  top-end resistor and 3k  at the 
bottom (made from the series/parallel 
connection of the other resistors). 

Adding an output load of 1M
lowers the bottom end slightly and 
drops the output to 4.9925V; ie, an 
error of –7.5mV. At this setting the 
output is very sensitive to the top-end 
resistor, and if it is on the high side by 
0.1% then this error increases to about 
–10mV. The tolerance of the bottom 

case as it is made from 31 resistors; so, 
statistically, the errors will be reduced.

This ‘loading’ error affects other 
output values and increases at the 
higher values of output. It can be 
calculated from the load and the 
output impedance of the divider, 
which is 1.5k  at all settings. Thus, 
for a load of R, the output is reduced 
to Vo × R/(R + 1.5k ) at an output 
voltage of Vo. At 10V output, with a 
1M  load, the output is low by 15mV, 

that a unity-gain buffer with a very 

high input impedance is desirable to 
reduce this loading error; the buffer 
must also have a very low input offset 
voltage, ideally less than half the step 
size; ie, <76 V. If the loading effect 
of the buffer is to cause no more than 

impedance needs to be more than 
96M . It may be possible to work 
with a lower value of impedance and 
higher offset, as with known values 
the software of the controller could 
compensate for them.

Ken Naylor, by email

Matt Pulzer replies:

Excellent analysis Ken, and bears 
out my belief that in electronics you 
can often produce truly professional 
results with careful thought and 
straightforward mathematics.

Chip programming

Dear editor

the Power Tool Charger Controller. We 
were hoping to have Magenta program 
the PIC16F88P for us. However, we have 
received an email from them saying that 
they do not program PICs any longer. 
Can you recommend someone else who 
could program the PIC for us?

Hope to hear from you soon!

Michael Kelley, by email

Alan Winstanley replies:

Hi Michael
Magenta Electronics discontinued 
their service some time ago (about 
two years) in order to concentrate on 
manufacturing their own products.

I don’t know of any other company 
offering to program individual chips, 
and if Magenta found it non-viable 
then I guess there is a message there. 
However, as this question keeps on 
cropping up I am looking at some other 
options.

In the meantime, readers have helped 
each other out by asking in EPE’s Chat 
Zone. I have found they usually trade 
or swap and sort something out that 
way. We have also, in the recent past, 
published a simple ‘Get Started’ article 
to help those wanting to burn their own 

I appreciate your interest, but 
unfortunately, asking in the Chat Zone
forum is all I can suggest at present.

Matt Pulzer replies:

Hi Michael
I appreciate that programming PICs 
is not for everyone, but if you are 

please reconsider, or at least read the 
article Programming PICs: How It’s 
Done, which appeared in our February 
2012 issue. It really isn’t hard and will 
give you just a little more of that ‘I 
made this’ feeling of achievement!
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Sawtooth fan!

Dear editor
I was particularly impressed by Robert Penfold’s sawtooth waveform 
generator featured in this month’s (August 2012) Interface as shown in 
Fig.3 on page 65.

operated, but after breadboarding it, all was revealed!
The positive and negative-going ramps actually rise and fall in a 

DC Motor 
Speed Controller.

In Robert’s oscillator, pin 2 and pin 3 of IC3a are held at the same 
constant voltage, while pin 1 rises and falls repeatedly, triggering the 
non-inverting Schmitt trigger based around IC3b. Pin 1 is forced to 
change its voltage level in order to maintain the inputs at the same 
voltage as ‘positive’ charge is added to or removed from the lower 
side of capacitor C2 via resistor R7. When the output of IC3b is high, 
pin 1 is ramping downwards and when the output is low, pin1 is 
ramping upwards. C2, the 100nF timing capacitor, is always being 
charged or discharged by a constant current caused by the constant 
voltage across R7.

Maybe I’m impressed easily, but not having seen this circuit before I 
found its operation very novel and interesting. Great stuff Robert! 

James, via EPE Chat Zone

Alan Winstanley replies:

readers. 

Alan Winstanley, EPE on-line editor
Readers can contact Alan by email at: alan@epemag.demon.co.uk
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ROBOTICS

COMPUTERS AND COMPUTING

INTRODUCING ROBOTICS WITH LEGO MINDSTORMS
Robert Penfold
Shows the reader how to build a variety of increasingly 
sophisticated computer controlled robots using the brilliant 
Lego Mindstorms Robotic Invention System (RIS). Initially 
covers fundamental building techniques and mechanics 
needed to construct strong and efficient robots using the 
various “click-together’’ components supplied in the basic 
RIS kit. Then explains in simple terms how the “brain’’ of 
the robot may be programmed on screen using a PC and 
“zapped’’ to the robot over an infra-red link. Also, shows how 
a more sophisticated Windows programming language such 
as Visual BASIC may be used to control the robots.

Detailed building and programming instructions provided, 
including numerous step-by-step photographs.

288 pages - large format Order code BP901 £14.99

MORE ADVANCED ROBOTICS WITH LEGO
MINDSTORMS – Robert Penfold
Shows the reader how to extend the capabilities of the brilliant 
Lego Mindstorms Robotic Invention System (RIS) by using 
lego’s own accessories and some simple home constructed 
units. You will be able to build robots that can provide you with 
‘waiter service’ when you clap your hands, perform tricks, 
‘see’ and avoid objects by using ‘bats radar’, or accurately 
follow a line marked on the floor. Learn to use additional 
types of sensors including rotation, light, temperature, sound 
and ultrasonic and also explore the possibilities provided by 
using an additional (third) motor. For the less experienced, 
RCX code programs accompany most of the featured robots. 
However, the more adventurous reader is also shown how to 
write programs using Microsoft’s VisualBASIC running with the 
ActiveX control (Spirit.OCX) that is provided with the RIS kit.

Detailed building instructions are provided for the featured 
robots, including numerous step-by-step photographs. The 
designs include rover vehicles, a virtual pet, a robot arm, an 
‘intelligent’ sweet dispenser and a colour conscious robot 
that will try to grab objects of a specific colour.

198 pages Order code BP902 £14.99

ANDROIDS, ROBOTS AND ANIMATRONS
Second Edition – John Iovine 
Build your own working robot or android using both off-the-shelf 
and workshop constructed materials and devices. Computer 
control gives these robots and androids two types of artificial 
intelligence (an expert system and a neural network). A lifelike 
android hand can be built and programmed to function doing 
repetitive tasks. A fully animated robot or android can also be 
built and programmed to perform a wide variety of functions. 

The contents include an Overview of State-of-the-Art 
Robots; Robotic Locomotion; Motors and Power Controllers; All 
Types of Sensors; Tilt; Bump; Road and Wall Detection; Light; 
Speech and Sound Recognition; Robotic Intelligence (Expert 
Type) Using a Single-Board Computer Programmed in BASIC; 
Robotic Intelligence (Neutral Type) Using Simple Neural 
Networks (Insect Intelligence); Making a Lifelike Android Hand; 
A Computer-Controlled Robotic Insect Programmed in BASIC; 
Telepresence Robots With Actual Arcade and Virtual Reality 
Applications; A Computer-Controlled Robotic Arm; Animated 
Robots and Androids; Real-World Robotic Applications. 

FREE DOWNLOADS TO PEP-UP AND
PROTECT YOUR PC

R. A. Penfold
Bob Penfold, uses his vast knowledge and experience 

in computing to guide you simply through the process of 
finding reliable sites and sources of free software that will 
help optimize the performance and protect your computer 
against most types of malicious attack.

Among the many topics covered are: Using Windows 
7 optimization wizard; PCPitstop for advice on improving 
performance, reducing start up times, etc; Free optimization 
scans and the possibility of these being used as a ploy to 
attack your PC; Free programs such as Ccleaner, Registry 
checker and PCPal optimization software; Internet speed 
testing sites and download managers; Overclocking sites, 
together with warnings about using this technique; Sites 
and software for diagnosis of hardware faults, including 
scanning for out of date drivers and finding suitable 
replacements; Free Antivirus software and programs 
that combat specific types of malware; Firewalls; Search 
engines to identify mystery processes listed in Windows 
Task Manager. 

The books listed have been selected by 
Everyday Practical Electronics editorial 
staff as being of special interest to 
everyone involved in electronics and 
computing. They are supplied by mail 
order direct to your door. Full ordering 
details are given on the last book page. 

DIRECT BOOK 
SERVICE

All prices include UK postage3

128 pages Order code BP721 £7.99

128 pages Order code BP722 £7.99

RADIO

BASIC RADIO PRINCIPLES AND TECHNOLOGY 
Ian Poole
Radio technology is becoming increasingly important in 
today’s high technology society. There are the traditional 
uses of radio which include broadcasting and point to point 
radio as well as the new technologies of satellites and 
cellular phones. All of these developments mean there is a 
growing need for radio engineers at all levels. 263 pages Order code NE30 £28.99

ELECTRONICS TEACH-IN BUNDLE –
SPECIAL BUNDLE PRICE £14 FOR PARTS 1, 2 & 3

ELECTRONICS TEACH-IN 3 

The three sections of this book cover 
a very wide range of subjects that will 

interest everyone involved in electronics, from hobbyists and 
students to professionals. The first 80-odd pages of Teach-In 3 
are dedicated to Circuit Surgery, the regular EPE clinic dealing 
with readers’ queries on various circuit design and application 
problems – everything from voltage regulation to using SPICE 
circuit simulation software.

The second section – Practically Speaking – covers the 
practical aspects of electronics construction. Again, a whole 
range of subjects, from soldering to avoiding problems with 
static electricity and indentifying components, are covered. 
Finally, our collection of Ingenuity Unlimited circuits provides 
over 40 circuit designs submitted by the readers of EPE.

The free cover-mounted CD-ROM is the complete Electronics 
Teach-In 1 book, which provides a broad-based introduction to 
electronics in PDF form, plus interactive quizzes to test your 
knowledge, TINA circuit simulation software (a limited version – 
plus a specially written TINA Tutorial), together with simulations 
of the circuits in the Teach-In 1 series, plus Flowcode (a 
limited version) a high level programming system for PIC 
microcontrollers based on flowcharts.

The Teach-In 1 series covers everything from Electric Current 
through to Microprocessors and Microcontrollers and each part 
includes demonstration circuits to build on breadboards or to 
simulate on your PC. There is also a MW/LW Radio project in 
the series. The contents of the book and Free CD-ROM have 
been reprinted from past issues of EPE.

160 pages Order code ETI3 £8.50

FREE
CD-ROMELECTRONICS TEACH-IN 2 CD-ROM

USING PIC MICROCONTROLLERS A PRACTICAL
INTRODUCTION
This Teach-In series of articles was originally published 
in EPE in 2008 and, following demand from readers, has 
now been collected together in the Electronics Teach-In 2
CD-ROM.

The series is aimed at those using PIC microcontrollers 
for the first time. Each part of the series includes breadboard 
layouts to aid understanding and a simple programmer 
project is provided.

Also included are 29 PIC N’ Mix articles, also 
republished from EPE. These provide a host of practical 
programming and interfacing information, mainly for 
those that have already got to grips with using PIC 
microcontrollers. An extra four part beginners guide to using 
the C programing language for PIC microcontrollers is also 
included.

The CD-ROM also contains all of the software for the 
Teach-In 2 series and PIC N’ Mix articles, plus a range 
of items from Microchip – the manufacturers of the PIC 
microcontrollers. The material has been compiled by 
Wimborne Publishing Ltd. with the assistance of Microchip 
Technology Inc. 

The Microchip items are: MPLAB Integrated 
Development Environment V8.20; Microchip Advance 
Parts Selector V2.32; Treelink; Motor Control Solutions; 
16-bit Embedded Solutions; 16-bit Tool Solutions; Human 
Interface Solutions; 8-bit PIC Microcontrollers; PIC24 
Micrcontrollers; PIC32 Microcontroller Family with USB 
On-The-Go; dsPIC Digital Signal Controllers.

CD-ROM Order code ETI2 CD-ROM £9.50

Book and CD-ROMs Order code ETIBUNDLE                Bundle Price £14.00

NEW

ELECTRONICS 
TEACH-IN 4 

ELECTRONICS TEACH-IN 4 

A Broad-Based Introduction to Electronics 
plus FREE CD-ROM

The Teach-In 4 book covers three of the 
most  important electronics units that are currently studied in 
many schools and colleges. These  include, Edexcel BTEC 
level 2 awards and the electronics units of the new Diploma in 
Engineering, Level 2.

The Free cover-mounted CD-ROM contains the full Mod-
ern Electronics Manual, worth £29.95. The Manual contains 
over 800 pages of electronics theory, projects, data, assem-
bly instructions and web links.

A package of exceptional value that will appeal to all those 
interested  in learning about electronics or brushing up on 
their theory, be they hobbyists, students or professionals. 

FREE
CD-ROM

144 pages Order code ETI4 £8.99

224 pages Order code MGH1 £16.99

THE INTERNET – TWEAKS, TIPS
AND TRICKS

R. A. Penfold
Bob Penfold, uses his vast knowledge and experience 
in computing to provide you with useful hints, tips and 
warnings about possible difficulties and pitfalls when 
using the Internet. This book should enable you to get 
more from the Internet and to discover ways and means 
of using it that you may not have previously realised.

Among the many topics covered are: Choosing a 
suitable browser, getting awkward pages to display 
properly; Using Java, spell checkers and other add-
ons, etc; Using proxy servers to surf anonymously and 
privacy facilities so you do not leave a trail of sites 
visited; Ways of finding recently visited sites you can 
no longer find; Using download managers to speed up 
downloads from slow servers; Effective ways and tricks 
of using search engines to locate relevant info; Tricks 
and tips on finding the best price for goods and services; 
Not getting ‘conned’ when buying or selling on eBay; 
Finding free software; Finding and using the increasing 
range of Cloud computing services; Tips on selecting 
the best security settings; Etc.

496 pages +CD-ROM Order code NE45 £38.00

PROGRAMMING 16-BIT PIC 
MICROCONTROLLERS IN C
– LEARNING TO FLY THE PIC24 Lucio Di Jasio 
(Application Segments Manager, Microchip, USA)
A Microchip insider tells all. Focuses on examples and 
exercises that show how to solve common, real-world 
design problems quickly. Includes handy checklists to 
help readers perform the most common programming 
and debugging tasks. FREE CD-ROM includes source 
code in C, the Microchip C30 compliler, and MPLAB 
SIM software, so that readers gain practical, hands-on 
programming experience.

Until recently, PICs didn’t have the speed and memory 
necessary for use in designs such as video- and audio-
enabled devices. All that changed with the introduction 

of the 16-bit PIC family, the PIC24. This new guide 
teaches readers everything they need to know about the 
architecture of these chips, how to program them, how 
to test them and how to debug them. Lucio’s common-
sense, practical, hands-on approach starts out with basic 
functions and guides the reader step-by-step through 
even the most sophisticated programming scenarios.

Experienced PIC users and newcomers alike will benefit 
from the text’s many thorough examples, which demonstrate 
how to nimbly side-step common obstacles and take full 
advantage of all the 16-bit features.

Assuming a basic knowledge of electronics, this book 
provides an easy to understand grounding in the topic. 

Chapters in the book: Radio Today, Yesterday, and Tomorrow; 
Radio Waves and Propagation; Capacitors, Inductors, and 
Filters; Modulation; Receivers; Transmitters; Antenna Systems; 
Broadcasting; Satellites; Personal Communications; Appendix – 
Basic Calculations. 

NEW

NEW
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All prices include UK postage. For postage to Europe (air) and the rest of the world (surface) please 
add £3 per book. Surface mail can take up to 10 weeks to some countries. For the rest of the world 
airmail add £4 per book. CD-ROM prices include VAT and/or postage to anywhere in the world. Send 
a PO, cheque, international money order (£ sterling only) made payable to Direct Book Service or 
card details, Visa, Mastercard or Maestro to: DIRECT BOOK SERVICE, WIMBORNE PUBLISHING 
LIMITED, 113 LYNWOOD DRIVE, MERLEY, WIMBORNE, DORSET BH21 1UU.

Books are normally sent within seven days of receipt of order, but please allow 28 days for delivery – more for overseas orders. 
Please check price and availability (see latest issue of Everyday Practical Electronics) before ordering from old lists.

For a further selection of books see the next two issues of EPE. 
Tel 01202 880299  Fax 01202 843233. E-mail: dbs@wimborne.co.uk

Order from our online shop at: www.epemag.com – go to the UK store

BOOK ORDERING DETAILS
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Address: ..........................................................................................................................................
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.........................................................................................................................................................

.............................................. Post code: ........................... Telephone No: ....................................
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 I enclose cheque/PO payable to DIRECT BOOK SERVICE for £ ..............................................

 Please charge my card £ ....................................... Card expiry date.........................................

Card Number ....................................................................... Maestro Issue No..............................

Valid From Date ................  Card Security Code ................  (The last three digits on or just below the signature strip)

Please send book order codes: .......................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................
 Please continue on separate sheet of paper if necessary

BOOK ORDER FORM

MUSIC, AUDIO 
AND VIDEO

MAKING MUSIC WITH YOUR COMPUTER
Stephen Bennett
Nearly everyone with musical aspirations also has a 
computer. This same computer can double as a high 
quality recording studio capable of producing professional 
recordings. This book tells you what software and hardware 
you will need to get the best results.

You’ll learn about recording techniques, software and 
effects, mixing, mastering and CD production.

Suitable for PC and Mac users, the book is full of tips, 
“how to do” topics and illustrations. It’s the perfect answer 
to the question “How do I use my computer to produce my 
own CD?”

92 pages Order code PC120 £10.95

QUICK GUIDE TO MP3 AND DIGITAL MUSIC
Ian Waugh
MP3 files, the latest digital music format, have taken the 
music industry by storm. What are they? Where do you get 
them? How do you use them? Why have they thrown record 
companies into a panic? Will they make music easier to 
buy? And cheaper? Is this the future of music?

All these questions and more are answered in this concise 
and practical book which explains everything you need 
to know about MP3s in a simple and easy-to-understand 
manner. It explains:

How to play MP3s on your computer; How to use MP3s 
with handheld MP3 players; Where to find MP3s on the 
Web; How MP3s work; How to tune into Internet radio 
stations; How to create your own MP3s; How to record your 
own CDs from MP3 files; Other digital audio music formats.

Whether you want to stay bang up to date with the latest 
music or create your own MP3s and join the on-line digital 
music revolution, this book will show you how.

60 pages Order code PC119 £7.45

DIGITAL AUDIO RECORDING
Ian Waugh 
All modern music recordings use digital audio technology. 
Now everyone with a computer can produce CD-quality 
recordings and this book shows you how.
Written in a clear and straightforward style, it explains what 
digital audio recording is, how to use it, the equipment you 
need, what sort of software is available, and how to achieve 
professional results.

It explains:

Computer-based recording is the future of music and this 
book shows how you can join the revolution now.

60 pages Order code PC121 £7.95

RADIO BYGONES
We also carry a selection of books aimed 
at readers of EPE’s sister magazine on 
vintage radio Radio Bygones. These 
books include, the four volumes of our 
own Wireless For the Warrior by Louis 
Meulstee. These are a technical history 
of radio communication equipment 
in the British Army and clandestine 
equipment from pre-war through to the 
1960s.
For details see the UK shop on our web 
site at www.epemag.com or contact us 
for a list of Radio Bygones books.

ELECTRONIC PROJECT BUILDING
FOR BEGINNERS 
R. A. Penfold
This book is for complete beginners to electronic project 
building. It provides a complete introduction to the practical 
side of this fascinating hobby, including the following topics: 

Component identification, and buying the right parts; 
resistor colour codes, capacitor value markings, etc; advice 
on buying the right tools for the job; soldering; making easy 
work of the hard wiring; construction methods, including 
stripboard, custom printed circuit boards, plain matrix 
boards, surface mount boards and wire-wrapping; finishing 
off, and adding panel labels; getting “problem’’ projects to 
work, including simple methods of fault-finding. 

In fact everything you need to know in order to get started 
in this absorbing and creative hobby. 

135 pages Order code BP392 £5.99

BUILDING VALVE AMPLIFIERS
Morgan Jones
The practical guide to building, modifying, fault-finding 
and repairing valve amplifiers. A hands-on approach to 
valve electronics – classic and modern – with a minimum 
of theory. Planning, fault-finding, and testing are each 
illustrated by step-by-step examples.

A unique hands-on guide for anyone working with 
valve (tube in USA) audio equipment – as an electronics 
experimenter, audiophile or audio engineer. 

Particular attention has been paid to answering questions 
commonly asked by newcomers to the world of the vacuum 
tube, whether audio enthusiasts tackling their first build, or 
more experienced amplifier designers seeking to learn the 
ropes of working with valves. The practical side of this book 
is reinforced by numerous clear illustrations throughout.

368 pages Order code NE40 £29.00

PRACTICAL FIBRE-OPTIC PROJECTS 
R. A. Penfold
While fibre-optic cables may have potential advantages 
over ordinary electric cables, for the electronics 
enthusiast it is probably their novelty value that makes 
them worthy of exploration. Fibre-optic cables provide an 
innovative interesting alternative to electric cables, but 
in most cases they also represent a practical approach 
to the problem. This book provides a number of tried and 
tested circuits for projects that utilize fibre-optic cables. 

The projects include:- Simple audio links, F.M. audio link, 
P.W.M. audio links, Simple d.c. links, P.W.M. d.c. link, P.W.M. 
motor speed control, RS232C data links, MIDI link, Loop 
alarms, R.P.M. meter. 

All the components used in these designs are readily 
available, none of them require the constructor to take out 
a second mortgage. 

132 pages Order code BP374 £5.45

GETTING THE MOST FROM YOUR
MULTIMETER
R. A. Penfold
This book is primarily aimed at beginners and those of limited 
experience of electronics. Chapter 1 covers the basics of 
analogue and digital multimeters, discussing the relative 
merits and the limitations of the two types. In Chapter 2 various 
methods of component checking are described, including tests 
for transistors, thyristors, resistors, capacitors and diodes. 
Circuit testing is covered in Chapter 3, with subjects such as 
voltage, current and continuity checks being discussed.

In the main little or no previous knowledge or experience 
is assumed. Using these simple component and circuit 
testing techniques the reader should be able to confidently 
tackle servicing of most electronic projects.
102 pages Order code BP239 £5.49

FOR A FURTHER SELECTION OF BOOKS SEE THE NEXT TWO ISSUES OF EPE
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Printed circuit boards for most recent EPE constructional projects are 
available from the PCB Service, see list. These are fabricated in glass fibre, 
and are fully drilled and roller tinned. Double-sided boards are NOT plated 
through hole and will require ‘vias’ and some components soldering to 
both sides. All prices include VAT and postage and packing. Add £2 per 
board for airmail outside of Europe. Remittances should be sent to The
PCB Service, Everyday Practical Electronics, Wimborne Publishing 
Ltd., 113 Lynwood Drive, Merley, Wimborne, Dorset BH21 1UU.  
Tel: 01202 880299; Fax 01202 843233; Email: orders@epemag.wimborne.
co.uk. On-line Shop: www.epemag.com. Cheques should be crossed and 
made payable to Everyday Practical Electronics (Payment in £ sterling only).

NOTE: While 95% of our boards are held in stock and are dispatched 
within seven days of receipt of order, please allow a maximum of 28 days 
for delivery – overseas readers allow extra if ordered by surface mail.
Back numbers or photocopies of articles are available if required – see the 
Back Issues page for details. WE DO NOT SUPPLY KITS OR COMPONENTS 
FOR OUR PROJECTS.

Please check price and availability in the latest issue. 
A large number of older boards are listed on, and can be 

ordered from, our website.
Boards can only be supplied on a payment with order basis.

PCB SERVICE
                 CHECK US OUT ON THE WEB

PROJECT TITLE ORDER CODE COST

MAY ’12
High-Performance 12V Stereo Amplifier
Low-Power Car/Bike USB Charger

 Solar-Powered Lighting Controller
Jump Start                – Plant Pot Moisture Sensor                                
       – Rain Alarm (Main)     

– Rain Alarm (Sensor)

JUNE ’12
 Digital Insulation Meter

– Main/Display                 
                                    – DC-DC Converter 
Dual Tracking ±0V to 19V PSU
                 – Main PCB

– Front Panel
– LCD Meter

Jump Start Quiz Machine
               – Master
              – Contestant

JULY ’12
 16-Bit Digital Potentiometer
 Intelligent 12V Fan Controller

Jump Start – Battery Voltage Checker

AUGUST ’12
High Performance Microphone Pre-amplifier
Jump Start – Solar Powered Charger

 Electrolytic Capacitor Reformer And Tester
 Ultrasonic Cleaner

High-power DC Motor Speed Controller
– Non-Reversible

              – Reversible
(Both boards double-sided)

SEPTEMBER ’12
Hearing Loop Receiver

 Ultrasonic Anti-Fouling For Boats
Jump Start – Versatile Theft Alarm

EPE SOFTWARE
 All software programs for EPE Projects marked with a star, and 

others previously published can be downloaded free from the Library 
on our website, accessible via our home page at: www.epemag.com

PCB MASTERS
PCB masters for boards published from the March ’06 issue onwards 
can also be downloaded from our website (www.epemag.com); go 

to the ‘Library’ section.

EPE PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD SERVICE
Order Code Project Quantity Price

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Name  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Address  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Tel. No.  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

I enclose payment of £ . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  (cheque/PO in £ sterling only) to:

Everyday Practical
Electronics

Card No.  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Valid From  . . . . . . . . . . . . . Expiry Date . . . . . . . . . . . .

Card Security No.  . . . . . . . Maestro Issue No.  . . . . . .

Signature . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Note: You can also order PCBs by phone, Fax or Email or via the 
Shop on our website on a secure server:

http://www.epemag.com

PROJECT TITLE ORDER CODE COST
      

JULY ’11
Beam-Break Flash Trigger – IR Source 808        

         – Detector 809
Metal Locator                                                  810                £8.56
Multi-Function Active Filter                            812                £10.00
Active AM Loop Antenna and Amp  (inc. Varicaps)                                      

         – Antenna/Amp                            813                
         – Radio Loop                                814

AUGUST ’11
Input Attenuator for the Digital                                

Audio Millvoltmeter   811                £7.58 
SD Card Music & Speech                                
Recorder/Player  815                £13.61

Deluxe 3-Chan. UHF Rolling Code                                
Remote Control  – Transmitter                                             816                    
                             – Receiver 817

SEPTEMBER ’11
 Digital Megohm and Leakage Current Meter                     818 £9.72

Auto-Dim for 6-Digit GPS Clock 819                £6.80

OCTOBER ’11
 High-Quality Stereo DAC – 

                                 Input & Control Board                              820                 
                                 Stereo DAC/Analogue Board                  821                
                                 Front Panel Switch 822                 
                                 Power Supply Board 823
Twin Engine SpeedMatch Indicator                          824                £8.75                

 Wideband Air/Fuel Display (double-sided)                          825                £14.38               

NOVEMBER ’11
 Digital Capacitor Leakage Meter 826 £10.11

One-of-Nine Switch Indicator                         
                             – Main Board 827                    
                             – Remote Display Board 828

DECEMBER ’11
 Wideband Oxygen Sensor Controller                            829                £11.47
 WIB (Web Server In A Box) 830 £9.72
 Ginormous 7-segment LED Panel Meter                           

– Master (KTA-255v2) 831                £12.67
– Slave (KTA-256v2) 832                £5.05
– Programmed Atmega328                                        £10.13

JANUARY ’12
Balanced Output Board For The Stereo DAC 833  £9.72

FEBRUARY ’12
 Air Quality Monitor (CO2/CO)                            834                  £8.75

WIB Connector Daughter PCB 835 £6.80

MARCH ’12
 Internet Time Display Module 836 £8.16

Solar-Powered Intruder Alarm 837 £9.33
 Very, Very Accurate Thermometer/Thermostat 840 £9.33

APRIL ’12
 Digital Audio Signal Generator

                                     – Main Board (Jay or Alt) 838                
                                     – Control/Display Board 839                
EHT Stick                                                                      841                £9.15
Capacitor Leakage Adaptor For DMMs                          842                £9.72

pair      £15.36

pair      £9.72

pair      £10.67

pair      £11.27

pair      £12.43

set       £20.41

843
844
845
846
847
848

£9.14
£7.58
£9.91
£7.97

849
850

851
852
853

854
855

856
857
858

859
860 
861
862

863
864

865
866
867

£9.33
£8.16
£7.19

£7.39
£7.39

£13.99
£10.10
£9.14

£7.58
£7.20
£16.71
£8.75

£6.50
£6.75

£8.55
£9.14
£9.33

pair      £16.33

pair      £18.86
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If you want your advertisements to be seen by the largest readership at the most 
economical price our classified page offers excellent value. The rate for semi-display 
space is £10 (+VAT) per centimetre high, with a minimum height of 2·5cm. All semi-
display adverts have a width of 5.5cm. The prepaid rate for classified adverts is 40p 
(+VAT) per word (minimum 12 words).
All cheques, postal orders, etc., to be made payable to Everyday Practical Electronics. 
VAT must be added. Advertisements, together with remittance, should be sent 
to Everyday Practical Electronics Advertisements, 113 Lynwood Drive, Merley, 
Wimborne, Dorset, BH21 1UU. Phone: 01202 880299. Fax: 01202 843233. Email: 
stewart.kearn@wimborne.co.uk. For rates and information on display and classified 
advertising please contact our Advertisement Manager, Stewart Kearn as above.

BETA LAYOUT. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 75
COAST ELECTRONICS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 80
COMPACT CONTROL DESIGN  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 75
CRICKLEWOOD ELECTRONICS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 45
ESR ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
JAYCAR ELECTRONICS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4/5
JPG ELECTRONICS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 80
L-TEK POSCOPE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 70
LABCENTER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Cover (iv)
LASER BUSINESS SYSTEMS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 80
MATRIX MULTIMEDIA. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 57
MICROCHIP . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21
MIKROELEKTRONIKA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 35
PEAK ELECTRONIC DESIGN . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Cover (iii)
PICO TECHNOLOGY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 45

QUASAR ELECTRONICS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2/3
SHERWOOD ELECTRONICS. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 45
SPIRATRONICS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Cover (ii)
STEWART OF READING . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Cover (iii)

ADVERTISEMENT OFFICES:
113 LYNWOOD DRIVE, MERLEY, WIMBORNE, 
DORSET BH21 1UU
PHONE: 01202 880299
FAX: 01202 843233
EMAIL: stewart.kearn@wimborne.co.uk
WEB: www.epemag.com

For editorial address and phone numbers see page 7

MISCELLANEOUS
VALVES AND ALLIED COMPONENTS IN 
STOCK. Phone for free list. Valves, books and 
magazines wanted. Geoff Davies (Radio), tel. 
01788 574774.

BTEC ELECTRONICS
TECHNICIAN TRAINING

LONDON ELECTRONICS COLLEGE
20 PENYWERN ROAD

EARLS COURT, LONDON SW5 9SU
TEL: (020) 7373 8721

www.lec.org.uk

NATIONAL ELECTRONICS
VCE ADVANCED ICT

HNC AND HND ELECTRONICS
FOUNDATION DEGREES

NVQ ENGINEERING AND IT
DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGY

BOWOOD ELECTRONICS LTD
Suppliers of Electronic Components

Place a secure order on our website or call our sales line
All major credit cards accepted

Web: www.bowood-electronics.co.uk
Unit 10, Boythorpe Business Park, Dock Walk, Chesterfield, 

Derbyshire S40 2QR. Sales: 01246 200222
Send 60p stamp for catalogue

CANTERBURY WINDINGS
UK manufacturer of toroidal transformers 

(10VA to 3kVA)
All transformers made to order. No design fees. 

No minimum order.
www.canterburywindings.co.uk

01227 450810

If you would like to advertise on 
the Classified page then please 

call Stewart Kearn on:
01202 880299

or email 
stewart.kearn@wimborne.co.uk

CPS Solar
Solar panels, solar cells, and many 

more alternative energy products for 
battery charging etc, please visit our 

website  for further info or call
Tel: 0870 765 2334. 

www.solarpanelsonline.co.uk

LOUDSPEAKERS
& METERS 

Including Pro PPM’s
For full info Visit Section 12

www.partridgeelectronics.co.uk

Everyday Practical Electronics 
reaches more UK readers than 
any other UK monthly hobby 

electronics magazine, our sales 
figures prove it.

We have been the leading 
monthly magazine in this market 

for the last twenty-five years.

EPE Classifieds_100144WP.indd   79 19/07/2012   13:09:34



Rechargeable Batteries With Solder Tags

NIMH

AA 2000mAh  ......................£2.82
C 4Ah ...................................£4.70
D 9Ah ...................................£7.60
PP3 150mAh  ..................... £4.95

Instrument case with edge connector and screw terminals

Size 112mm x 52mm  x 105mm tall

This box consists of a cream base  with a PCB slot, a cover plate to pro-
tect your circuit, a black lid with a 12 way edge connector and 12 screw
terminals built in (8mm pitch) and 2 screws to hold the lid on. The cream
bases have minor marks from dust and handling price £2.00 +
VAT(=£2.35) for a sample or £44.00+VAT (=£51.70) for a box of 44.

866 battery pack  originally intended to be
used with an orbitel mobile telephone it
contains 10 1·6Ah sub C batteries (42 x
22 dia. the size usually used in cordless
screwdrivers etc.) the pack is new and
unused and can be broken open quite
easily £7.46 + VAT = £8.77

Please add £1.66 + VAT = £1.95 postage & packing per order

JPG Electronics
Shaws Row, Old Road, Chesterfield, S40 2RB.

Tel 01246 211202  Fax 01246 550959
www.JPGElectronics.com

Mastercard/Visa/Switch
Callers welcome 9.30 a.m. to 5.30 p.m. Monday to Saturday

NICAD

AA 650mAh...................... £1.41
C  2.5Ah ...............................£3.60
D 4Ah ...................................£4.95

Published on approximately the first Thursday of each month by Wimborne Publishing Ltd., 113 Lynwood Drive, Merley, Wimborne, Dorset BH21 1UU. Printed in England by Acorn Web Offset Ltd., 
Normanton, WF6 1TW. Distributed by Seymour, 86 Newman St., London W1T 3EX. Subscriptions INLAND: £21.95 (6 months); £41.50 (12 months); £78.00 (2 years). OVERSEAS: standard air service, 
£25.00 (6 months); £48.00 (12 months); £91.00 (2 years). Express airmail, £35.00 (6 months); £68.00 (12 months); £131.00 (2 years). Payments payable to “Everyday Practical Electronics’’, Subs Dept, 
Wimborne Publishing Ltd. Email: subs@epemag.wimborne.co.uk. EVERYDAY PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS is sold subject to the following conditions, namely that it shall not, without the written consent of the 
Publishers first having been given, be lent, resold, hired out or otherwise disposed of by way of Trade at more than the recommended selling price shown on the cover, and that it shall not be lent, resold, hired out 
or otherwise disposed of in a mutilated condition or in any unauthorised cover by way of Trade or affixed to or as part of any publication or advertising, literary or pictorial matter whatsoever.

Next Month Content may be subject to change

OCTOBER ’12 ISSUE ON SALE 
6 SEPTEMBER 2012

Two TOSLINK–S/PDIF Audio Converters
Do you have a DVD or CD player with a TOSLINK (optical) output, but only coaxial 
S/PDIF inputs on your amplifier? Or do you have the opposite problem? 
What about hum from your speakers when running digital audio via a coaxial cable? 
With these simple converters you can easily solve these problems. 

Digital Lighting Controller
Want one up on your neighbours? Instead of a static Christmas Lights display (so passé!) 
now you can have the ultimate in Christmas extravaganzas. This amazing controller will 
bring your Christmas lights to life. It’s easy-to-build, easy-to-connect and, best of all, 
easy to program!

Jump Start
Before you build the Christmas light controller, how about this Halloween ‘spooky’ sound 
generator? In next month’s EPE, Mike and Richard Tooley build a ‘Wailing Siren with flashing 
lights’ the sixth project in our new series dedicated to newcomers, or those following courses 
taught in schools and colleges.   

Ultrasonic anti-fouling for boats – Part 2
In Part 1, we published the details of the ultrasonic driver for this project, which is housed 
in an IP65 case for safety and protection from water ingress. This month, we describe 
how to encapsulate the ultrasonic transducer so that it is safe to handle. 

Designing and installing a hearing loop for the deaf – Part 2
In Part 1, we introduced the subject of hearing aid inductive loops and explained how 
they were designed. We also mentioned that most amplifiers could be used to drive 
hearing loops, albeit with a bit of tweaking in most cases. Now we move on to some 
of the commercial equipment designed specifically for driving hearing loops.

Coast
Sorting out your bits and pieces? Check out our E-shop...

...We offer components, modules, kits, Led lighting, musical 
stuff, Industrial, Contract design, device programming, 

short-range radio, scientific items …and some really weird things!

And if we don’t have what you need... let us know...
we just might add it.

COAST ELECTRONICS
8 HOLWORTH CLOSE

BOURNEMOUTH
BH11 8PF

Tel:01202 244309

www.coastelect.com
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www.stewart-of-reading.co.uk
Check out our website, 1,000 s of items in stock.

HP8560E SPECTRUM ANALYSER
30HZ-2.9GHZ with Tracking Generator

£3,500
HP8560 SERIES SPECTRUM

ANALYSER Frequency up to 26GHZ 
Various Models from £2,500-£7,000

AGILENT E4402B Spectrum Analyser

100HZ – 3GHZ with Option 1DN Tracking 
Gen; 1 DR Narrow Res; A4H GPIB, 
UKB…………………………….……..£5800
HP 35670A FFT Dynamic Signal Analyser

2 Channel. Unused in original box...£4000
AGILENT 83752B Synthesised Sweeper

0.01-20GHZ…………………….……£6000
HP83711B Synthesised 1-20GHZ with 

Opt IEI Attenuator……………….…..£5000
AGILENT/HP E4431B Signal Generator 

250KHZ-2GHZ Digital Modulation...£2750
MARCONI 2024 Signal Generator  9KHZ-

2.4GHZ Opt 04……………………....£1250
MARCONI/IFR 2030 Signal Generator

10KHZ-1.35 GHZ ………………….…£995
MARCONI 2022E Synthesised AM/FM 

Signal Generator 10KHZ-1.01GHZ ...£500
HP8566A Spectrum Analyser 100HZ-

22GHZ…………………….……….…£1950
HP8568A Spectrum Analyser 100HZ-

1500MHZ…………………………..…£1250
AVCOM PSA-37D Spectrum Analyser 

1MHZ-4.2GHZ……….……………….…..£-
IFR 1200S Service Communication  

Monitor……………………..…………£1500
HP6624A Power Supply 0-20V 0-2A 

Twice, 0-7V 0-5A; 0-50V 0.8A 
Special price…………………………..£350
AVO/MEGGAR FT6/12 AC/DC 

breakdown tester…………..…..£400-£600
MARCONI/IFR/AEROFLEX 2025 Signal 

Gen 9KHZ—2.51GHZ Opt 04 High Stab 
Opt 11 High Power etc As New…....£2500
SOLARTRON 1250 Frequency Response 

Analyser 10uHZ-65KHZ……………..£995
HP3324A Synthesised Function  

Generator 21MHZ…………..…...……£500
HP41800A Active Probe 5HZ-500MHZ 

…………………………………….……£750
ANRITSU MS2601A Spectrum Analyser 

10KHZ-2.2GHZ 50ohm………………£750
AGILENT E4421B 250KHZ-3GHZ

Signal Generator………………..…..£2500

HP53131A Universal Counter Opt 001

Unused Boxed 3GHZ……….……..£850
Unused Boxed 225MHZ…..……….£595
Used 225MHZ……………..………..£495
HP8569B Spectrum Analyser 0.01-

22GHZ……………………..…..……£995
HP54616C Oscilloscope Dual Trace 

500MHZ 2GS/S Colour………..…£1250
QUART LOCK 10A-R Rubidium 

Frequency Standard…………...…£1000
PENDULUM CNT90 Timer/Counter 

/Analyser 20GHZ………………….£1950
ADVANTEST R3465 Spectrum 

Analyser 9KHZ-8GHZ………………....£-
HP Programmable Attenuators £300 

each
33320H DC-18GHZ 11db
33321G DC-18GHZ 70db

Many others available
AGILENT E3610A Power Supply 0-8v 

0-3A/0-15v 0-2A Unused
AGILENT E3611A Power Supply 0-20V 

0-1.5A/0-35V 0-0.85V Unused
HP6269B Power Supply 0-40V 0-50A 

………………………………………..£400
AMPLIFIER RESEARCH Power 

Amplifier 1000LAM8………………£POA
MARCONI/IFR 2945/A Radio 

Communication Test Sets with options 
……………………………….from £3,000
MARCONI 2955/A/B Radio  

Communication Test Sets….. from £625
MARCONI/IFR 6200/6200B Microwave 

Test Set…….…………………………..£-
HP33120A Function Generator

100 MicroHZ – 15MHZ Unused Boxed
………………………………………..£595
Used, No Moulding, No Handle…..£395
ENI 3200L RF Power Amplifier 

250KHZ-150MHZ 200W 55Db…£POA
CIRRUS CRL254 Sound Level Meter 

with Calibrator………………………..£95
CEL328 Digital Sound Level Meter with 

CEL284/2 Acoustical Calibrator………..

SPECIAL OFFERS
MARCONI 2305 Modulation Meter.£295
MARCONI 6960B Power Meter with 

6910 Sensor 10MHZ-20GHZ......…£295
HAMEG 605 Oscilloscope Dual Trace 

60MHZ……………….……………...£125
BLACK STAR 1325 Counter Timer 

1.3GHZ……………………………….£95
HP8484A Power Sensor 0.01-18GHZ 

0.3nW-10uW……………..…………£125

HP83731A/B 
SYNTHESISED SIGNAL GENERATOR 

1-20GHZ Various Options
£4,000-5,000

TEKTRONIX TDS784D
4 Channel 1GHZ 4GS/S

Opts 05/1M/2M/2C/3C/4C no Probes
£2,750

R&S SMR 40 10MHZ-40GHZ SIGNAL 
GENERATOR Options B1/3/4/5/11/14/17

£POA

RACAL 1792 RECEIVER
£300

ANRITSU 54169A
Scaler Network 
Analyser 0.01-
40GHZ £POA

ANRITSU 37247C
Vector Network 
Analyser 0.04-
20GHZ £POA

Many Accessories 
with each unit

FLUKE SCOPEMETERS 99B Series II 

2Ch 100MHZ 5GS/G
………………………….…….. from £325
97 2Ch 50MHZ 25MS/S……. from £225

STEWART of READING
17A King Street, Mortimer,

Near Reading RG7 3RS
Telephone: 0118 933 1111

Fax: 0118 933 2375
9am – 5pm Monday – Friday

Used Equipment – GUARANTEED
Prices plus Carriage and VAT

Please check availability before 
ordering or CALLING IN
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